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Summary 
 

The dissertation research consists of creative and written components. The creative 

component includes an interactive DVD, titled Trans-actions, which consists of video, 

audio and technical documentation of several interactive artworks and their 

exhibition, which is an integral component of this research. The importance and 

complexity of interaction as a phenomenon in itself cannot be fully understood as an 

idea alone, unless one is subjected to the persistent multiplicity of its effects in 

practice.  This is where the full implication of the Actor-Network (ANT) method, of 

"following the actors" in practice, is sharply felt. Both the artwork and the writing 

were developed more or less simultaneously, in which the artworks provided a sort 

of test case (also important to the ANT method) and means of 'thinking' through the 

different kinds of actorial, spatial, temporal and material effects generated in 

interactive artworks.  

 

The discursive component (59,000 words) uses an Actor-Network method to develop 

the idea that the making and exhibition of, and interaction in, participatory artworks 

is more adequately described when approached with the notion of trans-action. 

Central to the idea of trans-action is the intimate exchange and mutual ordering that 

takes place when actors come together to collectively make something happen. This 

idea, along with the many others documented throughout this work, would not have 

been possible were it not for the nexus created via the actual practice of making 

artwork and its relation to discourse. 
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Abstract 
 

In mapping the generative effects of interactive artworks, this dissertation delineates 

interactivity according to its distributive actions, cognition and embodiment. These 

distributive effects are explained in terms of Actor-Network Theory. The dissertation 

examines historical notions of participation and interaction in the visual arts and 

considers the Systems and Cybernetics art movements of the 1960s to be important 

precursors to a continuum model, and thus actor-network description, of 

interaction. Contemporary notions of interactivity in the visual arts are also 

questioned, particularly in relation to how the discourses of art theory, sociology, 

computer science and human computer interaction have generally articulated 

interactivity as socially constructed, made of separate bounded components, 

intrinsically linked to technology, primarily immaterial and with inputs and outputs 

that do little to explain the actual interaction.  

 

An actor-network approach is used to investigate how subjects and objects in 

participatory and/or interactive artworks actually interact. The description that 

follows implies that ’interaction’ in artworks is a complex form of trans-action. This is 

a collective action that requires intimate exchange and reciprocal adjustments, and 

connotes a complex set of mediations implied by an actor-network description. 

Trans-action, therefore, places the emphasis on the vast array of entities that stretch 

across variations in space, time, materials, actors, distributed agencies, cognitive 

abilities and embodied qualities – not just the technology. As such, the notion of 

trans-action is used to describe the collective effect of the exchange and reciprocal 

action of actors of all kinds embodied in interactive artworks.   
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Introduction 
 

In part, the motivation for this research stems from work undertaken in a Masters 

program almost thirteen years ago. The basic premise for that research was to 

investigate the subject/object divide that has pervaded the conceptualisation of 

Western epistemology since the Enlightenment, and the means by which the making 

and exhibition of contemporary sculpture subverted those categories, which was no 

small task. However, the research did open windows for me into the cultural and 

philosophical implications of such a divide and allowed me to explore sculptural 

situations in which this binary was deconstructed.  

 

Fast forward to now and instead of building static sculpture I find my practice 

embedded in the field of participatory or interactive media art. The interactive 

element in such art subverts the traditional subject/object distinction; both are 

changed and something else is created. The major effect was that the watertight 

nature of the conventional subject/object binary, which by default presumes an 

empty space or unbridgeable gap 'between' humans and objects, was in fact 

occupied ground, porous and transient – as if objects and subjects regularly acted as 

though conjoined in some way. More to the point was that the kinds of interactive 

situations that my practice evoked not only challenged subject/object definitions 

and distinctions but also placed interaction as a kind of making that was central to 

almost every aspect of an interactive artwork.  As I began to read art and new media 

theory in the hope that I would be able to extend some of the ideas I was exploring 

in my practice, I soon realised that what I was thinking was increasingly out of step 

with how most writers envisioned interactive media practice.   

 

In terms of my struggle (like every art student) to conceptualise my practice it was 

heartening to see that I was not alone. In fact, there is a long chain of writers and 

artists who, since the 1960s, have set many precedents for alternative explanations 

of interaction in artworks. For example, the development of radically new types of 

interactive and participatory artworks in the 1960s led to the invention – by the likes 

of Jack Burnham and Roy Ascott – of a new vocabulary. References to robotics, proto 

cybernetic organisms, matrix and telematics are all part of an invented vocabulary 

distinctive of artists working in that area of the time. Ascott and Burnham not only 

described participation in artworks in human social terms but also in relation to the 

burgeoning technologies that formed part of a systems and cybernetics art practice. 

These new technologies required new conceptual scaffolds, as artists and theorists 

scrambled to keep up with the changes wrought by technology. 

 

This game of catch up was exaggerated in the 1990s, the so-called pinnacle of 

technology in art, when computers became readily available and accessible to 

mainstream society and thus artists. This historical phenomenon is highlighted by 

Sommerer, Jian and Mignonue who, in a recent book, note that the increasing 

popularity of “interactive works” in the 1990s did more to highlight the gap between 

concepts of interactivity and its actual practice (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 

16). Similarly, the artist Simon Penny argues that digital art "need[s] a critical and 
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technical practice in order to build a critical/theoretical apparatus adequate and 

appropriate to an emerging range of practices" (Penny 2008, 5). The writer and artist 

Roy Ascott also had a premonition of the problem and described the "explanatory 

gap" as part of the consequence of defining human/ technology relations as one rife 

with the binaries of mind apart from matter and subject separate from object 

(Ascott 2000, 4). 

 

The explanatory gap as described by Ascott is further exaggerated by accounts of 

interactivity in the arts that frame either end of the human (social construction)/ 

machine (computer science/ human computer interaction (HCI)) spectrum.
1
The use 

of either one of these frameworks alone reifies the human machine binary, whilst 

simultaneously supporting the assumption that humans and computers are discrete 

and relatively distinct entities. This is reflected in many historical and contemporary 

explanations of interactivity in the arts. For example, Sommerer, Jian and Mignonue 

presume that “interaction is a social construction” (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 

2008, 2), whilst in the same book and in direct contradiction, Katja Kwastek argues: 

“The objective of interactive media art is precisely to uncover and reflect the specific 

forms of interaction enabled by new media” (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 

21). Kwastek’s statement is important because it foregrounds the importance of 

interaction as an integral part of the material and conceptual nature of the 

interactive artwork.
2
 At the same time it begs the question of how a social 

constructionist can adequately describe the effect of interaction between humans 

and technology in new media that encompasses both ends of the interactive 

spectrum.  

 

Similar kinds of questions can be asked of computer science discourse, only this time 

control, information processing and fixed inputs and outputs are privileged. The 

information processing approach saw the digital computer extended as a model of 

mind and sought to explain cognition by reducing it to internal symbolic events. The 

body and its perceptual and motor systems were declared peripheral to central 

cognition (Hutchins 2010). This approach is typified by artists and writers who 

explain interaction in terms of its components and the manner of control these 

elements offer a participant (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 20). The 

collaborative European research project "Capturing Unstable Media" also attempts 

to define interactive artworks by separating out each of their physical, digital, 

conceptual, technical, activity, and production components (V2_Organisation 2003). 

The problem with such an approach lies in the assumption that the components and 

their specific competencies within an interaction can firstly be differentiated from all 

other components, and secondly that these components in isolation somehow 

define the actual interaction.  

                                                 
1 There are of course a number of HCI hybrids, Activity Theory, Situated Actions and Post-Phenomenology but in practical 

terms they do not concentrate on the relations formed in interaction, instead I argue that these HCI methods focus explicitly on 

the anthropocentric side of the human/machine relation.
 

2 Kwastek’s statement also marks the difference between interactive media art and interactive industrial Multimedia, which 

uses interaction purely as an end to means, i.e. we use a mouse to simply move folders or click on buttons. The interaction 

itself is not considered a material, conceptual or ideological component of the action as in most forms of new media art. 
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An extension of this approach is Lutz Goertz’s method, which is based on 

determining the quantitative and thereby the qualitative amount of interactions 

between each of the elements. Goertz recommends looking at the degree of 

selection options such as, the degree of modification options, the quantitative size of 

selection and modification possibilities, and the degree of linearity or non-linearity 

as a means of judging the quality of interactivity (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 

2008, 21).  Alternatively, Katja Kwastek rightly points out that Goertz’s "degrees of 

interactivity" approach becomes problematic when applied to artworks, mainly 

because, for the artist, the decision to use digital media is not an ends to a means as 

in industrial Multimedia forms. Thus, the instrumental and quantitative degrees of 

interactivity do not necessarily align with the interconnection between ideology and 

technology necessary for artistic practice (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 20). 

As a result Dieter Daniels (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 20) suggests: 

 

describing interactive artworks should therefore attempt to identify 

and denominate the different processes taken into consideration by 

the artists and analyse their relation to the discursive backgrounds 

and concepts of interaction they refer to, irrespective of a validation 

of an assumed gradation.  

 

Even this approach is merely an extension of a "degrees" method of analysis. 

Daniels’ mode of description assumes that theory is embedded and extended in 

practice (by the sole artist) and practice itself is necessarily theoretical, as if there is a 

one-way and unmediated conduit between the ingredient 'theory' and its 

subsequent externalisation in practice by the human. But if the practice itself, that is, 

how things interact, cannot be adequately explained, then Daniels can only really 

describe inputs such as different instrumental processes, ideologies and 

backgrounds. How the interaction or the 'productivity of practice' in itself constructs 

meaning is never mentioned. No matter how "open ended" the artwork may appear 

it still leaves the interaction invisible (Daniels 2007, 37). It is as if Daniels is somehow 

able to conjure an a priori and external heuristic and apply this to the internal, 

complex, and what is at least for Daniels the invisible, and thus ignored processes in 

interaction. 
3
 

 

The popularity of the social, computer science and the "degrees" approaches to 

describing interactivity in the visual arts is connected to the simplicity of the answers 

these methods provide.  A fixed notion of states of being is presumed to aid in the 

ordering, representation and interpretation of our world. In the process such 

ordering also confines properties and characteristics to singular components. As a 

result component characteristics and functions must be pre-existing and a-priori, 

essentially interior, unchanged and therefore not attributed to entities through 

interaction. The difficulty in describing the world as any different to this dualistic 

perspective is made all the more problematic when such views become ‘common 

                                                 
3 See Frank Popper’s books as exemplars of this approach (Popper 1975, 1993,

 
1997).    
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sense’, institutionalised and thus sanctioned as the most appropriate procedures for 

representation and thus interpretation. As a result the interaction itself is very rarely 

mentioned, as to do so would represent a mudding of the methodological waters. 

 

It is therefore not surprising that interactivity in the visual arts presides in an 

explanatory gap, ‘blackboxed’
4
 as it were in a blind spot between sociology and 

computer science. Blackboxing is an important term because it highlights the way 

the internal complexity of scientific and technical work is ignored, leaving one to 

focus only on its inputs and outputs. In the visual arts, blackboxing not only obscures 

interaction but pigeonholes the way we can conceive of interactivity. If, as Michael 

Jäckel suggests, the concept of interactivity revolves around means of exchange, 

interplay and mutual influence (Jäckel 1995), then the task becomes one of 

overcoming blackboxing in order to describe the way both ends of the interactive 

spectrum – human (social) and object/machine (computer science) – are able to 

exchange something and therefore mutually influence one another. The important 

point this research makes is that you cannot get at what is exchanged, interchanged 

and mutually influenced without investigating what happens between both ends of 

the spectrum.   

 

There are a number of hybrid human-computer interaction methods such as 

Situated Action and Activity Theory that do try to take into account other factors 

beyond the social and instrumental. Even though these particular processes have 

had very little impact in the visual arts, it is worth discussing their advantages and 

disadvantages as possible methods of inquiry. Both Situated Action and Activity 

Theory would acknowledge the influence of contextual actors such as objects, 

situations, goals, intentions, materials and the part they play in interactions. As a 

result both approaches offer a potential way of moving beyond a social, computer 

science or "degree" approach. However, in the end, because both methods are 

immanently tied to anthropocentric goals, each fails to adequately take into account 

the question of how subjects and objects interact.  

 

 For example, Lucy Suchman’s book Plans and Situated Actions argues that 

interaction is the dynamic negotiation of meaning via the relation between human 

plans and their consequent ‘situated’ actions (Suchman 1987). The focus of study is 

the situated activity itself, how artefacts might influence the activities’ goals and 

how these relations structure social and cultural knowledge - not the relations 

between things (Nardi 1996, 71). Suchman does not deny that artefacts, social 

relations, knowledge or values are important, but she does argue that the true locus 

of inquiry should be the "everyday activity of persons acting in [a] setting" (Lave 

1988, 25). Although Plans and Situated Actions may be useful for understanding the 

emergent and contingent nature of human activity it does little to analyse the mass 

of other (nonhuman) actors involved when subjects and objects interact.  

 

                                                 
4
 
Blackboxing is a term from the sociology of science that refers to the way scientific and technical work is made invisible by its 

own success. “When a machine runs efficiently.. one needs to focus only on its inputs and outputs, not on its internal 

complexity.” (Latour 1999, 311) .
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Objects in this case are human motives, needs, desires and the internal mental 

processes that drive action. Indeed for Activity Theory "objectless activity" is devoid 

of meaning and it is the object-orientedness of action that is the key to 

understanding the human psyche. As Bonnie Nardi states: "Activity theory 

emphasizes motivation and purposefulness and is optimistic concerning human self-

determination" (Nardi 1996, 79).  In this way, individual consciousness is of prime 

importance. Therefore Activity Theory has anthropocentric goals in which the 

subject’s transformation and development is of prime importance. 

 

Nevertheless, many of the methods which Activity Theory employs do, up to a point, 

take into account the interaction between artefacts and subjects. For example, the 

founders of Activity Theory, Vgostky and later Leitnov, consider cultural artefacts to 

be an influential part of human action.  Tools and external objects such as hammers 

or internal concepts like 'work', shape the way people act which in turn influences 

mental development (Engestrom 2001, 134). In this way mediation plays an 

important part in how the individual participates in culture. Mediation also 

influences society, which is literally constructed via the agency of individuals who 

use and produce artefacts. However, although not entirely asymmetrical, Activity 

Theory does not recognise the full potential of the agencies of other entities besides 

humans (Engestrom 1993, 66). As Engestrom states, “if we take a closer… look at any 

institution, we get a picture of a continuously constructed collective activity system 

that is not reducible to series … of individual discrete actions, although the human 

agency is necessarily realized in the form of actions” (Engestrom 1993, 66). Whilst 

for Engestrom an activity is not reducible to any individual's action, human agency is 

nonetheless privileged. In terms of Activity Theory’s account of artefacts and their 

relations to subjects, its goal is slanted towards the anthropocentric end of the scale. 

Although Activity Theory might be keen to demonstrate the influence of several 

contextual and artefactual agencies on human mental development and cognition, it 

is unwilling to let go of its anthropocentric and psychoanalytic origins in favour of a 

distributed cognition model of interaction.  

 

Distributed cognition is the study of the representation of knowledge both internal 

and external to the mind, the propagation of knowledge between different 

individuals and artefacts, and the transformations of external structures when 

operated on by humans and artefacts (Nick, Flor et al. 1991, 37). In this manner 

distributed cognition considers people and things as capable of exchange, interplay 

and mutual influence on a much deeper symmetrical
5
 level than Activity Theory. As a 

result distributed cognition will form an important part of the method of this 

research.  

 

Like distributed cognition, Don Idhe’s version of phenomenology – or what he has 

branded post-phenomenology – also takes into account the ability of artefacts to 

influence not only cognition, but hermeneutics or human interpretation (Idhe 1998). 

Idhe describes his version of post phenomenology as "... neither subjectivist nor 

                                                 
5 Symmetry is a method of enquiry that makes no analytical distinction between the social and the technical. A position of 

symmetry between humans and artefacts challenges the distinction between natural and social entities.
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objectivist, but relational" (Ihde 2010). The emphasis on relations gives Idhe's 

version of post- phenomenology a distinct benefit when it comes to understanding 

how technology mediates the co-constituted nature of subjects and objects. But 

there is nonetheless a subtle asymmetry that is both an advantage and disadvantage 

for certain types of analysis. For example on Don Idhe's personal website, Idhe 

(2010) states:  

 

I would find it rather hard to say at least without claiming a highly 

metaphorical attribution that the speed bump (sleeping policeman) is 

filled with designers, administrators and policemen! I can’t quite 

bring myself to the level of "socializing" the artifacts. They may be 

interactants, but are not quite actants … But it remains, I hold, harder 

to maintain that the artifact changes with the same degree of 

symmetry as the human. 
 

In other words, Idhe still privileges the human condition over and above those of 

nonhumans. The advantage of Idhe's position is that he can still take into account 

the non-neutral mediatory ability of nonhumans to shape human/ nonhuman 

relations whilst at the same time acknowledge internal human processes.  The 

disadvantage is that an asymmetrical position, no matter how subtle, cannot fully 

articulate what happens in an interaction when it privileges one actor over another.  
 

Alternatively, the ethnographer Steve Woolgar, in his research on the usability of 

microcomputers of the early 1990s, found that the relationship between user and 

machine is a continuum of mutual influence and re-configuration (Woolgar 1991). 

Additionally, Woolgar's research admitted that the competencies of both user and 

machine were so intimately influencing that it became increasingly problematic to 

consider each entity as bounded, or acting in isolation. Instead, Woolgar posits that 

such relations operate more like a continuum where the ‘machine’ becomes its 

relationship to the user and the user becomes its relationship to the machine. Their 

individual boundaries and competencies are subject to a kind of flux, which replaces 

notions of a ‘space between’ with varying degrees of definition, dependent on the 

nature of the subjects and objects involved. In other words the ability to perform 

certain tasks is afforded
6
 in part by their relations, not wholly as a result of some a 

priori characteristic. In this way both user and machine are re-configured, caught up 

as it were in a continuum of variable relations.  

 

Woolgar’s description of human-computer interaction as a continuum of entities 

resembles what Michel Callon (1999, 185), an actor-network theorist, refers to as a 

coordination effect of translation, as: 

 

                                                 
6 Gibson’s notion of affordances is defined as  “they are in a sense objective, real, and physical, unlike values and meanings, 

which are often supposed to be subjective, phenomenal, and mental. But, actually, an affordance is neither an objective 

property nor a subjective property; or it is both if you like. An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective and 

helps us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of behaviour. It is both physical and 

psychical, yet neither.” An affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer (Gibson 1979, 129).
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not a network connecting entities which are already there, but a 

network which configures ontologies. The agents, their dimensions, 

and what they are and do, all depend on the morphology of the 

relations in which they are involved … the number of connections that 

an actor has with different networks, determines what the actor is, 

wants and can do. 

 

 

Much like Woolgar’s continuum model of interaction, Callon's version of 

translation illustrates a similar continuum of relations.   More importantly 

translation makes explicit the way functional competency and indeed it's 

ontology is not a 'natural' condition of an entity. Rather, both conditions are 

co constituted by the depth and breadth of its dynamic and variable relations 

with the networks that surround and run through it. It is in this way that both 

Woolgar’s continuum model and translation  problematise the 'common 

sense' assumption of individual competencies, intentions, or ontologies in an 

interaction. 

 

Translation problematises attempts to attribute action to one actor, particularly 

when all possible actions result from, or are dependent on, the process of 

translation. For example, picking up and ‘using’ a hammer is mediated by the actor-

networks that make such action possible. Likewise ‘using’ a computer is mediated in 

the same way, except that the chains of actors that make possible the action are 

more complicated. The implication of translation for this research is that there is 

very little difference between making and interacting with interactive artworks that 

involve no technology and those that involve super computers. Both contexts 

equally engage chains of entities that are dependent on each other and gain their 

momentum from these relations. Interaction and Interactivity, when used in this 

research, is therefore, considered synonymous with translation.  

 

The advantage of translation over traditional ways of describing interactivity lies in 

its ability to focus on a finer gradient of interactions between all entities. Not only 

are the local and internal dynamics of change taken into account but also the 

networks of mediations become minutely complex. Translation therefore stands in 

direct contrast to the myopic and unwieldy feedback loops which are metaphorically 

implied in most historical and contemporary discourses about interactivity in the 

visual arts (Ascott 1968; Burnham 1968a; Cornock and Edmonds 1973; Ascott 2001; 

Nagashima 2003). The notion of translation means that feedback can be replaced 

with a real array of minute translations in which each filament contributes to a larger 

collective course of action. 

 

Moreover, the means by which actors are translated presupposes a medium or a 

“material into which it is inscribed”; that is, translations are “embodied in texts, 

machines, bodily skills which become their support” (Callon 1991, 143). Therefore, 

the medium of actors and networks also plays a part in interaction. The importance 

of material in translation is highlighted by John Law's description of relational 

materiality and the “process of heterogeneous engineering in which bits and pieces 
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from the social, the technical and the conceptual and the textual are fitted together, 

and so converted (translated) into science” (Law 1992, 2).  

 

Such descriptions of material processes allow us to rethink the supposed 

immateriality of digital artworks depicted by so many writers in new media theory 

(Blistène 1985; Manovich 2001; Beloff 2006; Penny 2008), so that digital data can be 

translated into a kind of information materiality. When reconceptualised in this way 

digital data is not immaterial, it has substance and physical properties, and as such is 

afforded the same mediatory means as of any other physical material. 

 

This description of medium is altogether too difficult for sociologists to contend with, 

since the only material available to them is bounded with a priori characteristics, 

internal to separate components and thus unsullied by outside interference. More to 

the point is that material interaction at this level can only ever be described in  

metaphorical terms. Likewise, Situated Action, Activity Theory and Post-

Phenomenology each deal with materiality in their own way. Nevertheless each of 

these methods is unable to adequately map the associations and substitutions of all 

manner of entities to the extent that translation posits. What we get instead is the 

virtualisation and allegorical nature of a hybrid 'quasi-other'
7
 that fails to map the 

associative relations and material implications of interaction, and instead 

emphasises anthropocentric goals.  

 

Translation as described by Michel Callon is an integral component in Actor-Network 

Theory (ANT), which can be described simply as a theory that describes interaction. 

ANT treats everything in the social and natural worlds as a continuously generated 

effect of the webs of relations within which they are located (Law 2009, 141). This is 

a symmetrical approach that makes no distinction between humans and nonhumans 

and as such describes them in the same terms. Instead ANT uses the semiotic term 

actant or actor to avoid invoking the object/subject, human/nonhuman binary. 

Therefore, the symmetrical approach allows us to consider the ways nonhumans and 

humans act and produce effects on the world.  

 

Actors can be anything that acts. To act means that a relation exists between two 

entities. If there is no action the relation is deemed asymmetrical and thus not 

important for this study.
8
 However, translation can be seen as means of describing a 

sliding scale of symmetry. This simply means that different actors gain competencies 

and functions as a result of different relations, and can thus be described as thinly 

related (at the beginning of an interaction) or thickly related (towards the 

stabilisation of an long chain of actors working together). In ANT terms interactivity, 

like translation, is made possible by a heterogeneous network of human and 

                                                 
7 See Idhe(2010)

  
8
 
The term asymmetrical does not refer to the possibility of participants not engaging in an interactive art work; this is more a 

question of a network effect that was not strong enough to sustain a relation.  Rather, asymmetries do exist (see Chapter 

Three), but they should not be used to justify the transformation,  power structures  and intentions of social actors , nor 

prioritise one actor over another as per sociology, as this merely reinforces the human non human binary and therefore 

discounts the complex mediatory effects of the actor-network.
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nonhumans that work together to make things possible that neither could achieve 

without the other. Since both human and nonhumans are dependent on each other 

through translation, action is deemed not a property of an individual actor. Rather, 

action is the "making-do accomplished along with others in an event, and the 

specific opportunities provided by the circumstances" (Latour 1999, 288). 
  

The term “network” in Actor-Network Theory, bears no relation to technical 

networks. It rather implies a mode of enquiry or, as Bruno Latour (2010) describes: 

 

It is the shock that reveals around any given substance the vast 

deployment of its attributes. Or rather, take any substance that at 

first seems self contained and transform it in what needs to subsist 

through a complex ecology of tributaries allies, accomplices and 

alliances.  

 

An actor is in a sense a network in its own right, constructed, even if in variable 

terms, from the network of relations it is inextricably part of.  The network and actor 

share a kind of dual co-constituted nature – much like the way Woolgar’s participant 

is co-constituted in the ‘machine’. The network as explained above by Latour helps 

us to trace actors as they move, and in so doing, construct themselves and the 

networks in which they are entangled.  

 

The Actor-Network approach culminates in the much contested term “theory” 

(Latour 1998), which is very closely linked to ANT’s supposed method and indeed the 

method followed throughout this research. Despite opinions to the contrary, Actor-

Network theory can be explained in the abstract (Law 2009, 141). Nevertheless, as 

John Law states, to only describe actor-networks in the abstract misses the point 

because ANT is not meant as an abstract theory, but is rather grounded in empirical 

case studies (Law 2009, 2). That is, when employing ANT one must “follow the 

actors” (Latour 2005, 68). In other words, theory is not necessarily embedded in 

practice nor is practice necessarily theoretical. In this way “theory” in an ANT sense 

is not about explaining phenomena with foundational concepts external to the 

network. Rather, ANT is interested in providing descriptive propositions
9
 about the 

relations that form in practice; that is, tracing actor-networks (Latour 1998).  

 

It is in this sense that Actor-Network Theory is well suited for practitioners. It takes 

into account the relational and material movements of actors without imposing a 

singular or foundational definition. This does not mean that no theory or no pre-

existing ideas cannot be brought to an analysis, but rather that observations are not 

restrained to any one single theory or method. Nor are ‘observers’ impartial just 

because they comply with some theoretical or methodological guideline (Venturini 

2009, 259). It is more a case that as many viewpoints (human and nonhuman) as 

possible should be taken into account. Thus the more ‘points of view’, the more 

                                                 
9
 
A proposition is not a meaning, belief or interpretation, but the term is used as an alternative to the notion of statement, 

which stands for the representationalist idea of statements referring to matters of fact through the fragile bridge of 

correspondence (Radstake 2007, 129).
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‘objective’ and impartial will be its observations and descriptions. As a practicing 

artist and participant in the many interactive artworks discussed throughout this 

work, this kind of analysis makes for a challenge in terms of listening to the ‘voices of 

actors’ over and above my own (Venturini 2009, 260). It is hoped that by using ANT 

and thereby following the actors, we will get more than the thin descriptions of 

inbetweenness, inputs, outputs and a priori definitions as per ordinary descriptions 

of interactivity in the visual arts.  

 

The problem with the verb interactivity is its cultural and semantic link to 

technology. Much like interaction, it implies that humans act in a close relationship 

with technology and that the relation forms in some kind of mythical space between. 

In order to move away from this cultural baggage I would like to introduce the term 

‘trans-act’. Although its original and conjoined etymology has its origins in commerce 

and agreement, this is not too far from the type of complex and intimate action that 

trans-act implies. Trans-action suggests that relations are not always stable.  Entities 

must struggle through trials of strength and negotiate in order to gain some kind of 

collective competence. Trans-action is more in line with an action which requires 

intimate exchange, reciprocal adjustments and influence of both parties. This 

meaning also lends weight to the way that actors exchange properties, not as 

payment but as the common constituents of relations in interactive artworks. The 

prefix ‘trans’ further adds weight to the meaning as it implies movement across 

topologies or to go beyond such boundaries. Therefore trans-action is similar to the 

verb interactivity, but it connotes the far reaching and intimate meaning of exchange 

and reciprocal influence implied by an actor-network description. 

 

This study therefore employs an Actor-Network analysis in relation to being a 

participant and observer in the ‘making’ and exhibition of numerous interactive 

artworks over the course of several years. I was involved in the construction and 

development of skills and perceptions that led to the assembly and eventual 

exhibition of the work in various galleries around the world. Informally, being there 

and surreptitiously inserting myself in the verbal and non-verbal behaviours and 

exchanges of participants (whilst knowledgeable about the nonhuman aspects) at 

each of these exhibitions, allowed me to witness first hand what was going on. This 

allowed me to see and experience how meaning was made from the various 

viewpoints in the midst of all the action. It is in this way that I was equally an actor in 

the network, learning as I went and as such my own performance also forms part of 

this research.  

 

From following other artists’ accounts of their practice, particularly those from the 

systems and cybernetics movements of the 1960s, and those of contemporary 

interactive media artists, we get an altogether different reading of 'practice' than 

those offered by mainstream theorists of interactive art, so much so that there are 

enough parallels to warrant a re-reading of these artistic practices in relation to an 

Actor-Network approach. It is in this way that Systems and some Cybernetics based 

artworks are seen as important precursors for what was to become interactive 

media art. For example, Hans Haacke's artworks of the 1960s involved the deliberate 

interference and mediation of material systems in order that they literally make the 
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work. In this way, Haacke makes explicit the work of all kinds of actors that modify 

and 'translate' their various interests to make something happen. For example, 

Haacke's definition of a system as a "grouping of elements subject to a common plan 

or purpose [that] ... interact so as to arrive at a joint goal" (Stimson 1999, 243) 

resonates with the ANT description of translation. Likewise, Haacke's various 

statements about his work, although articulate, remain fuzzy in apportioning artistic 

intent and indeed individual competencies within a system. When seen from an ANT 

perspective, such statements ring true to the symmetry in Actor-Network Theory. 

Therefore, the cybernetic and system artists of the 1960s are reconsidered in terms 

of the ANT version of translation.  

 

The kind of mediatory effects exemplified in Haacke's works and other more 

contemporary interactive artworks illustrates the complex yet understated work of 

all kinds of actors. Latour's notion of mediation entails many meanings which help to 

describe the ways in which such complexity is constructed, but the most important is 

the notion of delegation. If translation is the process by which actors detour from 

their individual program of action to enrol other actors in a collective action, then 

delegation looks deeper into these detours and examines what happens when actors 

link together. 

 

Delegation, as the word suggests, implies that an actor stands in the place of 

another. For the artists described throughout this writing, this means delegating to a 

system to help make the work. Quite literally, the system stands in for the artist. 

Delegation has specific significance for interactive media artists, because for the 

most part technical systems do most of the work. This not only applies to artworks 

that are left for months at a time to do their thing while the artist is entirely absent, 

but also for programs of actions inscribed in actors, techniques and skills that are 

long past, long disappeared, but are still active and influential in actions taking place 

today. Delegation therefore subverts notions of presence and absence and indeed 

folds time and space. By acting in the here and now I may mobilise forces, 

translations, ideas set in place hundreds if not millions of years old (Latour 1999, 

189). Therefore, delegation connotes a shift from action as singular to actions and 

intentions which are distributed amongst actors, in relation, across different spaces 

and times. 

 

The notion of presence and absence is also changed by delegation. For example, the 

actants that were part and parcel of the computer's original development are folded 

within the same components and algorithms that are used in most computer 

applications today.
10

 As these competencies are reshuffled from one dimension to 

another so too is the shape of actants and their ontological status. A technical 

system, complete with computer vision, stands in for the actions and intentions of 

an artist; both actors are extended through their relation. The sociotechnical 

exchange materialises when tangible computer interaction and computer vision is 

humanised, by becoming a mathematical formula, code or program of action, 

                                                 
10 The Phase Correlation Image Alignment Method (Kuglin and Hines 1975, 163–165). 
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compatible with ways of coding and reading. Likewise, the participant is re-

configured as part of the wider 'machine', where behaviours, intentions and actions 

are made in relation to the displays and actions of the installation. Framing the 

situation is the gallery which funnels and redirects all cognition and behaviour whilst 

standing in place for the grants, status and social machinery that further influence 

everything that happens within. Therefore, delegation produces a wide range of 

effects on space, time, materials and indeed actors within interaction. 

 

This description of delegation also changes the nature of an actor’s agency, 

particularly in relation to interactive and participatory artworks.  When the 

interactive artworks described throughout this work are analysed in ANT terms, they 

literally embody the cyclic changes brought about by the constituting role of 

relationships in action. Translation and delegation thus distinguish agency as an 

emergent property of an immensely complex set of relations and cannot be reduced 

to any one agent (human or nonhuman). The interaction of all actors and indeed the 

artworks generated are co-constituted in the situation. Therefore, agency is a 

distributed, temporal and interactively emergent property of activity, not entirely an 

innate and fixed attribute of agents, humans or nonhumans; it is the flow of activity 

itself (Malafouris 2008, 35). 

 

The effect of delegation, particularly in light of interactive new media art, is that 

when translation occurs (one actor links with another to get something done), there 

is a subsequent shift or modification in the very nature of the meaning which the 

relation generates.  This is understood by the artist who in the course of exhibiting 

the interactive artworks in different cities will see the regular course of action of 

these works interrupted by the differences in the exhibition spaces. This kind of 

interference leads not only to the enrolment of more actors (technicians, assistants, 

etc.) but also to a continual negotiation with a whole host of sociotechnical actants. 

This means that the new sociotechnical circumstance in an exhibition in Seville, for 

example, will incorporate different materials, actors, times and spaces than those 

enrolled in an exhibition in Boston. The sociotechnical changes rendered in each 

gallery have a flow-on effect that will be felt all the way down the chains of actors, 

leading to a different expression and thus 'meaning' in the artworks themselves. 

 

The consequence of the interconnection between system, matter, information and 

cognition profoundly changes how we might conceive of digital interactive artworks.   

When digital artworks are conceived as co-constituted in the actor-network which 

enables its production, then the supposed immaterial nature of digital artworks is in 

fact constituted with a kind of informational materiality; composed of, if not 

dependent on, the material nature (computer components, hard disks, copper wires) 

of those actor-networks that sustain it.  

 

As such, interaction with participatory and or interactive artworks is the meeting of 

cognition and materiality. For Malafouris this provides the necessary condition for 

the development of a mutually catalysing and constituting cognitive relationship 

(Malafouris 2004, 1). Likewise, for Edwin Hutchins cognition means: “One cannot 

perform the computations without constructing the setting; thus, in some sense, 
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constructing the setting is part of the computation” (Hutchins 1995, 159). As such 

signification is enacted in part in trans-action, and is not entirely pre-determined.  

Meaning emerges as the message that is brought forth through the tangible 

manipulation (translation and delegation) of the properties of actors (Malafouris 

2008, 35). In this way, cognition can be conceived as a process that is not entirely 

dependent on the inner workings of the human mind. Rather, it emerges out of our 

real-time engagement with the material world. In other words cognition, perception 

and action arise together, dialectically forming each other in trans-action.  

 

From observing hundreds of trans-actions with the artworks described throughout 

this dissertation, it is surmised that there is continual blurring of the distinctions 

between intention and material affordance.  Lambros Malafouris likewise defines 

this phenomenon as an “extended intentional state” (Malafouris 2008, 33). That is, 

in certain situations human intentionality identifies with the physical affordance of 

an artefact, to the point that the “meditational potential of a certain artefact in a 

quite significant way shapes (both in the positive and negative sense of enabling and 

constraining) the nature of human intentions” (Malafouris 2008, 33). This is what 

happens in the iterative design process and is likened to the playful experiences 

participants have with interactive and participatory artworks.  In this way the 

iterative design/play process is not just about the whittling down of possible design 

choices, but of the whittling down of possible cognitive and embodied operations. 

Similarly, agents will negotiate, experiment and iteratively play with interactive 

installation spaces, testing space and their relations with the materials they have at 

hand, which in the end leads to a conceptual and material integration and therefore 

resolution of the artwork. 

 

Many of the artworks presented throughout employ real-time imaging of 

participants’ bodies. The phenomenon is deemed to confront the ability of 

participants to identify with their bodily representations. According to Maud 

Radstake, the simultaneous real-time presence of a body as an image and as one’s 

own lived body similarly translates bodily presence into distributed embodied 

experience (Radstake 2007, 126). As participants (much like the so-called artist) 

become part of new cognitive and ontological structure, they are also subject to the 

same depth of agential, material and cognitive and thus pedagogical movement as 

any other agent in an interactive artwork. Embodied experience becomes one in 

which the ‘body learns to be affected’ (Latour 2004, 20). In the process, according to 

Latour, one’s body is “an interface that becomes more and more describable as it 

learns to be affected by more and more elements” (Latour 2004, 2). Therefore, the 

body is multiplied to include “images, other actors, technical operations and learns 

to act, see and be affected in unique ways as part of a hybrid network” (Radstake 

2007, 137). 

 

In this way, knowledge about the artworks presented here is deemed to be variably 

internal to the relations that produce it. Moreover, when examined in the light of 

trans-action, such artworks become knowledge producing networks wherein 

signification and experience results from the cumulative influence woven into the 

tissue and relations of the actors, materials, times and spaces, distributed cognising 
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and distributed embodiments that are produced from trans-action. Thus, with each 

interaction a unique reference is made, co-constituted as it were with the cognitive 

means by which meaning is framed and extracted.  

 

Chapter Overview 

 

Primarily this work seeks to find a more adequate means of describing interactivity 

in the visual arts. Initially this required looking beyond the boundaries of art theory 

and indeed new media theory into Actor-Network Theory, which is a discursive 

territory that I was not only unfamiliar with but which contradicted many tenets that 

are taken for granted in my visual art training. The first chapter outlines the history 

and development of the ideas upon which Actor-Network Theory is based. ANT is a 

complex beast and I have not covered all of its topology. I have instead focused on 

those areas which were deemed the most relevant and practical to this study. 

 

Chapter One begins with an historical account of Actor-Network theory (ANT). ANT 

shares its origins with several ethnographic movements interested in the way that 

science and indeed scientists make meaning. In particular the Sociologists of 

Scientific Knowledge (SSK), much like ANT, are primarily interested in how 

knowledge is made not just by words but also by following the practices of scientists. 

Given the philosophical and epistemological background of SSKers, their version of 

science studies revolves around interpretation with a decidedly anthropocentric and 

thus relativist bent.  In contrast Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar construct an 

alternative Actor-Network method to describe how knowledge is constructed in 

science. Of importance is the way that the social and the technical are often used in 

conjunction to construct facts. The importance of Latour’s and Woolgar's research 

lies in recognizing that the tools and techniques that make knowledge possible can 

also deeply influence how knowledge is constructed. The second half of Chapter One 

describes the central methods and concepts of an actor-network method that 

expose the multifaceted work that nonhumans do. The focus is on those aspects of 

ANT that aid in revealing the collective action of actants that are essentially 

blackboxed and thus hidden from recognition.   

 

Chapter Two deals with the various historical and contemporary notions of 

interactivity and participation in the visual arts. Beginning with historical views from 

Duchamp and artists from the Happenings movement of the 1960s, participation and 

interaction in artworks is deemed a form of reception and the production of 

unintentional behaviour. With the introduction of new technologies came the 

corresponding growth of artists increasingly interested in the notion of participation. 

Systems and Cybernetics art and the kinds of ideas revolving around feedback and 

control are deemed important precursors to the development of relations as a 

continuum. In contrast, the lure of new technology in recent times saw the 

advancement of technical and digital media in art, but without the corresponding 

conceptual depth to expand it.  Instead of extending the groundwork laid by the 

systems and cybernetics movement, artists and writers began to borrow from 

sociology and computer science disciplines to explain their work. The result is that 

these 'common sense' descriptions of interactivity merely describe the inputs and 
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outputs depending on their respective instrumental or sociological bent, while the 

interaction or interactivity itself remains suppressed and thus ignored.  

 

The third chapter describes interactive and participatory artworks using the actor-

network method, together with observations and experiences of constructing and 

exhibiting several interactive artworks. An alternative description of how interaction 

and participation in artworks transform notions of interactivity is also offered. 

Following the actors at work in the construction of several artworks and the ANT 

notion of translation, the mediatory effects of actants of all types become apparent. 

The trajectory of the making of an interactive artwork is mapped from the 

construction of a thin association of a few enrolled actants, towards the exhibition 

and the necessary enrolment of a thicker chain of entities. As such, the artwork and 

the relations that form in the interaction are variably remade with each new 

participant and exhibition space. 

 

Chapter Four follows the actors in the exhibition space as more and more actors are 

enrolled. The implication is that interactivity in digital artworks extends notions of 

information materiality, folds time and space, confuses notions of presence and 

absence, and allows actants to exchange properties whilst increasing the information 

produced and thus expanding knowledge about the artwork. In this way the concept 

of trans-action rather than interaction is adopted to better define the intimate 

exchange and mutual co-constituting influence the relations in such artworks 

produce. 

 

Chapter Five once more follows the actors in the construction of various interactive 

artworks, but the emphasis is on how the subsequent trans-actions generate the 

effects of distributed cognition and distributed embodiment. The real-time imaging 

of participants in many of the works presented translates and thus mediates users’ 

perceptions. The distributed change in behaviour and body perceptions implies that 

'bodies' as well as minds are entangled as part of a new and variable actor-network.  

In this way, thought and indeed mind emerge along with a body which learns to be 

effected as it goes. If knowledge is woven from the chain of experiences that are co-

constituted in distributed action, then cognitive and body perception are equally 

distributed properties of the network.  Thus, at each step in the chain of translation, 

the referent, the interactive artwork, is considered to be materially and discursively 

adjusted to the requirements of a particular configuration of the actor-network. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Actor Network Theory 
 

Introduction  

 

This chapter examines some of the key concepts of Actor-Network Theory. It begins 

with a description of sociology and how the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK) 

adopts this relativist approach for its ethnographic method. As a working 

methodology, the relativism of SSK is adept at discovering and analysing the diverse 

social forces that influence the construction of scientific knowledge. For example, 

Harry Collins, a vehement exponent of SSK, suggests that knowledge is produced 

through consensual and contingent social negotiations. Collins’ typical strategy is to 

map the arguments and disputes between scientists in order to track a statement’s 

journey through debate into a socially agreed fact. Therefore, sociologists (much like 

SSKers) believe that knowledge is not entirely extracted from nature but is directly 

manipulated by its social and cultural context.  

 

Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar in their book Laboratory Lives also describe the 

various social and agonistic forces at work in knowledge production, but with a twist. 

Underpinning the social agency of knowledge production is a vast amount of tools, 

technical skill and apparatus that literally enable the scientists to do their work. 

Laboratory Lives argues that the tools and techniques of science also profoundly 

influence how knowledge is constructed. For Latour and Woolgar these technical 

nonhuman actors (tools and processes) have an equally important role to play in 

knowledge production. Getting at how these nonhuman actors influence everything 

from human action to social knowledge and its dissemination forms the driving force 

behind the development of Latour's future work and indeed Actor-Network Theory 

(ANT) in general. 

  

This chapter then goes on to chart the historical development of some of the tools 

and methodologies that ANT employs to understand how nonhumans together with 

humans do the things they do. For example, the linguistic semiotics of the Paris 

School has had an influence on the development of Bruno Latour’s version of ANT. 

The particular Greimasian term ‘actant’ refers to "any" influential element in a 

narrative, from heroes to mountains, cars or protagonists. Latour regularly uses the 

term but remodels it to refer to any actant/actor (human or nonhuman) that has 

influence over relations in the world. The use of actant not only takes into account 

nonhuman influences, which are usually not accounted for by SSK in everyday action, 

but also has the added benefit of counteracting the historical luggage that comes 

with framing knowledge in terms of subject/object relations. The term actant also 

shifts the focus of analysis away from a central figure (human or nonhuman) that has 

a singular or hegemonic agency, to a view of distributive agency. Latour thus 

converts the semiotic notion of actant as a property of stories into an account of a 

whole host of influential actors in the production of knowledge.  

 

The commutation test is another important semiotic tool that Latour uses to develop 

the idea of translation. The commutation test identifies important signifiers and how 
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their meaning is changed when different terms are changed or substituted. 

Originally, the commutation test enabled the analyst to determine the subsequent 

effect on the relations and significance of items in a text when change takes place. It 

is in this way that the linguistic and semiotic goals of the commutation test are 

repurposed by Latour to chart the way actants and their relations in the real world 

modify, displace and influence all action. Just as words in a sentence are embedded 

in relations and are changed if their syntactic relations change, so too are actants 

and their relations. In fact, translation underlines almost every aspect of an actant. 

From what they are and what they do, to what they want and can do, is dependent 

on the structure of an entities relations.  

 

Translation also embodies the idea that actants or actors may negotiate and 

exchange parts of their character to nontextual elements. In other words, translation 

infers a kind of shifting out, in which ideas, relations and programs of action are 

inscribed into actions, materials and signs. Shifting out or delegation also has its 

origins in linguistic semiotics. Shifting out as a narrative technique is a process by 

which a character may be displaced to another space and time or character. For 

example, if I write “the prime minister enters the newly opened Sydney Opera 

House”, I translate the present setting and shift it out into another space (Sydney) 

and time (October 20, 1973) and character (Queen Elizabeth II) (Latour 1994, 249)11. 

Likewise, engineers and designers use a similar shifting out as a means to inscribe 

scripts into programs, actions and materials. In this way, engineers (via translation) 

use such techniques to move beyond the domain of text, plans and paper prototypes 

into the world of materials. Furthermore, by shifting out inscriptions from words to 

matter it forces the reader/analyst to deal with other frames of reference, such as 

other actors, spaces, times and materials. Therefore, shifting out and delegation not 

only allows for a more symmetrical analysis of action involving actants of all kinds 

but also recognises the multifaceted nature of shifting out.  

 

The last part of this chapter explores Bruno Latour's notion of circulating reference.  

As I have discussed previously, translation and shifting out make apparently simple 

actions infinitely complex. Likewise, the production of scientific knowledge is not a 

simple journey either. As Latour states, “one never travels directly from object to 

words” but via large chains of actants that work together to process the sign (Latour 

1999, 40). The seemingly simple ability of humans to make reference to the things in 

the world is in fact heavily mediated by nonhuman influence.  

 

Circulating reference also implies that with each step in a chain of translation matter 

can be either reduced back to its situated context (via logbooks, standardised 

techniques, laboratory protocols) and its local material particularity, or amplified out 

from its original context and transubstantiated into text, data and inscription via 

other actors in a chain of translation.  These phenomena of amplification and 

reduction are not static, nor do they imply an a priori origin. Rather, as Latour (1999, 

40)  states, “phenomena are what circulates all along the reversible chain of 

transformations at each step losing some properties to gain others...” Therefore, 

                                                 
11 Conversely the author can shift in, which means closing the first shift by reverting to the original frame (Latour 1994). 
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reference from an ANT perspective does not assign a direct myopic link to an 

external referent. Rather, reference refers to the quality and stability of the many 

translations that transform matter into a sign and thus allow such a reference to 

circulate.  

 

1.1 Social Construction 

 

The idea of “socially constructed reality” was widespread in the social sciences in the 

mid-twentieth century. The term stresses the constant construction of worldviews 

by individuals, classes and groups who, through a dialectical process, come to some 

consensus about the nature of their reality. As Berger and Luckman (1966, 3) state: 

 

Society is a product of human activity that has attained the status of 

objective reality. The social formations are experienced by man as 

elements of an objective world. Society confronts man as external, 

subjectively opaque and coercive facticity.  

 

Through patterns of behaviour that organise our perception and in turn standardise 

the ways humans act, society and indeed reality is created. Subsequently human 

actions form habits or routines that become ingrained and further reified in 

institutions such as family life, social customs or the workplace. Through repeated 

use, these 'habits' become entrenched in consciousness, which in turn constrains the 

choices, actions and behaviours of social actors. At this point, patterns of behaviour 

become so ingrained as to appear natural. As Berger and Luckmann (1966, 50) state: 

 

Knowledge about the society is thus a realization in the double sense 

of the word, in the sense of apprehending the objectivated social 

reality, and in the sense of ongoingly producing this reality.   

 

Furthermore, institutions gain their credibility in the course of being perceived as 

fonts of objective knowledge and as such are reified by the constant maintenance 

and practice of social structures.   

 

Berger and Luckmann offer a simplified explanation of the process of the reification, 

naturalisation and legitimation of social reality. To construct the social reality X you 

require (a) knowledge of X must constrain others’ ability to act; (b) there has to be 

reasonably common knowledge of X; and (c) the knowledge of X should have a 

method of transmission (Sismondo 1993, 522). Given this process, X comes into 

existence and, when reified successfully, X is then usually taken for granted and 

appears ‘natural’. The social construction of gender roles is a good example of this 

process. Firstly, we are forced to engage differences in gender through social 

institutions such as family and religion; therefore society creates different 

constraints according to gender. Secondly, gender roles have a social history and are 

common knowledge. Thirdly, gender is disseminated via language, popular culture, 

family experiences, media and legitimated through interactions with similar 

institutions. In this way, gender has causal power; it affects humans psychologically 

and shapes different social institutions in very specific ways. As a result, the 
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unmistakable causal force of gender proves to sociologists that gender differences 

can be considered real.  

 

1.2 Sociology of Scientific Knowledge 

 

The institutionalised scientific production of concepts and artefacts also has causal 

power and can be scrutinised with a similar relativist method. Seen from the 

perspective of the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK), causal power does not 

emanate from autonomous objective truths
12

.  Rather, scientific knowledge is 

produced through the complex interactions between theory and social institutions. 

In this way, Berger and Luckmann's version of social construction is not dissimilar to 

that of a milder version of SSK (Sismondo 1993, 526).   

 

The theory/institution dynamic inherent in all scientific work creates boundaries and 

constraints on human behaviour and cognition and is reified through social contexts. 

As Harry Collins (1985, 148) states, “It is not the regularity of the world that imposes 

itself on our senses, but the regularity of our institutionalized beliefs that imposes 

itself on our world”. Therefore, institutional belief has the causal authority to impose 

itself on our perception of the world and indeed on scientific truth claims. In this 

way, the ‘social’ influences every possible representation humans may have about 

their world - including scientific knowledge.  

 

Tracing the process by which social groups maintain and construct scientific 

knowledge has been the mainstay of an SSK approach. For Collins in particular, 

knowledge is produced through consensual and contingent social negotiations. By 

following the arguments and disputes between scientific and thus social actors, one 

is able to trace the development of ideas into ‘facts’. Moreover, it is precisely this 

process of social argument and debate that an idea must pass through before it 

becomes a socially agreed scientific statement. According to Collins scientific 

knowledge is not a pure extrapolation from nature; rather, the production of 

knowledge is directly influenced by its cultural context within which social groups 

and individuals have various and competing interests. This kind of social influence is 

extended to scientific apparatus by Collins’ notion of the ‘experimenter’s regress’ 

(Collins 1985, 84). Collins’ point is that the rules and procedures that define a 

properly functioning apparatus are themselves an effect of social agreement. 

Therefore a ‘properly functioning apparatus’, and indeed its outputs, are not derived 

from some objective force (untainted by the social); rather they are the result of a 

consensual agreement from the scientific community.  

 

The prime purpose of the SSK method, as Endla Lohkivi (1998, 316) points out, is to 

explain scientific knowledge in light of its cultural conditions. However, the cultural 

conditions are not the only factor responsible for the production of scientific 

knowledge. Michel Callon and Bruno Latour point out that the laboratory itself, and 

the vast range of equipment that makes science possible in the first place, also 

                                                 
12 This would mean that science would have access to a reality that is separate from, and independent of, social reality - from a 

relativist position this is not possible.
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deeply influences how knowledge is constructed. Cultural knowledge has authority 

but it is not responsible, for example, for the appearance of physical phenomena 

such as gravity waves (Callon and Latour 1992, 355). This then is the central problem 

of the social construction method inherent to SSK. As is the case of Collins’ 

‘experimenter’s regress’, the focus remains with human actors and the forces of 

cultural context, which ignores any effective account of the materiality and 

techniques of scientific practice. By ignoring the tools and materials that make the 

scientist’s actions possible in the first place, the sociologist is unwittingly engaged in 

a type of censure or asymmetry. Consequently, a relativist methodology 

inadvertently reifies the distinctions between the social and technical, solidifying the 

ontological categories of all entities and thereby privileging the 'social' and the 

human over and above the technical.   

 

1.3 Laboratory Life and Actor-Network Theory  

 

If Collins’ contribution to SSK was to engage the social aspects of scientific 

endeavour, then Latour’s and Woolgar’s intent is to analyse how the social and 

technical work together to construct scientific knowledge.  In a similar 

methodological vein to Collins and SSK, Latour, the anthropologist, embeds himself 

in the social and technical network of the neuro-endocrinology
13

 laboratories at the 

Salk Institute in La Jolla, California. In this case, the scientists are engaged with 

isolating a particular biological compound Thyrotropin Releasing Factor (TRF). The 

problem the scientists face is that TRF is produced in animals in such small quantities 

as to render its analysis very difficult, if not impossible.  

 

Thus, in order for the research to continue, an equitable chemical alternative to TRF 

is artificially synthesised. This leads Latour to explain the central importance of 

equipment in the process of the construction of substance. For example, in order to 

construct the belief that the TRF hormone exists, TRF must be intimately connected 

to the working bioassays and instruments of its construction. Both are linked in such 

a way that if the social or technical fail then the fact “TRF” will also fail. As a result, 

Latour proposes that as the scientists constructed a synthetic copy of the naturally 

occurring substance, they had in essence made a compound sociotechnical entity.
 14

 

The distinct qualities of this scientific process led Latour and Woolgar to an entirely 

different sense of the construction of scientific knowledge than that of SSK.   

 

The constructive process for Latour and Woolgar revolves around three processes 

(Sismondo 1993, 532): firstly, that there are the social acts involved in the 

construction of scientific facts and knowledge, secondly, that scientific research is 

reinforced with representations, and thirdly, that these representations, substances 

and facts are dependent and co-constituted in and by the unique contexts of 

laboratories. That is to say, the sociotechnical, consisting of humans, machines, tools 

                                                 
13 Neuroendocrinology: Having to do with the interactions between the nervous system and the endocrine system. 

 
14 Latour is often criticised for exploiting the particular circumstances of the artificial construction of the TRF (Thyrotropin 

Releasing Factor) and expanding what was a unique context to the whole of science.  (Slezak, 1994)
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and techniques and how they interact, should be recognised as playing a part in the 

construction of knowledge. 

 

The first constructive act for Latour and Woolgar is similar to the relativism of SSK. 

That is, scientists use and abuse the many social systems of publishing, gaining 

recognition and public forums to influence the trajectory of statements and theories 

they themselves produce. For example, for a scientist's statement to become fact, it 

must be subject to rigorous debate, revision, change and intense questioning. It is 

only when the arguments are settled and peers can finally agree, that a substance 

like TRF is able to stabilise as a fact (Latour and Woolgar 1979, 177). Therefore, 

unsurprisingly, Latour and Woolgar argue that modalities or modifier statements can 

be used by scientists to influence the trajectory of their statements, toward their 

eventual acceptance as fact.  

 

The second constructive process for Latour and Woolgar involves the construction, 

maintenance and reinforcement of research through various supporting inscriptions 

and representations, in particularly those made by machines, or what Latour and 

Woolgar call inscription devices (Latour and Woolgar 1979). Latour and Woolgar re-

tool the notion of “inscription” as used by Derrida (1979) and transplant it into the 

context of the laboratory. For Derrida the world is discursive or written, and the 

contexts in which these inscriptions are made influence all possibilities of 

signification. Similarly, the term inscription, as used by Latour and Woolgar in this 

case, refers to the ability of these devices to “transform pieces of matter into written 

documents, or discourse" and thus influence signification in the same way (Latour 

and Woolgar 1979, 51). 

 

Inscriptions are useful on a number of levels. An “inscription device is any item of 

apparatus or a particular configuration of such items which can transform a material 

substance into a figure or diagram…” (Latour and Woolgar 1979, 51). This is perhaps 

an obvious statement but the transformative powers of inscription devices should 

not be taken for granted. An inscription device can “summarize all traces, spots, 

points, histograms, recorded numbers, spectra and peaks” (Latour and Woolgar 

1979, 88). The means by which inscription devices “summarize all”, works to make 

unintelligible traces, spots, points, and spectra readable and adds a fact like 

sensibility to scientific arguments. 
15

 

 

The third constructive process for Latour and Woolgar involves the construction of 

certain facts and substances that are constituted by the unique context, actions and 

materials of the laboratory. In referencing Bachelard, Latour and Woolgar (1979, 64) 

define this process as the phenomenotechnique: 

 

                                                 
15 Latour and Woolgar’s description of inscription devices and how they transform matter into signs is extremely 

vague at this point in ANT’s history. This leaves Latour and Woolgar open to several criticisms of naive realism and 

epistemic fallacy. see Slezak, P. (1994).  
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It is not simply that phenomena depend on certain material 

instrumentation; rather, the phenomena are thoroughly constituted by 

the material setting of the laboratory. The artificial reality, which 

participants describe in terms of an objective entity, has in fact been 

constructed by the use of inscription devices. Such a reality, which 

Bachelard ... terms the ‘phenomenotechnique’, takes on the 

appearance of a phenomena by virtue of its construction through 

material techniques.  

 

Consequently, the artificial arrangement and sequence of experimental apparatus 

acts as an integral intermediary between objective substance, inscription, social 

argument and fact-dependent knowledge.  

 

The implications of the phenomenotechnique are far deeper than a scientific 

dependence on the specific configuration of equipment. Moreover, “the bioassay is 

not merely a means of obtaining some independently given entity; the bioassay 

constitutes the construction of the substance” (Latour and Woolgar 1979, 64). This 

statement alludes to much more than simple co-dependence. Not only is substance 

and apparatus conjoined in the phenomenotechnique but so too are the social and 

conceptual histories entrenched in the technicians’ skills.  

 

Hence, social and technical operations are embedded within each piece of apparatus 

and then passed onto the substance. For example, Latour and Woolgar (1979, 66) 

state: 

 

The apparatus and craft skills present in one field thus embody the end 

results of debate and controversy in some other field. It is in this sense 

that Bachelard ... referred to apparatus as “reified theory”. The 

inscription device provides inscriptions which can be used to write papers 

or make points in the literature on the basis of a transformation of 

established arguments into items of apparatus.  

 

In this manner, inscription devices embed the interests of sponsors’ and developers’ 

objectives, values, interests and knowledge in the artefact. This gives inscription 

devices, and indeed the artefacts they reify, the power to organise and influence 

other human agencies and knowledge.  

 

Another implication of Latour and Woolgar’s re-reading of phenomenotechnique is 

that inscriptions are not merely representations of some independently existing 

entity or fact. Rather, if the newly constructed substance TRF is co-constituted of its  

sociotechnical setting then the referent is not 'out there' and excluded from 

signification. Rather TRF is intimately composite by nature, wrapped up, connected, 

instantiated and indeed sociotechnically dependent on the equipment and 

inscriptions that give it form and thus mobilise it into the social. 

 

Given that substance is intimately connected and indeed sociotechnically co-

constituted with the processes of its construction, substances cannot be discovered 
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but are rather constructed. This is difficult for Latour and Woolgar to substantiate, 

particularly when the very acts of construction, both in terms of their social 

modalities and their material processes, are, up to a point, made redundant and thus 

invisible. As Latour and Woolgar (1979, 176) point out: 

 

[F]acts and artefacts do not correspond respectively to true and false 

statements. Rather, statements lie along a continuum according to the 

extent to which they refer to the conditions of their construction. Up to a 

certain point on this continuum, the inclusion of reference to the 

conditions of construction is necessary for purposes of persuasion. 

Beyond this point the conditions of construction are either irrelevant or 

their inclusion can be seen as an attempt to undermine the established 

fact like status of the statement. 

 

It is in this way that a greater examination of the sociotechnical processes, found 

both in and outside laboratories, is even more important to understanding the 

production of knowledge.  The difficulty is in accessing the black boxed and 

therefore hidden chains of actors that participate in this process.  

 

Blackboxing influences actors to place more importance on inputs and outputs 

rather than on the ‘real’ processes of construction (Latour 1999, 183). The advantage 

of blackboxing for the scientist is that she or he can now forget the reified theory 

within the device, in order to concentrate on the ‘real’ work at hand (Latour 1999, 

183). Nevertheless, this reification comes at a price, as Latour and Woolgar (1979, 

222) argue: 

 

Once a string of operations has been routinised, one can look at the 

figures obtained and forget that immunology, atomic physics, statistics 

and electronics actually make this figure possible … instead “ideas”, 

“theories” and “reasons” will take their place. 

 

For this reason, the difference between "material" equipment and "intellectual" 

components of laboratory activity cannot be taken for granted (Latour and Woolgar 

1979, 239). Each will influence the other, and the boundaries between them become 

blurred in practice. Therefore, the problem becomes one of finding methodologies 

that subvert blackboxing processes.  

 

For Latour and Woolgar, the process of knowledge construction is a cumulative 

course of action that eventually loses all reference to its means of technical and 

material production. As a result, there is an overemphasis on the social and thus 

human elements as per SSK and indeed relativism. In contrast, Latour and Woolgar 

observed that by paying due attention to the tools and materials of scientific 

practice, one is more likely to reveal the connections and associated complexity 

usually hidden within relativist accounts of knowledge production. The recognition 

by Woolgar and Latour that knowledge, references, signs and indeed reality have a 

constructed and thus hybrid ontology, leads to a fundamentally different sense of 

making “orders of life” than that of the social relativism of SSK.  
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1.4 Semiotics and Actor-Network Theory 

 

A major tool used by actor-network analysts to take into account the work that 

nonhumans (laboratories, technical skills, machines) do in the construction of 

knowledge is semiotics. In particular some of Bruno Latour’s terms used throughout 

his writing stem from the Paris School of semiotics, in particular  Greimasian 

structuralist semiotics.  

 

To begin with, A.J. Greimas, much like Ferdinand Saussure's brand of semiotics, is 

predominately interested in establishing basic principles for signs and the laws that 

effect their construction. Greimas concentrates his semiotic analysis on internal 

differences within sign systems. For example, the meaning of a signifier such as the 

word ‘red’ is related to much more than the referent (the colour red). The idea of 

red (signified) has developed due to its complex relation with a range of ideas that 

has over time become attached to the idea of red. Greimas argued that these 

internal semantic relations are usually structured by binary pairs (black/white), and 

that much could be learned about the internal structure of signs by mapping these 

binary relations.  

 

The semiotic square is represented in diagrammatic form – see Figure 1.   

 
 

Figure 1. Semiotic Square  

(Note- The four symbols at each corner S1, S2, NOT   and NOT    each 

represent positions within a structured unit called S. Both S1 and S2 are conjoined in 

S because they are related to each other and also disjoined through their opposition 

(e.g., black and white are conjoined because they are dependent on each other to 

make the difference between black and white, yet disjoined because they are 

oppositional). Likewise NOT S also establishes the meaningfulness of S (colour) which 

can also be contradicted by the NOT S (or colourlessness) position. 
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Greimas mapped these internal binary structures through a heuristic device called 

the semiotic square. The square is useful because it allows the analyst to map the 

entire complexity of any semantic term (seme). Central to the semiotic square is the 

notion that any given semantic term entails some kind of contrary or binary opposite 

(presence/absence). For example, black (S1) is usually understood by its relation to 

the contrary of white (S2), but within most binary relationships the two opposing 

terms contain a much deeper, more complex combination of contradictory pairs, 

such as NOT  (non-black) and  NOT  (non-white). By concentrating on the apparent 

binaries within texts, Greimas discovered that a deeper internal syntactic structure, 

also bound by binaries, could be mapped.   

 

The lower NOT  and NOT   positions represent the semantic terms which are 

complementary, e.g. related or implicated terms that would not normally be 

considered within the simple binary (i.e. absences). Indeed many other entities can 

be placed in these positions so that a greater number of relations can be implied. 

The lower NOT   and NOT   are contradictory positions but are much more 

than simple negative values and include far more than either of S1 and S2 (Greimas 

1987, 14). Thus NOT   and NOT  includes more than non-black or non-white 

but at the same time unites these contradictory semes (S1 and S2), whilst 

designating alternative conceptual combinations (Greimas 1987). For example, 

multiple hypothetical positions of the semiotic square can be deduced from the 

binary white and black: 

 

1. S1 (White) vs S2 (Black) 

 

2. S2 (Black) is the complementarity to NOT S1 (non-white), therefore consists of 

more than simply S2 

 

3. NOT S1 vs. NOT S2 

 

4. NOT S2 (non black) is the complementarity to  S1 (white), therefore consists of 

more than simply S1  

 

5. S1 to NOT S1 

 

6. S2 to NOT S2 

 

7. S. (colour) 

 

8. NOT S (colourless) 

 

The importance of the semiotic square lies in its ability to expand what was 

previously a simple binary pairing of black and white into multiple possible positions 

(Greimas 1987, 49). 

 

In a similar vein, narrative plots and structures are also driven by the internal 

dynamics of binary oppositions. For Greimas, both subjects and objects of a narrative 
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can be equally forceful in influencing a story’s internal structure. In this way any 

forceful entity that has the power to manipulate the dynamics of a narrative, and 

indeed other entities, is considered an actant. Following Levi-Strauss’ critique of 

Propp’s analysis of fairytales, Greimasian narrative grammar was able to further 

break down narrative, themes, actions and character types into six common actant 

roles that also form binaries. These include, subject/object, sender/receiver and 

helpers/opponents. As an example, the hero (subject) must find something (object), 

secondly the sender (god or deity) sends the hero on a quest. Thirdly on the journey 

we find helpers/opponents, donors or villains that test or help the hero along the 

narrative trajectory. In another words, actants appear as certain forces within a text 

and influence the trajectory of the narrative (Rulewicz 1995). 

 

Seen in this way actants can appear in many guises within narrative grammar. An 

actant, for example, can equally be an abstract notion such as god or democracy, or 

a collective character such as an army. Similarly, different characters can 

simultaneously take on different actant roles (Rulewicz 1995). Therefore, actants 

control and affect other actants in a cumulative and linked chain, whether they be 

subjects, objects or senders. Thus the trajectory of the narrative simultaneously 

establishes relations between its constituent linguistic objects and its actants 

(Rulewicz 1995). For these reasons Greimas recognised that actants have agency in 

terms of their abilities (in part made possible because of their relations) to modalise 

or influence other actants.  

 

Just as deep level syntactic and semantic structures effect and presuppose the flow 

of meaning into discourse, actants must also pass through a series of tests or trials in 

order that they gain competence. In other words, actants need to know how to do 

something, either through a network of influence, tests or trials and thereby gaining 

the competence before they can do it. In this way subject/object, sender/receiver or 

helper/opponent actants are defined by their position and the acquisition of 

competences via a network of modalities.  

 

Greimas’ narrative semiotics offered Latour a model for exposing actant influence. 

By breaking open simple binaries to reveal the multitude of relations hidden within, 

Greimas is able take into account all actant influence. The important step for Latour 

was to expand actant influence from textual narratives into the networks of actants 

that make up everyday situations between humans (subjects) and nonhumans 

(objects) in the world. Another important method that Latour adapts from Greimas 

is that human and nonhuman actants can be treated as having agency, meaning that 

both have the ability to influence the trajectory of different associations. The notions 

of the actant and its agency allow Latour greater flexibility in dealing with new 

potential epistemological and ontological associations in the life worlds of scientific 

laboratories, neither of which could be dealt with using the quasi-sociological 

asymmetry of SSK or the textually bound Greimassian actant.  
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1.5 Symmetry and Actants 

 

In Greimassian semiotics, actants are treated more or less symmetrically.  This 

means that just about anything can be an actant as long as it exhibits some forceful 

influence in a narrative. If we extend this premise into everyday situations such as 

the production of knowledge, it becomes easy to see that humans are able to 

perform certain tasks only in relation to other nonhumans such as tools, factories, 

houses, cars, computers, books and pens. The existence and indeed transformation 

of substances like TRF into discourse, and thus a stable fact, is a good example of 

actant influence. Therefore, a symmetrical description of action takes into account 

the nonhuman ability to apply force and influence over other actors, the activity 

itself and its outcomes. 

 

According to Latour (1998, 5), “Actants can be anything … something that acts or to 

which activity is granted ... and does not imply any special motivation to humans, 

individual actors or to humans in general.” Furthermore, actants are constructed by 

the distribution of properties, properties that come about via connections made 

with other entities through some kind of ordeal or association (Latour 1987, 259):  

 

At the beginning of its definition the `thing' is a score list for a series of 

trials. Some of these trials are imposed on it either by the scientific 

objector and tradition or tailored by the authors. The `things' behind 

the scientific texts are thus similar to heroes of stories; they are all 

defined by their performances. Some in fairy tales defeat the ugliest 

seven-headed dragons or against all odds they save the king's daughter; 

other inside laboratories resist precipitation or they triumph over 

bismuth ... At first, there is no other way to know the essence of the 

hero. This does not last long however, because each performance 

presupposes a competence which retrospectively explains why the 

hero withstood all the ordeals. The hero is no longer a score list of 

actions; he, she or it is an essence slowly unveiled through each of his, 

her or its manifestations ... Behind the texts, behind the instruments 

inside the laboratory, we do not have Nature ... What we have is an 

array allowing new extreme constraints to be imposed on `something.' 

This `something' is progressively shaped by its re-actions to these 

conditions.  

 

In this manner, actants connect with each other, and sometimes resist, exchange, 

negotiate and gain strength by forming associations between each other. 

 

Latour used his Greimassian-derived notion of the actant as a means to move 

beyond the asymmetry of the Strong Program of SSK (Lenoir 1994) into a more 

symmetrical account of actant agency.  This version of symmetry proposed to apply 

the same ethnographic method of investigation, interpretive flexibility, 

reproducibility, social agreement, and so on, to good and bad science. Although 

these principles force the analyst to take into account as many points of view as 
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possible, beyond his or her own, the perspective does not extend to nonhumans. 

Therefore, Latour’s actant and notion of symmetry imply a movement beyond the 

anthropocentric focus of the Strong Program of SSK by not privileging the social or 

object (nature) in its analysis.  

 

1.6 Translation 

 

Another semiotic tool used by Latour is the commutation test. In traditional 

semiotics, the commutation test involves the substitution and addition of the 

paradigmatic
16

 and syntagmatic
17

 dimensions of texts in order to uncover their 

meaning. Using the commutation test as a starting point, Latour is able to develop a 

tool for mapping the progress of action and the associated interaction with a whole 

host of actants. Any changes in the association of actants cause changes in signifiers 

which in turn lead to changes in the signified; mapping how these changes take place 

is the primary benefit of the commutation test. 

 

The commutation test is framed by two axes: the Paradigmatic and the Syntagmatic. 

The paradigmatic dimension focuses on signifiers that can be compared and 

contrasted from the same paradigm. For example, by employing a signifier such as 

the word ‘animal’ and then changing the word from the same paradigm (animal) to 

cat or dog we can influence the meaning of a text. Therefore the paradigmatic 

dimension relates to an OR expression; so the cat sat on the mat could also be, OR, 

the dog sat on the mat. The cat and dog are from the same paradigm (animal) but 

when exchanged can influence the appropriateness of the meaning of the sentence. 

This can be illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 Figure 2. The Commutation Test 

 

At the same time within texts, signifiers are also ordered and combined via certain 

sets of rules to form syntagms. Sentences are organised via specific sets of rules and 

as such form a signifier’s syntagmatic dimension. Syntagms combine signifiers from 

paradigm sets using conventional rule systems. For example, in textual analysis the 

syntagmatic dimension relates to grammar, whereas in the visual arts the 

syntagmatic dimension relates to formal visual language. Changes to the syntagmatic 

                                                 
16 Paradigmatic- Linguistics- pertaining to a relationship among linguistic elements that can substitute for each other in a given 

context.
 

17 Syntagmatic- pertaining to a relationship among linguistic elements that occur sequentially in the chain of speech or writing
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dimension are caused by adding and deleting words in a grammatically correct 

sentence. Similarly, changing the composition of graphic elements in a painting 

changes its syntagmatic dimension. In the case of Figure 2, ‘the cat sat on the mat’ 

could be associated with ‘the cat sat on the mat with the dog’, and ‘the cat sat on 

the mat with the dog under the veranda’. The numbers of elements can increase 

(syntagmatically) whilst maintaining the coherence of the sentence (or paradigm). 

The important point is that neither signifier on either the syntagmatic or 

paradigmatic dimension can be compared or contrasted without affecting the 

meaning of a text.   

 

Linguistically this technique works well with texts and narratives because we have 

rules and structures that assist in defining a grammatically correct expression. 

However, in the analysis of a material design, production or interaction with an 

artefact, there is often very little structure, so in order for the commutation test to 

be useful for the analysis of artefacts Latour repurposes the syntagmatic to become 

the association (AND) dimension. This means that a syntagmatic dimension 

illustrates the number of actants tied or chained together in any given action. 

Likewise, the paradigmatic dimension becomes the substitution or (OR) axis which 

measures how many actors are shifted out or brought into the chain that enable a 

movement in the AND dimension. For example, when an engineer builds an artefact 

(according to a prescribed program of action), he or she will come across problems 

or anti-programs. This means that some actants will be dissociated in order for a 

more competent actor to take their place in order to solve the problem.  The 

consequent paradigmatic substitution will lead to a detour of the program of action, 

resulting in a movement in the syntagmatic dimension. This movement can be 

expressed in Figure 3, Translation diagram. 

 

 
  

Figure 3.  Translation diagram,  adapted from Latour (1994, 251). 

(Note- When a change is made (an association is added) to an artefact (to fix an anti-

program), there is a shift in the OR dimension, and as a result the socio-technical 

actor-network must renegotiate and re-align itself (Latour 1994, 251).) 

 

The kinds of movements described above are defined by Latour as translation, which 

refers to (Latour 1999, 311): 
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all the displacements through other actors whose mediation is 

indispensible for any action to occur. In place of a rigid opposition 

between context and content chains of translation refer to the work 

through which actors modify, displace and translate their various 

contradictory interests.  

 

Therefore, translation makes problematic the notion that there is an easy or simple 

link between a context and the content or knowledge produced from their 

interaction. Instead, translation greatly expands the simple link into a vast chain of 

actors that must negotiate, exchange and displace others in order for stable links to 

form and action to take place. 

 

Translation is inherently material and identifies the influence of material actors in 

the effective trajectory of translation. The materiality of translation is reflected in 

Hanseth and Monteiro's (1997, 143) version of Callon's (1991) sociology of 

translation, in which:  

 

translation presupposes a medium or a "material into which it is 

inscribed", that is, translations are "embodied in texts, machines, bodily 

skills [which] become their support, their more or less faithful 

executive.  

 

In other words, a medium is required for translation. And in the case of Latour's 

translation diagram (Figure 3), a program of action, or indeed associations of 

actors, substitute part of its character to nontextutal elements by shifting out 

ideas, narratives, morals, or social norms into materials  

 

1.7 Shifting Out / Delegation  

 

Engineers and designers use shifting out (Latour 1994, 169) or delegation (Latour 

1999, 185) as a means to inscribe scripts into programs, actions and materials. In this 

way, engineers move beyond the domain of text, plans and paper prototypes into 

the world of materials  (Latour 1994, 248): 

 

[E]ngineers constantly shift out characters in other spaces and other 

times, devise positions for human and nonhuman users, break down 

competencies that they then redistribute to many different actors, and 

build complicated narrative programs and subprograms that are 

evaluated and judged by their ability to stave off antiprograms. 

 

The constant shifting out presupposes translation and as a result constructs, from a 

loose alignment of temporary associations, and less reliable relations, a more 

durable and longer lasting association. 

 

Additionally, for Latour and Akrich shifting out and has four points of displacement. 

Firstly (Latour and Ackrich 1987, 260),  
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[A]ctorial (from “I” to another actor and back); spatial (from here to there 

and back); temporal; (from now to then and back); in the study of 

settings there has to be a fourth type of shifting, the material shifting 

(through which the matter of the expression is modified).  

 

The notion of shifting out zooms in on and further breaks down the complex 

transactions that take place in translation. A relatively simple example occurred in a 

poorly organised exhibition space in Argentina, where I was showing an interactive 

artwork.  On the days following the exhibition opening, the space is inundated with 

visitors who have had minimal exposure to electronic art. As with most poorly 

designed spaces each visitor is confused as to how to enter the gallery space, let 

alone the interactive installation.  In my very poor Spanish I try to convey to the 

curator that I have better things to do than direct Spanish speaking locals and that 

we require some kind of barrier to funnel and direct the flow of visiting traffic.  

Accordingly, the curator and I head of for a (de-)tour of Rosario’s shops which sell 

such barriers. The barrier has competencies for crowd and context control pre-

inscribed into it. With it I have technically shifted out my request or program of 

action, “please move in this direction” (albeit in bad Spanish) into another matter - 

the rope and steel of the barrier. Therefore, through the use of the barrier and not 

without several detours I have delegated my crowd control responsibilities to several 

chrome and rope barriers. 

 

In the case of this little story there are several shifts. Firstly it is an actorial shift 

because we shift from a previously much more stressed incarnation of the artist to a 

crowd control barrier. A second shift involves a spatial dimension; a barrier now 

exits where there was none. The third shift is temporal because the barrier is always 

there all the time. An object now stands in for an actor, “delegating the translation 

of one program of action into another expression” (Latour 1999, 187). The barrier is 

made of steel and rope, its physical qualities directly interfacing with the crowd’s 

'body'. The act of controlling crowd movement is now shifted out into the chromed 

steel and rope barrier, while I am absent from the gallery. Although the crowd 

control narrative is a simple metaphor for shifting down, it illustrates the complex 

nature of so-called human action and indeed intentionality.  

 

Actions like problem solving involve a change or detour in the course of an action 

with wider ontological implications for all actors. In order to solve the problem a 

detour or alternative course of action is initiated. In accordance with delegation this 

inevitably involves enrolling different kinds of actors/actants with variable presences 

and on different timescales. As Latour writes (Latour 1999, 189): 

 

[T]hrough shifting out another combination of absence and presence 

becomes possible. In delegation it is not, as in fiction, that I am here and 

elsewhere, that I am myself and someone else, but that an action, long 

past, of an actor long disappeared, is still active today, on me. I live in the 

midst of technical delegates; I am folded into nonhumans ... think of 

technology as congealed labour. 
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Therefore, action is the result of a long chain of translated actors who rely upon the 

work done by other actors in previous times and spaces, who in turn are mediated 

by programs of action, instigated by a long history or genealogy of other actors. 

 

Action in this sense is not about mastery by an actor.  All artists would recognise that 

in the act of making they are not in total control, and it is more the case that they 

are overtaken by the action (Latour 1999, 281), which in most cases means that the 

final artwork looks nothing like what was intended. This idea is similar to Latour’s 

definition of action as "not what people do, but is instead the “fait-faire”, the 

making-do accomplished along with others in an event" (Latour 1999, 288). This 

reading of action implies that our complex relations with nonhumans change the 

nature of action, intention and indeed control. 

 

The gun ownership debate in America is an interesting metaphor for the complex 

sociotechnical relations that can develop between humans and nonhumans. On one 

side of the argument we have organisations such as the “Anti-Gun Coalition of 

America” (AGCA), whose marketing campaign is based on the idea that “guns kill 

people”. On the other we have the National Rifle Association (NRA), whose 

competing slogan is “Guns don’t kill people; people kill people” (Latour 1999, 177). 

The AGCA argue that guns act as a result of their material properties, that is, a good 

citizen now becomes a dangerous citizen as a result of the influence of the gun in his 

or her hand. On the other hand the NRA’s slogan suggests that the gun is merely a 

tool, “a neutral carrier of human will” (Latour 1999, 177). From Latour’s position and 

indeed ANT generally, neither position accurately describes how one actor, the gun 

or human, could mediate the actions of each actor.  

 

The AGCA and the NRA outline two competing hypotheses that underlie their 

respective positions. From the AGCA’s position the gun’s bad influence has taken 

over the will of the citizen (Latour 1999, 178); the gun or the object is all-powerful 

and is therefore responsible. Hence, guns should be banned to protect unsuspecting 

citizens.  From the NRA’s position, the gun is merely a neutral tool with no influence 

over potential programs of action, meaning that the human is all-powerful and is 

totally responsible. Thus the NRA's position is that guns should not be banned 

because they have no influence and humans are responsible for their actions. From 

Latour’s perspective it is not a case of the human or the gun but rather that a “third 

agent emerges from a fusion between the gun and the human”, and what it wants to 

do is not always known (Latour 1999, 178).  

 

As is usually the case when guns and humans are involved, the outcome is more 

often than not unintentional. That is to say that in the first instance of pulling out the 

gun you may not have intended to harm anyone. However, after you translate your 

program of action with that of the gun’s, it is more than likely that you will now kill 

(Latour 1999, 179). Latour describes this process as goal translation, which is a 

situation that involves “the displacement, drift, invention, mediation, the creation of 

a link that did not exist before and that to some degree modifies the original two” 

(Latour 1999, 179). In another words, competency is distributed. Likewise, the 
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responsibility for the outcome does not entirely rest with one actor but should be 

shared throughout the collective (Latour 1999, 181). This is illustrated in Figure 4 

below. 

 

 
Figure 4. Goal Translation, Image adapted from Latour (1994, 179). 

  

The corresponding use of the gun is a composition of actions or a “series of 

associations that you enter into when you use what you have” (Latour 1999, 179). 

The gun-man does not act alone nor can 'their' intentions be completely known in 

advance. 

 

We do know that each entity contains pre-inscribed and prescribed competencies 

and goals. However, when either the human or the nonhuman delegates a program 

of action we cannot know the collective’s new goals or function.  As Latour (1999, 

182), states:  

 

Action is simply not a property of humans, but of an association of 

actants … Provisional “actorial” roles may be attributed to actants 

only because actants are in the process of exchanging competencies, 

offering one another new possibilities, new goals, new functions.    

 

That the individual human may have arguably initiated the action (a debatable point 

given the nature of prescribed programs of action in the gun and indeed society) 

does not weaken Latour’s position on the nature of collectives. Rather, the collective 

made of a gun-man is “allowed, authorized, enabled and afforded” (Latour 1999, 

192) by the associations and thus translations between both man and gun. 

Competency is distributed, properties are exchanged and a new collective goal is 

formed.  Therefore, “purposeful action and intentionality may not be properties of 

objects, but they are not properties of humans either” (Latour 1999, 192).  

 

The exchange of properties between humans and nonhumans through delegation 

has a myriad of implications for ‘users’. The means by which 'users' are prescribed 

and pre-inscribed into mechanisms and machines is very similar to the ways that 

readers are prescribed into texts (Latour 1994, 237). Both text and machine must 

organise the relations between what is inscribed in them and what can/could/should 
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be inscribed in the users. Similarly, both texts and machines have circumscribed 

entry points or interface elements which allow or disallow certain actions or users 

entry (Latour 1994). For example, in order to use and find a book in a library, you 

need to have been educated in order to read, you need to understand how a library 

works to find the book and you have to understand how an index in a book operates 

in order to find certain pages. Likewise the library must be formatted or prescribed 

in such a way as to afford the user their goals.  

 

The process is no different for machines, as they also organise the relations between 

what is inscribed in them and what can/could/should be inscribed in the user in 

order that both function appropriately.  Likewise, hydraulic pistons are prescribed 

with the ability to slowly release energy, and an engineer or designer will need to be 

familiar with the physics of pistons in order to apply them to working contexts. The 

point is that most of these prescriptions, via alignments of actants in a network, 

influence and apply force to their prescribed user, either at a distance through the 

years of education that lead us to correctly using libraries, or up close in which “the 

prescribed user is so well anticipated, so carefully nested inside … so exactly 

dovetailed, that it [the user and the object] does what is expected” (Latour 1994, 

237).  

 

In this case prescription, like translation and delegation, reaches into our very minds, 

influencing our thoughts and beliefs. As Latour (1999, 282) summarises:  

 

I do not deny that people have minds - but the mind is not a world 

creating despot that makes up facts to suit its fancy. Thought is seized, 

modified, altered, possessed by nonhumans, who in their turn, given 

this opportunity by the scientists’ work; alter their trajectories, 

destinies and histories.  

 

Thus, our thoughts and indeed signification are not entirely internal, nor 

ontologically homogenous, nor are they the sole cause underpinning our behaviour.  

 

Through translation and delegation new potential programs of actions are put into 

play that do more than merely change behaviour.  As described above in the notion 

of shifting out and down, programs of action provide a wide variety of 

transformations that have actorial, spatial, temporal and material dimensions. 

Latour argues that the complexity of these relations has the potential to bind the 

referent up in words, representations and references, effectively priming the sign 

and indeed reference for mobilisation into the world via a series of 

transubstantiations; a phenomena that Latour calls “circulating reference” (Latour 

1999, 24). 

 

1.8 Circulating Reference 

 

In his 1999 book Pandora’s Hope, Latour follows the actors deep into the Amazonian 

jungle in order to provide a case study for how translation produces the 

phenomenon of circulating reference. The actants in this context consist of a 
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biologist, two pedologists
18

 , a geomorphologist
19

 , an anthropologist, the Boa Vista 

forest, Brazil, and numerous apparatuses. All are connected by the central research 

question, “is the Boa Vista forest advancing or retreating?” (Latour 1999, 27). As 

Callon and Latour have previously demonstrated the processes of knowledge 

production are not a simple journey “one never travels directly from object to 

words”; rather, the “sign must be constructed via a risky intermediary pathway” that 

is translation (Latour 1999, 40). Latour contends that by following the actors, with all 

their stages and intimate translations, it can be shown that the seemingly simple 

ability of humans to make reference to something in the world is in fact heavily 

mediated by nonhuman influence. In order to explicate this process Latour maps and 

follows how all the actors translate, and thus transubstantiate and co-constitute, the 

soil of the Brazilian forest into a hybrid circulating reference. 

 

A dependence on tools, devices and instrumentation is usually central to any 

profession, scientific or otherwise. For the scientists digging in the Boa Vista jungle, 

their tools make their job infinitely manageable. At the same time, tools act as 

intermediaries through which material must pass on the way to becoming a sign 

(Latour 1999, 39). For example, one particular intermediary is the 

"pedocomparator”, a wooden drawer with small cardboard cubes into which soil is 

loaded. Each cube is arranged within rows and columns equal to it's particular grid 

location in the jungle. When the soil is placed in the configuration of the 

pedocomparator it becomes a sign, with a new geometrical form, a numbered code 

and defined by a colour. This, according to Latour (1999, 49), is: 

 

[T]he moment of substitution, the very instant when the future sign is 

abstracted from the soil. We should never take our eyes off the 

material weight of this action ... we are not jumping from soil to the 

Idea of soil, but from continuous and multiple clumps of earth to a 

discrete colour in a geometric cube coded in x-and y-coordinates.  

 

Within this simple event the pedologist, together with the pedocomparator, 

“articulates”
20

 latent or potential states offered by the soil (Latour 1999, 51). The soil 

then changes states and is also ready to change location. This is the act of 

translation, or transubstantiation, where “in place of a rigid opposition between 

context and content, chains of translations refer to the work through which actors 

modify, [and] displace” and in so doing create reference (Latour 1999, 305). The 

boxed soil is now a hybrid sign that can be transported or mobilised into words and 

then to diagrams, which could then be assimilated into many other papers.  

 

                                                 
18 A pedologist is an expert in soil science, and in survey, classification mapping, interpretation and conservation of soils and 

land.
 

19 An expert in the natural and social history of the shape of the land.
 

20 “Articulation- like translation, this term occupies the position left empty by the dichotomy between the object and the 

subject or the external world and the mind. The question is no longer whether or not statements refer to a state of affairs, but 

only whether or not propositions* are well articulated” (Latour 1999, 303).
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In other words, matter is given form (in this case the name ‘soil’) at the moment the 

earth is placed into the pedocomparator. The bare earth (matter) becomes a 

constructed referent (soil known to pedology) and linked to a particular space and 

time. The process and time, space, material and actorial associations of its 

construction are now co-constituted in the soil. In this way, the construction of the 

sign (soil) is given form through a number of intersecting actor-networks.  

 

This further leads Latour and Woolgar (1979, 182) to the most extreme (and often 

most criticised) statement regarding cause and effect:  

 

We do not wish to say that facts do not exist nor that there is no such 

thing as reality. In this simple sense our position is not relativist. Our 

point is that “out-there-ness” is the consequence of scientific work rather 

than its cause.  

 

The referent is a result (a constructed fact) rather than the cause (discovery) of 

scientific activity (Latour and Woolgar 1979, 182). In other words, the soil of the 

Amazon jungle must have been processed by an actor-network in order for it to have 

reference. Therefore, the existence of an outside world (external referent, 

substance, material or chemical) does not guarantee the correctness or existence of 

a scientific fact. Essentially, "science does not document an already existing 

substance", because its existence as a sign that we recognise depends on the chain 

of associations at a particular time (Latour 1999, 163). It therefore becomes 

problematic to consider the process of signification as one exclusive to the domain 

of human beings.   

 

If reference is dependent on the translation of long chains of actors then even one 

small change in the associations will bring about a change in the referent. These 

associations are always moving and changing, depending on the stability of the chain 

of translation, therefore the referent cannot always be considered stable. As Latour 

states “transformation conserves a trace, a nesting of reference but is also made 

more abstract; an abstraction which nonetheless preserves a fraction of the original 

situation” (Latour 1999, 66). Therefore, circulating reference is a reductive process, 

but what we lose in matter we gain in our ability to trace connections rather than 

disconnections. In Latour’s words, “phenomena are what circulates all along the 

reversible chain of transformations at each step losing some properties to gain 

others” (Latour 1999, 71). Circulating reference is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Circulating Reference, adapted from Latour (1999, 71). 

  

Reference to the original matter, (in this case the soil of the Amazonian jungle), will 

depend on the stability of reference. The stability of this reference is important to 

scientists because it will in the end “take the place of the original situation” (Latour 

1999, 67). The proof of the scientist’s claim can be retraced, thanks to logbooks, 

protocols and various devices, to the original situation. As a result, it is not possible 

to divorce the diagram from the original situation because the original situation is 

within the diagram. The soil, as in the diagram, is phenomenotechnically constituted 

as part of its construction process. In this way, reference circulates throughout the 

network that constructs it and its factual nature depends on its ability to be faithfully 

traced backwards to its inception. Therefore, the degree to which scientist are able 

to speak truthfully about their claims depends upon the quality of this chain (Latour 

1999, 310). 

 

The process of circulating reference fits well with Latour and Akrich's (1987, 1) early 

definition of a semiotics of things, as:  

 

The study of how meaning is built, but the word "meaning" is taken in its 

original nontextual and nonlinguistic interpretation; how one privileged 

trajectory is built, out of an indefinite number of possibilities; in that 

sense, semiotics is the study of order building or path building and may 

be applied to settings, machines, bodies, and programming language as 

well as texts; ...the key aspect of the semiotics of machines is its ability to 

move from signs to things and back. 

 

Therefore, for Latour, there is no outside of the actor-network; substance has to take 

on form or be “framed” appropriately (Latour 1999, 61) by its sociotechnical 

network. In this way, (Latour 1999, 310)reference: 
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...does not designate an external referent that will be meaningless (that 

is, literally without means to achieve its movement), but the quality of 

the chain of transformation, the viability of its circulation. 

 

This is why reference and signification can only happen within the actor-network. An 

external referent is not possible because it is intimately co-constituted as part of the 

actor-network that was able to construct it and as such mobilise it into signification.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

There is no escaping the fact that we are all social creatures. As has been 

demonstrated by Berger and Luckman (1966) and Latour and Woolgar (1979), social 

forces are at work in all the laboratories and engine houses of knowledge 

production. The importance of Actor-Network Theory has been to recognise that the 

social as a casual force does not act alone. Moreover, to say, as Latour does, that the 

"social is not socially constructed" is to underscore the complexity of our relationship 

with those networks of actants that make the social possible.  

 

The semiotics of the Paris School has had a particular impact on the methods of 

Latour and indeed Actor-Network Theory generally.  The notion of the Greimassian 

actant contributed to the eventual development of a more symmetrical examination 

of the conditions that allow or deny the materialisation of socio-technical 

relationships.  Unlike traditional semiotics, the conditions that Latour and others in 

ANT refer to are simultaneously material, social and technological.  

 

The notion of translation, as illustrated by the re-purposing of the linguistic 

commutation test, allows analysts to chart the kinds of relations that actants form.  

This is achieved by charting the development of networks of actants and their 

struggle to initiate a collective program of action in the face of anti-programs. 

Secondly, the analyst is able to recognise, through shifting out and delegation, the 

means by which properties are exchanged, and associations are formed in actorial, 

spatial, temporal and material ways. With this in mind, the analyst is forced to deal 

with alternative frames of reference and alternative ontological associations far 

beyond simple subject/object, social and technical binaries.  

 

In the example of the engineer who, via translation, shifts out words and scripts into 

the materials, machines and objects that she or he designs, other actors are 

delegated a program of action that in turn affects changes in the actorial, spatial, 

timing and material nature of the relationship they share. In many ways, the 

engineer also delegates to other actors a kind of responsibility, the implication being 

that all subsequent users then deal in part with that same engineer.  In this way both 

space and time are shifted, since the engineer does not act alone, but in negotiation 

with the skills, knowledge and materials garnered from previous histories and other 

intersecting actor-networks. Lastly, a material shifting takes place through the 
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translation of the engineer's scripts and programs into action made possible by the 

actant network, into the solid and very real effects of matter and mechanism.  

 

This process of connecting words to things does much more than provide the 

conduit for the exchange of properties between actants. Likewise, the concept of 

circulating reference allows us to consider the referent as constantly changing; 

either amplified in representations and words or reduced back into its material and 

situated state. Nonetheless, like most things in ANT, the referent can only exist 

within the network of translations and negotiations which create and sustain it. After 

all how would it be possible to craft anything without the influence of the actor-

network?  

 

In some ways the development of Actor-Network Theory is mirrored in the following 

examination of interactivity in the visual arts. For example, just as sociology has been 

a major influence on how we conceived how scientific knowledge was being made, 

so too have its theories of relativism had a major impact on how interactivity in the 

visual arts is theorised. The result, which has historical precedence in SSK, is that 

human agency is privileged above all others.  Humans are also central to how 

representations are made, and indeed to how knowledge is generated about 

interactive art. As a result we see a continued a priority on inputs and outputs, 

rather than on how things actually interact.  
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CHAPTER 2   
Interactivity in the visual arts 

 

Introduction 

 

The first section of this chapter charts the evolution of interactivity through different 

visual art movements. In particular, artists’ work that is associated with the 

Happenings movement of the 1960s, Systems art and Cybernetics of the same period 

will be discussed. The common theme amongst these movements is that the 

participant is considered central to the artwork. As such, participatory artworks are 

regarded as the historical precursors of what we know today as interactive art. The 

central problems of how to adequately describe interactive art come into focus  

through the analysis of historical and contemporary participation in artworks and its 

accompanying discourses.  

 

Systems art and Cybernetics theory have been particularly important for the 

expansion of interactivity for a number of reasons. Cybernetics grew out of Norbert 

Weiner’s communication theory, in which communication, feedback and control are 

central. The Cybernetics and indeed Systems art movement are considered 

influential in recognising participation as the effect of systemic feedback rather than 

the effect of discrete inputs and outputs. Likewise, the attentiveness to relations, 

rather than discrete components, in participatory artwork not only changes 

traditional notions of an artwork but also the nature of art, the artist and indeed the 

participant. In many cases throughout the Cybernetics and Systems art movements 

of the 1960s, the artist is no longer considered a sole author and is instead described 

as an instigator, director, or supporter of the systems to which he or she delegates 

the making of the work. The shift in emphasis from art object to art event also 

highlights the importance of relationships in action.  

 

Technological developments also played an increasing role in expanding the notion 

of participatory art. References to robotics, proto-cybernetic organisms, and 

telematics by writers such as Jack Burnham and Roy Ascott are part of an invented 

vocabulary distinctive to Systems and Cybernetics practitioners. They not only had to 

keep up with the dynamic medium of technology but were also motivated enough to 

reflect something of the changes technology was rendering on the art practice of the 

time. This game of catch up was exaggerated in the 1990s, when computers became 

readily available and accessible. This historical phenomenon is highlighted by 

Sommerer, Jian and Mignonue, who note that the increasing popularity of 

“interactive works” in the 1990s did more to highlight the gap between narrow and 

ambiguous concepts of interactivity and its actual practice (Mignonneau, Sommerer 

et al. 2008, 16). This "explanatory gap" is also emphasised by Ascott (2000, 4) who 

highlights the problematic nature of defining human computer interaction as one 

rife with the binaries of mind versus matter and subject and object. This is further 

exacerbated by accounts that are framed by either end of the human/machine 

spectrum. The use of either one of these frameworks alone reifies the human 

machine binary, whilst simultaneously supporting the assumption that humans and 

computers are discrete and relatively distinct entities.   
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The same kinds of questions are equally valid when control and technology is 

privileged. There are many artists and writers such as David Rokeby, Söke Dinkla, 

Beryl Graham and Stephen Bell who typify this approach by separating out all the 

components in order to understand the degrees of interactivity according to the 

manner of control afforded to participants (Bell 1991). The problem with this 

approach lies in the assumption that the components of an interaction can firstly be 

differentiated from all other components, and secondly that these components in 

isolation somehow define the interaction.  

 

The emerging discipline of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) provided the impetus 

for a number of hybrid methodologies, such as Lucy Suchman’s Situated Action and 

Activity Theory (discussed previously), that do attempt to take into account both 

sides of the human and computer spectrum. In the end both techniques are deemed 

inadequate for the task of providing a better way to describe what happens in 

interactive artworks, mainly because each has anthropocentric goals and as a result 

provides an asymmetrical or one-sided argument to explain how objects and 

subjects interact. 

 

Alternatively, the ethnographer Steve Woolgar, in his research on the usability of 

microcomputers of the early 1990s, found that the relationship between user and 

machine is one of mutual influence and re-configuration (Woolgar 1991). 

Additionally, Woolgar found that the competencies of both user and machine were 

so intimately influencing that it became increasingly problematic to consider each 

entity as bounded, or acting in isolation. Instead, Woolgar posits that such relations 

operate more like a continuum where the ‘machine’ becomes its relationship to the 

user and the user becomes its relationship to the machine. In this manner, individual 

component boundaries and competencies are subject to a kind of flux, which 

replaces notions of a ‘space between’ with varying degrees of definition, dependent 

on the nature of the entities involved. In other words, the ability to perform certain 

tasks is brought forth by their relations, not wholly as a result of some a priori 

characteristic. In this way, both user and machine are re-configured, caught up as it 

were in a web of relations.  

 

The idea that a system is able to collectively influence and indeed build artworks was 

central to much of 1960s conceptual art. In Hans Haacke’s words (Siegel 1971): 

 

A system is most generally defined as a grouping of elements subject 

to a common plan or purpose. These elements or components 

interact so as to arrive at a joint goal. To separate the elements would 

be to destroy the system.  

 

However, the majority of contemporary artists and writers do not take up this 

position. Instead, they pursue the social or computer science pathways described 

above. At the same time, other writers and artists pursue the equally problematic 

HCI method resplendent with anthropocentric goals whilst seeming to account for a 

holistic human/computer relation. For example, while Ascott describes the process 
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of humans and computers meeting in terms of “active negotiation”, he never 

mentions how such negotiation is possible. If Ascott meant that negotiation is a 

means to produce agreement or bargain via dialogue then how one overcomes the 

contradiction of having dialogue with a mute partner is never mentioned.  In fact the 

only outcome worthy of mention in these so-called negotiable processes is human 

perception; as a result the machinic ”artificial reticular sensorium” is rendered silent 

and never given its rightful full voice (Ascott 1984). 

 

Many of the accounts of interactivity only take into account a one-sided view. The 

result is that these 'common sense' descriptions of interactivity merely describe the 

inputs and outputs depending on their respective instrumental or sociological bent, 

whilst the interaction or interactivity itself is ‘blackboxed’. 

 

2.1 Interactivity in the visual arts - a short history 

 

Interactivity in the visual arts is predated by viewer reception as a form of 

participation. Marcel Duchamp expressed this kind of early participation based on 

what he called an “art coefficient”. By this Duchamp meant that every work of art 

can be evaluated according to the amount of artistic intent not expressed in the 

work against the amount unintentionally expressed by the artwork.  The ratio 

between these two elements stands between the artist’s original intention and the 

audiences' reception or understanding of the work (Feingold 1997).  By adding 

random elements to the artwork the level of unintentionality could be increased, 

consequently increasing the art coefficient. As such, the viewers’ act of interpreting 

or receiving the aesthetic experience contributes to the creative act (Mignonneau, 

Sommerer et al. 2008, 27). The side effect is that the artist’s intent also becomes 

obscured; thus the viewer has to work harder to realise the meaning produced, and 

it is in this 'work' that the artwork is deemed participatory. 

 

John Cage also sought to disrupt the intent of the artist and indeed the artwork by 

participatory means. Rather than relying on the art coefficient of the viewers’ 

reception, John Cage used technical means to change the form of the medium and as 

a result interrupt notions of artistic intent. Although Duchamp was happy to disrupt 

the recipient’s aesthetic experience, the artwork itself remained unchanged. On the 

other hand, the importance of Cage's compositions lies in the way the artwork’s 

medium is changed by technical means. A typical example is Cage’s 1951 

composition, “Imaginary Landscape No. 4”. This piece involved twelve radios and 

twenty-four performers each given instructions on how to use their radio according 

to chance. The real time and irreversible sound produced by the receiver made the 

work a one-off interaction between radio, performers and audience. Apart from the 

disruption of form, the important side effect of technical means and chance to 

produce the work is that a greater amount of non-intentional and emergent 

information occurs (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 29). The difference that 

Cage’s “Imaginary Landscape No. 4” and works completed after 1951 allude to is that 

the medium of the work is open to change by something other than the artist.  
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In his book Origins and Development of Kinetic Art, Frank Popper considers 

movement of all kinds as pivotal to understanding participation in the visual arts 

(Popper 1968). Popper summarises and documents the procedure by which artists 

convey, represent or introduce movement into the plastic arts in the latter half of 

the twentieth century. Op art, for example, enlarges participation through the 

amplification of the spectator’s "ocular aptitude" produced by the aggregate kinetic 

movement of the artwork itself (Nechvatal 2004, 7). Likewise, kinetic artworks, 

instigated by machines or machine driven (by the possibility of ‘premutational 

machines’ (Popper 1968, 222) are very much a part of the trajectory of participation 

in the visual arts. Popper also makes the point that Kinetic Art is particularly 

important because it not only introduces 'real movement' into the visual arts but 

also instigated the need for a specific aesthetic framework by which to fully 

comprehend its characteristics (Popper 1968, 223). 

 

The Happenings of the 1960s are another example of participatory artworks, but in 

the majority of cases the agent of change was in the relatively unscripted actions of 

the audience. In most cases the artefact is replaced with a field of possible action, 

framed as it were by the author’s intentions. For example, Alan Kaprow's work 

regularly required participants to literally make the artwork. In Words, a Happening 

from 1962, spectators where invited to arrange words on cardboard around a gallery 

wall. Likewise, Push and Pull: A Furniture Comedy for Hans Hofmann (1961), 

consisted of two rooms in which participants where asked to rearrange the furniture. 

Therefore, participatory artworks like Kaprow's dissolve the boundaries between 

audience and participant, user intent and artistic intent.
21

 

 

The happenings of the 1960s bear a close conceptual and practical lineage to 

Umberto Eco's book The Open Work.
22

 Eco defined the open work as an artwork, 

which as a result of its dynamic movement or process of construction is without a 

fixed ending or meaning. This could involve intellectual, aesthetic or physical 

interference on the part of the audience. Through the unknown, “structural 

openness”
23

 and unplanned potential action of the audience, the work becomes 

open to an expansion of extra-unintended information. The feedback by the 

audience to the aesthetic and subjective cues of the situation is central to the 

dynamic of the work. As a result, feedback sets in motion a new cycle of relations 

that inevitably alters the trajectory of the artwork’s meaning. Therefore, the artist 

                                                 
21 Ken Feingold points out that when the "audience" becomes involved in artworks another dimension can be added to 

Duchamp's art coefficient. That is, the audience often performs in unexpected ways or does not do what is expected of them 

when engaged with the artwork. Therefore, the actions of the audience add another dimension to the uncertainty of 

miscommunicated expression.
 

22 It could also be argued that Barthes’ notion of the death of the author was also a commonplace idea of 1950s/1960s 

happenings and indeed structuralism. However, Annette Lavers argues that Barthes was "against the happenings as a form of 

art, arguing that  its open structure allowed effects in fact less powerful than those of combinative play on a finite set of 

elements"  (Lavers 1982, 72).
 

23 Structural procedure that defines openness not only from the spectators perception but in terms of the modifiability of the 

work itself (Eco 1989).
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and spectator are linked through the framework of the unfinished work of art (Eco 

1989). 

 

The notion of feedback and control is also central to the field of Cybernetics. Though 

originally developed by Norbert Wiener in 1948, many artists of the 1960s saw the 

potential in cybernetics as a way for artists to create new works via machines, and a 

new way to bridge the gap between art and science (Apter 1969, 257). This artistic 

interest in Cybernetics was exemplified by an exhibition “Cybernetic Serendipity” 

held at the Institute of Contemporary Art, London in 1968. The exhibition explored 

the use of computers in the arts, from music and theatre to installation and robotics. 

In keeping with the theme of feedback and participation in these new ‘systems’, 

almost all artworks and/or scientific devices required some kind of behavioural 

input. As Maria Fernandez points out, the exhibition was an important (if ignored
24

) 

means of linking the arts with science and as such cybernetics with the creative 

process (Fernandez 2008, 67).  

 

The interest in cybernetics and dynamic systems as a potential processes for making 

art is reflected in several influential books and artworks of the late 1960s (Ascott 

1968; Burnham 1968a). Jack Burnham’s paper “Systems Esthetics” from 1968 

describes the paradigm shift from an object-oriented to a systems-oriented culture 

brought about by technology.  On the systems viewpoint he writes (Burnham 

1968b): 

 

[A]ny situation, either in or outside the context of art, may be designed 

and judged as a system. In as much as a system may contain people, 

ideas, messages, atmospheric conditions, power sources, and so on, a 

system is, to quote the systems biologist, Ludwig von Bertalanffy, a 

"complex of components in interaction," comprised of material, energy, 

and information in various degrees of organization.  

 

That the artist is conceptualised as just another component in a larger system was an 

extremely radical position for the 1960s. It flies in the face of the populist humanism 

that attributes artistic creativity to the internal characteristic of genius that was as 

popular then as now (Fernández 2008). The shift in the 1960s from an emphasis on 

art object to art event also highlights the importance of relationships in action. 

Burnham’s contribution is in recognising that these systemic relationships offer 

much more than just technical or material support and contribute to making the 

artwork itself.  

 

In his book Beyond Modern Sculpture (1968), Burnham hints at the power associated 

with systems that are not always under control. Burnham’s point is that as 

interaction takes place, feedback and open-endedness between things increases. 

                                                 
24 Maria Fernandez points out that the exhibition was excluded from the history of art because it significantly challenged the 

humanist narratives, in which “creativity is an attribute of genius and the highest distinction of the human. Where in art, techne 

as craft or skill is highly valued, technologies are often regarded as tools, instruments or means to ends with implicit acceptance 

of human mastery over the means” (Fernández
 
2008, 67). 
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Therefore, there is an increase in dialogue and involvement between different 

systems, forcing an expansion of ideas beyond mere individuals in art contexts into 

much larger social systems.
25

 Burnham categorises two forms of positive and 

negative feedback within this ‘interactive’ system. Negative feedback is that which 

maintains a constant input and output. Positive feedback on the other hand is 

produced when a mechanical or chemical chain reaction exceeds the boundaries of 

restraint. The resulting “cause and effect” relationship triggers a cascade of a much 

larger cause and effect cycle in other unrelated systems. This cascade effect was 

meant to disrupt the artistic and social categories, causing each to spill over into 

each other, precipitating a further shift in all manner of artistic and conceptual 

schemas. For Burnham, whose primary concern was sculpture, the growing 

incidence of positive feedback in sculpture meant it was time to redefine the 

category. As Burnham states (Burnham 1968a, 319): 

 

Sculpture as a category of objects with a provisionally unending life 

cycle seems to be giving way to the kinetic system with a life and 

death cycle of its own… The more moving parts the greater the 

chance of instability.  

 

In another words, inherent systemic instability offers the artist a greater chance of 

producing an excess of information (Daniels 2007). This excess of information 

produced by a system beyond the artist’s control is what confounds the neat 

distinctions between art and non-art, participant and artist, and object and situation. 

The implication of Burnham’s “Systems Esthetic” is that the artist essentially 

delegates to systems to produce the artwork and in the process changes the nature 

of the artistic process and the artwork itself. 

 

The artwork, according to Burnham, is no longer static, and can be considered to be 

“the relations between people and people and the components of their environment 

… altered in time and space, its behaviour determined both by external conditions 

and its mechanisms of control” (Burnham 1968b). Also in 1968, Ascott similarly 

described his art ‘situations’ as conceptualised ideas in action, synthesised in 

“process-orientated” behavioural artworks (Ascott 1968,105). More importantly, 

Ascott makes the distinction between art as a container of information determined 

by the artist, and artwork as a trigger, designed to stimulate and feedback 

unpredictable behaviour. Those ‘works’ that are triggers “… contain nothing but the 

possibility of future action; that is to say they exist only in so far as the spectator 

participates in  

                                                 
25 Popper also charts the common desire for social change as the recombinant thread between participatory art and 

interactive new media artworks. 
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Figure 6. Adapted from (Cornock and Edmonds 1973, 13). 

 

the evolution”(Ascott 1968, 105). In other words, the artwork no longer remains a 

closed container to active involvement, but becomes instead a field of uncertainty 

and ambiguity in which the spectator can endlessly take part in some form of 

dialogue. For both Burnham and Ascott, technology as a medium for art making 

would precipitate a new kind of dialogue and thus cultural and conceptual change 

(Burnham 1968a, 358). 

 

In the 1970s Stroud Cornock and Ernest Edmonds also struggled to define the effect 

computer technology had on art production and indeed the role of the artist. At 

stake was the role and sanctity of the artist and by implication her or his creativity 

when engaging with computers; hence the title of Cornock and Edmonds’ 1973 

paper, The creative process where the artist is amplified or superseded by the 

computer. Cornock and Edmonds go on to describe the interactive situation as a 

creative synthesis, made possible by a matrix of elements that facilitate exchange 

and an involvement in all levels of the decision making process. In order to better 

understand how all the elements of a creative situation are shaped, Cornock and 

Edmonds map the elements of the matrix (interaction) into five possible 
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permutations.  These range from Fig. 6 (a) static system, Fig. 6 (b) Dynamic-passive 

system, Fig. 6 (c) Dynamic-interactive system, Fig.6 (d) Dynamic-interactive system 

(varying), to Fig. 6 (e) Matrix. 

 

The static system, as represented in Fig. 6 (a), is an unchanging traditional artwork. 

The dynamic passive system Fig. 6 (b) illustrates an art object that is changed by time 

or the environment; examples may include kinetic art or mobiles. The important 

point about Fig.6 (a) and (b) is that there is virtually no participant and when the 

possibility exists for interaction the participant has no control. 

 

On the other hand, the dynamic-interactive system in Fig.6 (c) clearly involves the 

participant. The system can now be called interactive because a feedback loop exists 

in which actions are fed back into the system. Hence, Fig.6 (d) illustrates the ability 

of the artist or some other “modifying” component to change the system in real 

time, therefore developing a varying system that produces unforeseen outcomes not 

originally planned in the original make up the system.  

 

Fig.6 (e), the “Matrix”, attempts to define the interactive system in its totality. For 

Cornock and Edmonds the interplay of environment and participant are given equal 

weight and subsumed as it were into the greater matrix. As a result there is no 

defining input element for the participant in the Matrix of Fig.6 (e). In a sense, 

Cornock and Edmonds recognise that defining participants as predictable a priori 

entities with definable goals is redundant because it would presume predictable 

ontological and behavioural states, neither of which is preferable, particularly when 

the end goal of the work is variation (Cornock and Edmonds 1973, 13). 

 

The Matrix essentially co-constitutes the participant and environment in the 

interactive system, not as a singular entity but as a component whose competencies 

are intermingled with all the other elements that carry the momentum of the 

situation. Similarly, the Matrix requires us to consider how those supporting systems 

implicitly embedded in the event support the construction of interaction via multiple 

simultaneous intertwined participants, human and otherwise (Cornock and Edmonds 

1973; Nechvatal 2004). The implication of Cornock and Edmonds’ research is that 

change occurs through interaction. The viewer is now described as the participant, 

the artist is re-configured as an initiator or catalyst for creative behaviour, and the 

context ‘plays’ an active part in any formative action (Cornock and Edmonds 1973, 

12). 

For Burnham, Ascott, and Cornock and Edmonds, the artist’s control is democratised 

and distributed in the participatory artwork. For example, Burnham describes the 

artist’s control as spread throughout the systems in place, “reducing the technical 

and physical distance between his artistic output and the productive means of 

society” (Burnham 1968b). For Cornock and Edmonds, the artist, as a result of 

exposure to a matrix of interactions, is merely the catalyst, whose function is to 

initiate rather than control. Likewise, for Ascott the implication of an expanded field 

of interaction results in “an era in which everyone takes responsibility for the 

common culture, by participating in the decisions and actions that will inform it” 
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(Ascott 1968, 106). In this way, Ascott’s “behaviorist synthesis” provokes different 

media to merge, where the artist and audience come together “eliciting creative 

thought and action in community” (Ascott 1968, 107). 

As a result of these competing ‘voices’ the artist adopts a perspective that considers 

goals, boundaries, structure, input, output, and related activity inside and outside 

the system as potential tools for making creative situations. (Burnham 1968b) The 

idea of artist as initiator is extended by Ascott (1968, 107) when he states, that the 

artist,  

 

initiates a dialogue, or a set of events, which, when taken up by the 

audience, whether in a group or individually, will be shaped into 

totally unpredictable and indeterminate forms and experiences. 

Modern art is process and it is open-ended.  

 

Hence, rather than concentrate on any one element, as Cornock and Edmonds have 

done, Ascott describes the synthesis of all the elements and their behaviours in the 

interactive system. With the advent of more accessible computers and the evolution 

of worldwide telecommunications in the 1980s and 1990s, Ascott’s process-oriented 

art further developed to include much wider indeterminate elements. 

 

In 1990 Ascott (2001, 3) hinted at the possible implications when humans and 

machines meet through telecommunications: 

 

Human perception, understood as the product of active negotiation 

rather than passive reception, thus requires, within this evolving 

symbiosis of human/machine, telematic links of considerable 

complexity between the very diverse nodes of the worldwide artificial 

reticular sensorium. A new vehicle of consciousness, of creativity and 

expression, has entered our repertoire of being.  

 

Ascott’s vision for human-machine symbiosis is reflected in many ways in Bruce 

Maszlish’s and also Marshall McLuhan’s writing (McLuhan, Fiore et al. 1967; 

McLuhan 1994), which suggests that humankind’s “own evolution is inextricably 

interwoven with the use and development of tools” (Mazlish 1967, 8).  At least for 

Ascott, technology is the logical expansion of tool use and thus marks a new point in 

human-machine evolution. 

 

The adaption of humans in relation to the ubiquitous influence of technologies has 

also been the central focus surrounding the concept of the cyborg. In their 1960 

paper, "Cyborgs and Space", Clynes and Kline coined the word ‘cyborg’ to mean an 

“exogenously enlarged organizational complex system unconsciously functioning as 

an integrated homeostatic system“(Clynes and Kline 1960, 27). It was Clynes and 

Kline's intention that the culmination of such technological integration would see the 

inevitable disappearance of the interface between human and machines (Fisher 

1991, 109). The invisible interface, although problematic in its uncritical assumptions 

of harmonious bio-technical integration, nevertheless highlights and extends 
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cybernetic feedback as of critical importance to the possibility of human and 

machine symbiosis. 

 

The philosophical and technical implications of what it means to be cyborg are 

revealed in the importance of feedback. For example, on Australian artist Stelarc’s 

website a section titled "Obsolete Body" questions the practical and technical need 

for a body and brain that is biologically ill-equipped and not able to cope with the 

breadth and depth of information that is an integral part of its environment, if not 

being (Stelarc). The most desirable if physically uncomfortable (judging by works 

such as “Stomach Sculpture” and “Extra Ear”) point for Stelarc is that the body would 

act as: an object, the body can be amplified and accelerated, attaining planetary 

escape velocity. It becomes a post-evolutionary projectile, departing and diversifying 

in form and function (Stelarc). 

 

Stelarc’s use of pseudo-military language whilst extolling the virtues of ideological 

hybridisation and permanently partial identities sits well within Donna Haraway’s 

conceptualisation of the cyborg as a contradictory standpoint (Haraway 1991, 155). 

Stelarc’s artwork embodies the tension between domination and the possibilities 

inherent in the monstrous and illegitimate hybrids that are “potent myths for 

resistance and re-coupling” (Haraway 1991, 155). For Haraway, and indeed Stelarc, 

the cyborg in both concept and practice suggests a possible “way out of the maze of 

dualisms in which we have explained our bodies and our tools to ourselves” 

(Haraway 1991, 182).     

 

2.2 Some models of Interactivity  

 

In many ways the historical evolution of the term ‘interactivity’, much like the idea of 

the cyborg, is more or less mirrored by the ideological and social developments of 

the time. For example, Haraway’s use of the cyborg metaphor expands a range of 

ideological and social issues important to women’s experience and feminism of the 

late twentieth century. Similarly, Katja Kwastek (2009) links the concepts and use of 

interactivity in the visual arts as historically evolved from the three diverse fields of 

sociology, cybernetics and computer science, and is mirrored in the evolution of 

interactivity in the arts.  

 

Likewise, Dieter Daniels suggests that, given the way that technology has forced a 

convergence between previously separated cultural, social and technological fields, 

interactivity in the visual arts could be conceptualised as both an ideology and a 

technology. To ignore the convergent influence of ideology in its technological and 

artistic application, particularly when dealing with interactive artworks, opens any 

subsequent interpretation up to epistemological and aesthetic problems. As Daniels 

explains (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 22): 

 

Judging the quality of media-based interaction by a comparison with 

direct communication disregards the fact that the decision to use 

media for an artwork is a deliberate one. The objective of interactive 

media art is precisely to uncover and reflect the specific forms of 
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interaction enabled by new media. Categories describing interactive 

artworks should therefore attempt to identify and denominate the 

different processes taken into consideration by the artists and analyse 

their relation to the discursive backgrounds and concepts of 

interaction they refer to, irrespective of a validation of an assumed 

gradation. Therefore, there is a need for approaches that denominate 

the epistemological intentions of the works and identify the processes 

that enable their mediation.  

 

In essence Kwastek and Daniels have pinpointed the problem that has hampered 

most research into interactive art over the last few decades. That is, there is no 

singular discipline or discourse that can adequately unravel the convergence of so 

many epistemological, technical and aesthetic issues that interactive artworks 

embody. Instead, we have the curious late twentieth-century phenomenon of 

writers and practising artists who ignore the hybridising effects of the Cybernetic and 

Systems theories of the 1960s. In its place, we have artists and writers who attempt 

the task of conceptualising interactive art from the singular perspectives of the 

machine via computer science or the human via social constructivism (Mignonneau, 

Sommerer et al. 2008, 34).  

This theoretical lack is highlighted by the artist Simon Penny, who states that 

digital art practice is fundamentally hybrid or interdisciplinary in nature and 

requires an equally hybrid discourse. The greater hybrid that is digital arts 

practice must in part come to terms with the limitations that accompany 

technological components formulated for instrumental ends. As a 

consequence Penny (2007) calls for a “radically interdisciplinary intellectual 

research and artistic/technical production that engages the relation of 

embodied practices to the current state of digital technologies and the 

underlying values reified in the technology”.  

Penny's critique and frustration at the lack of an adequate theoretical discourse 

within digital art practice is a common theme amongst contemporary writers 

(Huhtamo 2007). Indeed, the inability of the visual arts community to adequately 

engage with these issues reflects the complexity of so many historical and 

contemporary threads that make up interactivity today.  

 

If notions of interactivity in the visual arts are inevitably affected by disciplines 

outside of the arts, then computer science and human computer interaction (HCI) 

have certainly had an effect.  Generally the computer sciences see interactivity as a 

specific function of the medium itself (Heeter 1989; Steuer 1992; Ha and James 

1998).  For example, Jonathon Steuer’s ( 1992, 84)  account of interactivity is one in 

which “users can participate in modifying the form and content of a mediated 

environment in real-time”. In other words, communication is essentially 

interpersonal or deterministically machine-to-machine.  
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A good example of the attempts by HCI to bring the divergent binary of human and 

machine fields together is summed up in Spiro Kiousis’ (2002, 372) definition of 

interactivity:  

 

as the degree to which a communication technology can create a 

mediated environment in which participants can communicate (one-

to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many), both synchronously and 

asynchronously, and participate in reciprocal message exchanges 

(third-order dependency). With regard to human users, it additionally 

refers to their ability to perceive the experience as a simulation of 

interpersonal communication and increase their awareness of 

telepresence.  

 

In essence, Kiousis’s definition tries to tie together three dimensions, the structure 

of the medium, context of communication and perception of users. Nevertheless, 

the outcome is decidedly social and anthropocentric. 

 

In a similar vein, both Heeter and Rogala suggest that in order to take into account 

the complexity of interaction, interactivity can be conceptualised as a 

multidimensional concept (Heeter 1989; Rogala 2005). Analogous to these 

dimensions are certain elements such as time, scale, space and technologies that 

offer varying levels of interactivity that produce a number of characteristics, such as 

depth and breadth of modification, selectivity, choice, tempo and retrievability 

(Heeter 1989). The achievement of this method is not to determine the relationships 

between entities, but to discover how each individual functional characteristic 

contributes to the overall interactive phenomena. In the end, Kiousis, Heeter and 

Rogala can only define the inputs and the outputs. The major assumption of, and 

thus flaw in, the multidimensional method is that the components of an interaction 

can somehow define the interaction itself.   

 

The concentration on inputs and outputs in an interactive scenario is reflected in 

many instrumental or technical approaches to interactivity in the arts. This approach 

has primarily led to the introduction of "degrees of interactivity", or taxonomies of 

interactivity (Graham 1997). Once more, the intent is to evaluate interaction via their 

human or instrumental components. For example, Stephen Bell (1991, 1) writes that 

interactivity could be conceptualised as a flexible sliding scale or,   

 

... a system of analysis in which the principal characteristics are 

considered to be those which contribute to the degree and manner of 

control afforded to participants.
26

  

 

                                                 
26 To be fair Bell also defines forty characteristics that are both technical and philosophical. Nevertheless Bell’s taxonomy is 

based on the need to separate the components and characteristics of interactivity, which has also been a characteristic of 

computer science and HCI attempts to define the interactive phenomena.  
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Likewise, artist David Rokeby, who employs interactive elements in his artwork, 

defines interactivity according to the useful grouping of each component’s 

characteristic (Rokeby 1995, 138): 

 

There are a number of distinct models that can be used to represent 

the interaction between an artwork and an interactor… The artwork can 

be conceived of as a navigable structure or world, a creative medium in 

its own right, a transforming mirror, or an automaton. While each 

interactive work can be profitably examined in the light of several of 

these models, each model offers a unique perspective on the issues 

involved in interaction.  

 

In the same way, Söke Dinkla determines six important implications of interactivity: 

power and play, participation versus interaction, proximity and manipulation, 

strategies of seduction, nonlinear narration and remembering, forgetting, and 

reconstructing (Dinkla 1994).  Similarly, Beryl Graham has commented that Cornock 

and Edmonds’ research of the 1970s breaks down the interactive elements into 

“subdivisions [that] usefully differentiate between interactions” (Graham 1997, 40).  

This ‘degrees of interactivity’ approach assumes that interactivity can be distilled 

down into separate components in much the same way that medical science 

assumes the body to be a part interchangeable system without consideration of the 

parts’ co-dependency. The advantage of a multidimensional approach to interactivity 

is to capture most of the elements that work to construct the phenomena. The 

contradiction in this approach is the desire to determine the quantitative value of 

singular elements in isolation, rather than offering any kind of understanding of how 

these components might interact.  

 

On the social sciences end of the interactive scale the changing relations between 

human individuals is the focus for any interaction (Turkle 1984; Jensen 1998). Given 

that social interaction is so ubiquitous and all encompassing in our culture, it is not 

surprising that the language of sociology is also a part of the art history of 

interactivity. For example, Umberto Eco’s The Open Work (1962, 22) clearly outlines 

the importance of ‘works in movement’ to sociology: 

 

The poetics of the “work in movement” (and partly that of the 

“open”work) sets in motion a new cycle of relations between the artist 

and his audience, a new mechanics of aesthetic perception, a different 

status for the artistic product in contemporary society. It opens a new 

page in sociology and in pedagogy, as well as a new chapter in the 

history of art.  

 

In a similar vein Nicolas Bourriaud argues that the art of the 1990s, a watershed 

decade for interactive art,  involved “the realm of human interactions and its social 

context” 
27

 as the most defining point of installation and new media art of the time 

                                                 
27This comment should be qualified with the notion that “Bourriaud does not regard relational aesthetics to be simply a theory 

of interactive art. He considers it to be a means of locating contemporary practice within the culture at large: relational art is 
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(Bishop 2004). Likewise, Claire Bishop reinforces the human being as the sole and 

sovereign agent and instigator of all action in the world. For Bishop the interaction 

with the artwork is the reification of “activated spectatorship”, which is the primary 

means by which one engages in the social and the political (Bishop 2005). If anything, 

activated spectatorship harks back to Duchamp's reliance on the viewers’ act of 

interpreting and thus receiving the work as somehow contributing to the creative 

act. How one is meant to meaningfully interact socially and politically if one is a 

spectator is not part of Bishop’s thesis. Nevertheless Bishop's writing reinforces the 

human individual as the central focus for interaction. 

 

Sommerer, Jian and Mignonneau state that they “completely subscribe to the notion 

that interaction is a social construction” (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 2).  

Furthermore, they contend (Mignonneau, Sommerer et al. 2008, 2), 

 

we consider the work of media artists dealing with interaction, 

which is as yet another valuable form of creating social 

meaning obtained by interactive design and the creation of 

social experiences.  

 

If as Katja Kwastek suggests (in the same chapter) that “the objective of interactive 

media art is precisely to uncover and reflect the specific forms of interaction enabled 

by new media” then privileging the social and the human mind as the only 

components in interactivity will never facilitate us to "identity the processes that 

enable their mediation" (Kwastek 2009, 511). 

 

This bias toward understanding interactivity exclusively through human perception is 

also reflected outside the arts by Sohn and Lee (2005, 1) who also state:  

 

Human perception of interactivity is indispensable in studying the 

effects of interactive media on individuals: Whether people actually 

perceive a medium/vehicle as interactive is the only valid criterion for 

judging its interactivity.  

Likewise Michael Rush states that "interactive artists aim to positively encourage 

viewers to create their own narratives or associations with their interactive works" 

(Rush 1999, 201). Although understanding the meaning produced by interactive 

artworks is important, the privileging of meaning production (that is, human 

perception and cognition) over and above the very act of interaction does little but 

conceal that supposed in-between thing: interactivity.  

                                                                                                                                            
seen as a direct response to the shift from a goods-based to a service-based economy. It is also seen as a response to the virtual 

relationships of the Internet and globalisation, which on the one hand have prompted a desire for more physical and face-to-

face interaction between people, while on the other have inspired artists to adopt a do-it-yourself (DIY) approach and model 

their own “possible universes”. The point is that Borriaud and indeed Bishop consider social dynamics as the most defining and 

as such reflects a common theme amongst writers of the 1990s and 2000s whose writing and practice reflects this kind of 

sociological bias.
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2.3 Situated Action 

 

Finding better ways to explain the complex situations in which humans and 

machines do things together has been highlighted by several theories outside the 

arts. Although Lucy Suchman's Situated Action has expanded the traditional 

parameters of HCI, it is still very much human centred. 

 

Originally published in 1987, Suchman's book, Plans and Situated Actions, had an 

immense effect on the theoretical discipline of human computer interaction. 
28

 For 

the most part Plans and Situated Actions argues that interaction is the dynamic 

negotiation of meaning via the relation between human plans and their consequent 

actions. Suchman critiques the traditional cognitive and behavioural sciences that 

insist that human ways of thinking and doing are internal to the mind. Rather, 

Suchman observes that the mind has a "necessary relationship to a publicly 

available, collaboratively organized world of artifacts and actions" (Suchman 2007, 

72).  It is these kinds of influential external relations we have with the world that 

challenge the traditional HCI assumption that cognitive processes are internal to 

humans and therefore separate from action in the world (Suchman 2007, 72).  

 

Suchman's argument is that human plans do not entirely determine action. Rather, 

she contends that "situated action" (Suchman 2007, 70),  

 

underscores the view that every course of action depends in essential 

ways on its material and social circumstances. Rather than attempt to 

abstract action away from its circumstances and represent it as a 

rational plan, the approach is to study how people use their 

circumstances to achieve intelligent action.  

 

Suchman's situated action recognises that, although humans may make plans for a 

course of action, those same plans are often cast aside in order to deal with the 

dynamics of certain situations. For example, steering a canoe down a river is not 

done by merely following a plan, but in relation to the dynamics of the situation. For 

instance, whilst negotiating the conditions of the river you may effectively abandon 

your intended plan and instead fall back on "whatever embodied skills available to 

you in situ, which are themselves presupposed, rather than specified, by the plan" 

(Suchman 2007, 72). This statement nevertheless undermines the importance of a 

collaborative situated action because it privileges "how people use their 

circumstances to achieve intelligent action" (Suchman 2007, 70). Therefore, matter 

is mere resource, tools are bent to the will of human authority, and when it really 

                                                 
28 A second edition was later published in 2007 titled Human-Machine reconfigurations, Plans and Situated Actions with a 

considerable amount of amendments, most of which is an expansion of the situated action approach into a broad framework of 

Actor-Network Theory (ANT). Suchman's ANT approach to HCI is not discussed in detail in this chapter because it is not a fully 

formed approach. Nor does the ANT scaffold that Suchman proposes deal sufficiently with its many inherent contradictions. For 

example, Suchman proposes using a symmetrical approach to analysis yet yearns for the asymmetrical specificity of human and 

machine qualities without offering a workable solution.   
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matters skill is internal to the human being and able to be drawn upon when the 

situated action plans fail us. 

 

On first reading, Suchman's Plans and Situated Actions begins as an account of how 

material and social situations influence human plans. Suchman's strategy is not to 

provide formal models of knowledge management but rather to stay true to the ad 

hoc nature of interaction.  The advantage of recognising collaborative action is more 

beneficial to issues of usability rather than interactivity because it "explores the 

relation of knowledge and action to the particular circumstances in which knowing 

and acting invariably occur" (Suchman 2007, 176). The disadvantage of this method, 

which Suchman freely admits, is that situated action cannot provide answers to 

"how it is that activities of planning are invoked and made relevant to the course of 

some subsequent activity and vice versa" (Suchman 2007, 71). More to the point is 

how it is that competencies between actors can be divided so cleanly in situated 

action when a course of action is supposed to depend on its combinations of 

material and social circumstances. It is as if the equipment, tools, machines and 

materials of the situation have "disappeared" (Suchman 2007, 74), and the only 

means of describing their effects is via the anthropocentric indexicality of language,
29

  

mutual intelligibility of human action
30

 or the "richest form of human 

communication; that is, face-to-face" (Suchman 2007, 87).   

 

2.4 Activity Theory 

 

Like Suchman's Situated Action, the field of Activity Theory has also had a vast 

impact on HCI, yet the human being is also central to its method. The concept of 

activity is the basic unit of analysis, and (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 31): 
 

not only human activity, but activity of any subject, is understood as a 

purposeful interaction of the subject with the world, a process in 

which mutual transformations between the poles of ‘‘subject–object’’ 

are accomplished.  

 

By analysing the activity whilst it is being enacted (rather than studying the subject 

and object of the activity separately), one is able to get at the properties that truly 

exist only in the action. In another words, properties of the subject and object 

manifest themselves as unique to an activity.  

 

Of particular importance to activity theory is the notion that activity is strictly a 

‘subject only’ affair. As Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006, 32)explain, 

 

                                                 
29 Expressions that rely on their situation for significance are commonly called indexical, after the “indexes” of Charles Peirce 

(Suchman 2007, 77).  

 
 

30 The foundations of mutual intelligibility and social order in traditional social science posit a system of known common social 

conventions or behavioural norms that underpin human action.
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any activity is an activity of a subject. Not any entity is a subject. 

Subjects live in the world; they have needs that can be met only by 

being and acting in the world. Information-processing units, for 

instance, do not have ‘‘needs’’ (except in a metaphorical sense) and 

cannot be considered subjects. Therefore, interaction between the 

subject and the object... is not a symmetrical relationship between 

two components of a larger-scale system. The interaction is initiated 

and carried out by the subject to fulfil its needs.  

 

Given that Activity Theory has its roots in Lev Vygotsky's Russian cultural historical 

psychology of the 1930s, it is not suprising that the subject’s ability and need to act is 

central to activity (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 33).  

 

The anthropocentric aspect of Activity Theory is also reinforced by the definition of 

an object of activity, as (Leontiev 1978, 52): 
 

[F]irst, in its independent existence as subordinating to itself and 

transforming the activity of the subject; second, as an image of the 

object, as a product of its property of psychological reflection that is 

realized as an activity of the subject and cannot exist otherwise.  

 

In other words, the object of activity
31

 could be considered as both a projection of 

the human mind onto the objective world and a projection of the world onto the 

mind. In this way the object of activity provides meaning and value to action and is 

the "ultimate reason" behind the ‘‘object-oriented’’ behaviours of individuals, 

groups, or organisations (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 138).  Either way the human 

mind is biased by the effects of the object of activity. However, this is also the 

advantage of Activity Theory because it provides a conceptual framework that 

bridges the gap between motivation and action or understanding the ways in which 

subjects act in the world (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 62).  

 

Activity theory considers much more than the user-computer relationship and 

includes other contexts such as user's goals, environment, available tools, and 

interactions with other people (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 34).  However, there are 

boundaries that must be maintained in order that motives and goals can be 

extracted. For example Kaptelinin’s analysis of HCI boils down to choosing the 

correct border between the individual-tool or the tool-world boundary (Kaptelinin 

1993, 25). Therefore, individual boundaries must be maintained by Activity Theory in 

                                                 
31 Interestingly the object as a component in activity theory can have agency, which is defined as, 

the ability to act in the sense of producing effects, is a fundamental attribute of both the subject and the object. The 

very notion of interaction implies mutual effects produced by both sides on each other. (Kaptelinin, Nardi 2006).  

Machines do not have needs. Biological life forms do; even simple amoeba have survival needs. Non-living things do 

not have these needs and as such are not subjects. Such definitions of activity and agency merely highlight the deep 

asymmetry that underpins an Activity Theory method. 
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order to properly categorise competencies. As a result the question of how 

components might interact is not a part of the question. 

 

Kaptelinin’s answer to the limitations imposed by such boundaries is in the concept 

of functional organs. Put simply "functional organs" combine natural human 

capabilities with artefacts to allow the individual to attain goals that could not be 

attained otherwise (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, 64). The main point is that human 

abilities are extended when activity involve artefacts, just as wearing glasses extends 

eyesight. Moreover, in order for functional organs to be used , individuals need 

special competencies, such as technical skill and knowledge about functional use. For 

the user to attain higher-order, task-related competencies,  the user must be able to 

embed their goals via  "skills of translation... into the tools functionality" (Kaptelinin 

and Nardi 2006, 64). Apparently these skills of translation can only take place within 

"subsystems that have specific functions, more or less clearly defined" (Kaptelinin 

and Nardi 2006, 65).  These functions offer the "human the ability to perform 

manipulations with internal representations of external objects before starting 

actions with these objects in reality" (Kaptelinin 1993, 25).  As a result, Kaptelinin 

recognises that tool mediation must transmit cultural knowledge, and with tool use, 

external activities and internal mental process can be respectively shaped.  

 

The problem with Kaptelinin's functional organs is that, rather than exploring the 

complete circumstances of the development of a functional organ, Kaptelinin can 

only consider the 'object orientated' nature of the activity via the internal mental, 

and thus representative, processes of the human mind.  In this view Kaptelinin's 

version of functional organs is not about discovering how combinations of human 

capabilities might mix with those of artefacts. Rather, it is concerned with   

hierarchically identifying how "external tools support and complement natural 

human abilities" (Kaptelinin 1993, 25).  

 

Clearly, Activity Theory requires discrete boundaries in order to establish the 

'correct' allocation of an individual's motives, goals and functions in a subject/object 

relation. The need for hard and fast boundaries between components in an activity 

cuts out the amount of mediatory work done by materials, tools and processes 

unique to an interaction. Instead, what is most important for Kaptelinin, and indeed 

Activity Theory, are the internal functions and processes of human thought and how 

these support human capabilities.  

 

2.5 The continuum model: Re-configuring the user 

 

In a somewhat forgotten paper from 1991, titled “Configuring the User”, Steve 

Woolgar conducts an ethnographic analysis of the usability of the Stratus 286 

microcomputer. Woolgar’s paper asks some interesting questions about the nature 

of interaction between humans and machines. Within the research Woolgar 

determines that the human-computer relation is one of mutual influence and re-

configuration. For example, in the case of Ruth, a user trying to print a document, 

Woolgar (1991, 88) determines that an,  
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adequate interpretation will make the instructions, the printer 

and Ruth herself part of a larger machine… on the event of a 

successful outcome, these entities can be said to stand in an 

adequately configured relation to the machine… the machine 

becomes its relationship to the user.  

 

In other words there is a perceived ambiguity in both the nomenclature of each 

entity and the capacity of the ‘machine’, and about the capacities of the user. Indeed 

each entity is indispensible for the ‘machine’ to operate appropriately.
32

 The 

question then is, can each actor's capacity to act be separated from each other when 

they interact?  

 

The implication of this question for Woolgar then becomes, should interaction be 

determined by bounded objects (humans and machines as separate and definable) 

or a continuum of (hybrid or convergent) objects with varying degrees of definition? 

In light of Woolgar's research he determines that the ‘machine’ is indeed a 

continuum of various elements. That is to say, the machine is seen not as a discrete 

bunch of circuit boards and electrical components with exclusive competencies. 

Rather the 'machine' is made up of interpretations, instructions, the printer and Ruth 

herself, whose competencies are distributed and thus the relationships are not 

bounded.  

 

The implication of defining interaction in terms of a continuum requires that all the 

points of view of every entity involved (both the human and the computer’s ‘points 

of view’) need to be taken into account (Woolgar 1991, 90). The problem then 

becomes one of how one takes into account a computer’s point of view when one 

uses an ethnographic method designed to uncover human gestures, movements and 

communications, whilst the “actions, motives, intentions of the inanimate objects 

are treated as irrelevant”? (Woolgar 1991, 90) Woolgar’s research highlights the 

problematic nature of describing interactivity as a continuum with a framework that 

is based in traditional hermeneutics. The end result, more often than not, is that 

human interpretation and agency is privileged above all other forms of agency, and 

anthropocentric sense making is its only benchmark for the correct and proper 

means of obtaining information (Woolgar 1991, 90). This in turn, leaves the machine 

without any effective and traceable internal dynamic, voice or agency when it comes 

to interaction.  

 

 

                                                 
32 The indispensible nature of each entity’s position in a network is also defined by Michel Callon through the process of 

problematisation. This is  a process that “describes a system of alliances, [dependencies] or associations, between entities, 

thereby defining the identity and what they ‘want’” (Callon 1986, 6). In this way individual entities should be defined “as a base 

unit of a community which consists of interchangeable elements” (Callon 1986, 7),  dependent upon and interdefined by their 

position in a greater collective.
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2.6 Contemporary Interactivity in the visual arts: the limitations   

 

There appears to be a direct link between Woolgar’s continuum model of 

interactivity, Burnham's writing on system aesthetics and the art practice of Systems 

and Cyberntics artists of the 1960s. This link is exemplified in Hans Haacke’s claim, 

quoted earlier: ‘To separate the elements would be to destroy the system’ (Siegel 

1971).  Moreover, Haacke's various statements about his artwork, although 

articulate, remain fuzzy in apportioning artistic intent and indeed individual 

competencies within a system. In fact, Haacke's artworks often involve delegating to 

natural and social systems such as, in Grass Grows(1966), a nine foot mound of dirt 

sown with a fast growing rye, in which the grass was meant to complete its life cycle 

over the length of the exhibition.  This attitude is also demonstrated by Haacke in his 

description of a work titled Weather Cube(1965)
 33

 (Galanter and Levy 2003): 

 

….The intrusion of light warms the inside of the boxes. Since the 

temperature inside the boxes is always higher than the surrounding 

temperature, the water enclosed condenses: a delicate veil of drops 

begins to develop on the inside walls. At first, they are so small that 

one can distinguish individual drops only from a very slight distance.  

The drops grow hour by hour; small ones combine with larger ones. 

The speed of their growth depends on the intensity and the angle of 

the intruding light. After a day, a dense cover of clearly defined drops 

has developed and they all reflect light. With continuing 

condensation, some drops reach such a size that their weight 

overcomes the forces of adhesion and they run down along the walls, 

leaving a trail. Weeks later, manifold trails running side by side have 

developed. They too contain drops of varying sizes according to their 

respective ages. The process of condensation does not end. The box 

has a constantly but slowly changing appearance that never repeats 

itself. The conditions are comparable to those of a living organism 

that reacts in a flexible manner to its surroundings. The image of 

condensation cannot be precisely predicted. It is changing freely, 

bound only by statistical limits…   

 

The work does not begin and end with Haacke’s authorship. Nor is the skill inherent 

in “Weather Cube” Haacke’s alone; the artist in a sense delegates to the 

environmental components of the gallery. Therefore, Haacke’s description 

demonstrates that the components of the system work together in which the 

artwork emerges, well apart from the artist’s influence.  

 

Haacke's account of his practice, when combined with the ANT notion of relational 

materiality and delegation, recognises that a system involves, in Burnham’s (1968a 

words:  

 

                                                 
33 Weather Cube is essentially an artwork consisting of a clear and sealed acrylic box containing  water, which evaporates and 

condenses according to the climate in the area of display
. 
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a transfer of energy, material, or information … which do not depend on 

perceptual interpretation. I use the word ‘systems’ exclusively for things 

that are not systems in terms of perception, but are physical, biological, 

or social entities, which, I believe, are more real than perceptual 

titillation.  

 

As a result of such systemic change there is a subsequent shift or modification in the 

very nature of the meaning which the relation generates. This is understood by 

Haacke who, when asked about his system works for the 1969 exhibition Earth Art, 

said (Sharp 1969): 

 

I’m more interested in the growth of plants - growth as a phenomenon 

which is something that is outside the realm of forms, composition etc., 

and has to do with interaction of forces and interaction of energies and 

information.  

 

In other words, as the matter undergoes change so too does the information and 

thus the knowledge generated. Therefore, this dissertation considers the systems 

and cybernetics artists of the 1960s, precursors to Woolgar's continuum-like model 

of interactivity, which likewise mirrors the concerns of ANT. 

 

In a similar vein, Woolgar criticises any a priori assumptions in accounting for action 

and behaviour, primarily because such assumptions lead to disingenuous narratives 

that attribute the formation and agency of such action to assumptions rather than to 

what is observed (Woolgar 1991, 63).  This notion is intimately linked to whether or 

not one conceives objects as bounded or as part of a shifting continuum. Likewise, 

Burnham’s discussion of the sculptor Robert Morris’ practice engages the idea of 

process taking precedence over end results by: “Disengaging with preconceived 

enduring forms” (Burnham 1968b) in order to take advantage of the unpredictable 

collective action attributed to systems at work. Likewise, Ascott defines the 

uncontrollable nature of interactivity as a situation in which each relation “has the 

open-ended capacity to accommodate new variables” (Ascott 2008).  It is in this way 

that systems and cybernetics share a common conceptual lineage in relation to a 

continuum model. 

 

In light of Woolgar’s research other artists and writers have also conceptualised 

interactivity as a kind of shifting continuum. The problem is that the majority have 

failed to conceptualise the inherent contradiction of using a one-sided, 

anthropocentric method, aimed at a problem involving more than one component 

(human and machine). For example, as discussed earlier, while Ascott recognises 

that the agency of objects has an influence on human behaviour, he reduces the 

complexity of interaction to that of behaviour and then represents the resulting 

assemblage within human terms, leaving the nonhuman silent and as unchanged as 

ever. In essence Ascott’s behavioural model blackboxes relations and as such reifies 

the “explanatory gap” of mind and matter, subject and object that Ascott has 

worked so hard to close (Ascott 2000, 4). 
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The need to demarcate the competencies of both humans and machines stems in 

part from an anxiety to define what it means to be a human being. The very same 

notion that drives these distinctions also reifies the concepts that human thought 

and action is primarily influenced by social interaction via technology. Hence tools 

have influence but we can never fully understand the extent of this influence if they 

are not given a voice. There is no doubt that social forces are powerful, but no 

amount of social theory can do justice to, nor fully understand, the material impact 

of human/computer interaction, Central Processing Units or transistors in interactive 

environments. If the internal dynamic of objects is ignored then, like Ascott, we can 

only describe the elements, “Bits, Atoms, Neurons and Genes” (Ascott 2000) that go 

into the production of interaction, but never how they interact.  

 

All of these attempts to define interactivity suffer from the same potential problem: 

that interactivity as a phenomenon somehow marks the meeting point between 

objects and our understanding of them. Take for example Frank Popper’s (1997, 8) 

definition of interactivity:  

 

[T]he term ‘interaction’ was restricted to the interplay between the artist 

and the apparatus, but at present it is also applied to the relationship 

between the artist and the spectator, established through different 

networks, ranging from purely electric or electronic devices to those 

involving local or world-wide operational points. This in turn implicates 

creative activity in a context, which has been widened to include not only 

professionals such as architects and composers, but also the wider public. 

(Emphasis added) 

 

Popper’s definition clearly outlines all the entities involved; the artist, the individual 

and groups of spectators, different networks, purely electronic devices and their 

operational points. Not only are both human and nonhuman (electronic networks 

and devices) elements defined as separate entities but both remain unchanged by an 

act, and instead a third ‘creative activity’ is rendered visible by “spectators”. If 

interaction is defined as “a mutual or reciprocal action” then what is shared, who 

does the sharing and how does a machine share? Moreover, how can interaction be 

properly surmised from the perspective of a human "spectator", essentially someone 

who does not interact? In effect Popper, like Ascott, can only really answer such 

questions with more of the same reifications of the humanist position, whilst the 

phenomenon-interaction remains a mysterious black box. 

 

As discussed previously, blackboxing is a term predominantly used in information 

technology and means to accept a function or application without understanding 

how that application works. When a machine runs smoothly its working processes 

become blackboxed. Writers often legitimise blackboxing by stating that they do not 

need to know how a computer or a machine works in order to use it successfully. 

Moreover, blackboxing encourages observers to ‘naturally’ assume that complex 

machines like computers are mere tools, which more or less renders their complex 

relations invisible. Ascott (2001, 243) exemplifies the invisibility effect of blackboxing 

when he states: 
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It is the computer that is at the heart of this circulation system, and, like 

the heart, it works best when least noticed - that is to say, when it 

becomes invisible. At present, the computer as a physical, material 

presence is too much with us; it dominates our inventory of tools, 

instruments, appliances, and apparatus as the ultimate machine. In our 

artistic and educational environments it is all too solidly there, a 

computational block to poetry and imagination.  

 

In this way Ascott takes for granted a number of situations in his definition of 

interaction and as such blackboxes, and thus ignores the complexities involved in 

interactivity.  

 

As we have seen with the majority of interactive models (HCI, Activity Theory, 

Situated Action, etc.) described above, each provides a reductive and one-sided 

description of what actually happens when entities interact. In this respect, Ortega's 

piece becomes an unlikely metaphor for what not to do in the exploration and 

analysis of how complex assemblages interact and work together. What is missing 

and what needs to be addressed is just how we can extend Woolgar's account of the 

continuum model to include a nonhuman 'point of view'; or rather, how can we 

properly account for all those entities that are also responsible for the collective 

construction of a "Cosmic Thing" as a continuum?  

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

This chapter began with an historical examination of interactivity in the visual arts. 

The notion of participation in artworks is a particularly strong thread that binds 

contemporary interactive artworks to the historical predecessors in the Cybernetics, 

Systems and Happenings art movements. The nature of participation has also 

changed in relation to the cultural and conceptual practices of the time. The 

increasing importance of technology in society has also wrought changes not only to 

participation but to ideas surrounding what art could and should be and to notions 

of what constitutes a participant.  

 

Cornock and Edmonds’ hybridising of the term ‘environment’, to include the 

participant, signals the dynamic way participation has contributed to reconfiguring 

how subjects and objects might interact in complex systems. This complexity is also 

reflected in the Cybernetics and Systems art movements. For example the 

commitment to systems as a grouping of elements that contributes to joint goals in 

the various artworks dovetails with Woolgar’s description of a continuum model of 

interactivity in which the individual competencies of each actor are muddied by their 

consequent interaction and its place in the collective ‘machine’.  
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Neither the Systems or Cybernetics model nor Woolagar’s continuum model of 

interactivity are taken up by many contemporary artists and writers of new media. 

As a result interactivity in the visual arts is largely defined by sociology, HCI and 

computer science. These categories essentially concentrate on a brand of 

interactivity that is defined by its inputs and outputs. These inputs can lead to 

miscellaneous degrees of interactivity, but again these multidimensional properties 

only illustrate the quantitative value of singular elements, rather than detailing any 

qualitative interaction. 

 

The social aspect of interactivity is a very powerful meme in contemporary notions 

of interactivity. The analysis of social meaning and social experience has a place in 

understanding interactive artworks but it is not the only mechanism by which 

meaning and knowledge is constructed.  Katja Kwastek is right to point out that 

interactive media art should take into account the whole picture of its interaction as 

much as the technology. Hence, as separate analytic methods, sociology and indeed 

computer science are inadequate methods by which to analyse interactive artworks. 

 

Alternative attempts at defining how humans and computers interact were also 

examined in the form of Situated Action and Activity Theory. Both methodologies 

have their distinct advantages and disadvantages. Situated Action reveals the ad hoc 

nature of interaction and in so doing explores the relation of knowledge to action. 

The limitations of Situated Action become apparent when no adequate answer can 

be given as to how planning activities are invoked and made relevant to a course of 

human action. Therefore, Situated Action is more suited to issues of usability than 

interaction  (Suchman 2007, 71) .  

 

Activity Theory is explicitly anthropocentric in its goals and as a result is 

asymmetrical in its analysis of interaction. The object-orientation of all action is of 

major importance to Activity Theory. The object in this case is not external to 

humans but rather composed of internal needs, goals which add meaning and value 

to behaviour. This is not say the mediatory effects of artefacts are not taken into 

account, only that the emphasis and explanatory goal is always in human terms. 

Although Activity Theory is explicitly asymmetrical in its analysis it does provide a 

framework that bridges the gap between motivation and action by subjects in the 

world; however, interaction is therefore not the emphasis (Kaptelinin and Nardi 

2006, 62).  

 

The notion that interactivity somehow marks the meeting point between subjects 

and objects and as such involves mutual or reciprocal action is a common narrative 

amongst new media artists and writers. Just how such mutual action takes place is 

never really defined in a way that takes into account subjects and objects. In fact the 

term ‘interaction’ presumes an a priori separation, made worse by the social and/or 

computer science habit of attributing action to their respective binary of either 

subject or object.  Further, with the attribution of agency to either end of the 

interactive scale, one binary (usually the machine/object) is written out of the story, 

blackboxed and thus rendered mute and ineffectual. Therefore, future ways of 

describing interactivity in the visual arts need to take this imbalance into account, or 
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in Woolgar’s terms “how can we begin to hear the machine” needs to be made 

accountable (Woolgar 1991, 91).  

 

The following chapter provides answers to the question posed in this chapter. It does 

this by describing interactive artworks through an actor-network method. As a 

result, an extended range of sociotechnical actors are held accountable for their 

actions and an alternative range of actor-network effects are documented in several 

interactive artworks. 
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CHAPTER 3 

An actor-network approach to participatory and interactive artworks  

 

Introduction 

 
This chapter uses an actor-network framework to argue that interactive art, in 

particular, is about the ways interactive situations are shaped by humans and 

nonhumans and thus held collectively accountable throughout the artistic and 

exhibition process (Yaneva 2003). This will be demonstrated by examining the actors 

in two interactive artworks, Biophilia (2004-2007) and Concrescence (2006-2008), as 

they are constantly transformed and thus constructed by the intersection of several 

actor-networks. Biophilia and Concrescence comprise variable functions and 

competencies hard won by different associations at different times, but at no stage 

is a singular entity responsible for any one action. The notion of translation, 

discussed previously, is used to map the associations of entities that work together 

to get something done.  

 

Translation as a transformative process also implicates change in both actors and the 

types of associations they can form. The effect is that actors take on certain 

characteristics and properties of those that they interact with; as a result properties 

are regularly borrowed from the social and inscribed into objects and vice versa. This 

process works both ways, extending nonhuman influence into the social and human 

influence into the artefactual.  Both subjects and objects lend their properties to 

what was previously a loose bunch of technical and conceptual intentions in order 

that a stronger and more reliable form of the interactive artworks is constructed. 

That fact that artworks are granted status in the social is a measure of the stability 

and strength of this sociotechnical process.   

 

By examining Biophilia and Concrescence not as discrete artworks but as systems we 

will see that the competencies and functions of each actor begin to lose their 

distinctions. Indeed, artworks like Biophilia are made of several thousand 

components that have to be recombined in a specific time, space, and in actorial and 

material sequences in order that the 'work' is made. In this way, the intentions of the 

artist are significantly translated and thus altered to the extent that all the actors in 

the development and exhibition shape the conceptual and physical aspects of 

Biophilia. Therefore, for the artwork to emerge the individual goals of each actor 

must merge into a collective goal. 

 

Given the distributed effects of translation any action is deemed distributed. That is, 

entities cannot act alone; actors must exchange properties, develop stronger and 

thicker associations, and as a result negotiate their individual goals in the context of 

the collective. The acts that go into building, and indeed interacting with, interactive 

artworks like Biophilia and Concrescence, suggest that action, both physical and 

conceptual, is indeed an intimately mediated and thus distributed effect of actor-

networks.  
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The sociotechnical process of building and maintaining interactive artworks is long 

and precarious.  By following the many problems that both Biophilia and 

Concrescence face, it is observed that heterogeneous and interrelated components 

of the system work together to disassociate hostile components whilst reassembling 

those that contribute to what is being built (Law 1987, 237).  Even though this 

'system' is made of various sociotechnical parts, it is the struggle to maintain the 

links that bind each mutually sustaining actor that explicitly shapes the artwork (Law 

1987, 237).  Therefore, artworks are made and lost in the precarious process of 

translation. 

 

The artwork Concrescence takes advantage of the positive effects of this shaping 

process via the phenomenon of reversible blackboxing. Reversible blackboxing refers 

to the way a collective of actors is re-configured by a crisis and tries to mitigate the 

effects of disassociation (Latour 1999, 184). In other words, the functional stability 

and variable forms that Concrescence takes are quite literally an effect of 

heterogeneous elements in translation, struggling for association in the face of 

imminent disassociation (Law 1987, 113). Therefore, reversible blackboxing is 

considered in a 'positive' light and as such is a temporary effect of the negotiable 

process of translation and the conditions and tactics of actor-network building (Law 

1987, 240).  

 

3.1 The case of Biophilia - a collective composition of goals and 

distributed action 
 

In an exhibition application form, from 2006, addressed to the Siggraph 

"Intersections" Gallery, the artist is asked to describe his work. The form states:   

 

The installation Biophilia will enable participants to interact with and 

generate organic forms based upon the distortion of the user's shadow. 

Coined in 1984 by sociobiologist Edward O. Wilson, Biophilia refers to 

the need of living things to connect with others - even those of 

different species. On one level, Biophilia critiques Wilson's notion that 

western culture desires a connection with nature, even though that 

same desire belies a deep unconscious fear of all things natural. With 

these ideas in mind the installation Biophilia attempts to absorb and 

synthesize users and their contexts, producing unpredictable patterns 

of propagation and hybridity. 

 

The statement is meant to provide a short synopsis of the artwork for a judging 

panel. Although short, this simple sentence, like many others about the work, belies 

the complexity of relations that have enabled such a reference to be made.  

 

For the moment though, complexity is not important. The statement must be short 

and it must have enough impact to catch the attention and interest of Siggraph and 

the judges who work on its behalf. Further down the same written document are 

large, high contrast, colour images that demonstrate how participants interact with 

Biophilia and thus represent the artwork's concepts and content. More evidence of 
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the stability of the relation between the artist and Biophilia is embedded in the form 

via previous exhibition reviews and the artist’s Curriculum Vitae. These inscriptions, 

together with the form itself, imply a desire for a connection to form, or a movement 

from disinterest to one of interest.  

 

Several months later the artist receives an email from the judging panel of Siggraph: 

 

We are pleased to announce that the installation Biophilia has been 

accepted for exhibition in the "Intersections" gallery for Siggraph 2006.  

 

Unbeknown to the artist and the judges, they have just formed the first step in 

translating Biophilia, and the chain of actors that support it, into a binding 

sociotechnical relation, even though the artist is in Australia and Siggraph and its 

judges are in North America. In the end the written form and its inscribed references 

was enough to convince all the actors involved that a relation can be made. The 

effect will be that the artist CV will get bigger, Siggraph will also get bigger with 

greater international participation and Biophilia will be more attractive to other 

judges, festivals and curators in the future. In a sense, both actor-networks are now 

able to achieve these effects that would not have been possible on their own.   

 

Several days later the artist receives another email from the Siggraph "Art Show 

Chair":  

 

I am concerned about the amount of walk space between your booth and 

the art walls below it in the plan. At a minimum, we can have 10' or 3.048 

meters between booths when no art is on the wall and more space when 

there is art on the wall. If we make your installation 29.5 feet long or 9 

meters, that only leaves about 10 feet (3 meters) between your work and 

the artwalls. We need more space so people can stand back and view the 

art plus the Fire Marshal does not like us to have close passageways. 

 

The email poses a problem, as it requires that either Biophilia must be changed to 

suit the exhibition or the exhibition must be changed to suit Biophilia. Several emails 

later it is clear that some negotiation is required.  If the embryonic relation between 

Biophilia and Siggraph is to be sustained, there will need to be a lot of work.  

 

This description of Biophilia may have started in a rather strange place but it 

demonstrates the co-defining nature when actors begin to form relations. In actor-

network terms, the elemental relationship that enables a network to form is the 

process of translation. Michel Callon (1991, 143) describes translation as follows: 

 

To say that actor A translates actor B, implies that A defines or 

explains B. However, translation does not imply that A has total 

control. For A will act in relation to past translations and this history 

will affect the form of future relations.  Both actors A or B could be 

human or nonhuman, the distinction is not important. What is 
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important is that all relations and the processes of mutual definition 

are described.  

 

The trajectory and relative makeup of a translation can be mapped when we 

consider the amount of associations and substitutions that go into making a relation 

stable and thus viable. This process can also be expressed in Figure 8
34

.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Translation Diagram 

(Note- The Translation diagram documents the modification of ingredients that 

compose a translation. Innovation can be traced by both its AND, or, OR positions 

that successively define it. It is impossible to move in any direction without paying a 

price in the AND or OR direction.)                                   

 

Any new elements that are introduced into a relationship cause a movement in the 

AND direction, which in turn causes a distortion in the trajectory of the collective, 

represented by the ABCD association. The introduction of these new elements may 

not necessarily work well with the old ones, which then force a downward 

substitution toward a more fruitful and/or stable relationship. The subsequent loss 

of an entity in an association would therefore force the trajectory line back to the 

                                                 
34 An extension of which was originally the commutation test (see Chapter 1 p..22) and then used by Latour as a Translation 

diagram (Chapter 1, 23). 
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left and another unique association of entities would result. So the narrative 

accompanying Figure 8 is that in order to incorporate entity/program F ( which was 

added in order to defeat an anti-program), ABC must be disassociated, this 

negotiation process yields version DEF and so on. 

 

Using the translation diagram above (Figure 8), we can now overlay this illustration 

onto the context of the artwork Biophilia as it integrates and aligns with Siggraph. 

Because of the problem associated with Biophilia's size, all the actors involved will 

need to negotiate with the incorporation of other machines, devices or techniques 

to find a solution.  As a result, the translation diagram is able to demonstrate that 

Biophilia develops throughout numerous derivations from its initial definition 

(Yaneva 2003, 176). Translation as per Figure 9 (below) is not signified by a change of 

shape and form only, but rather the “creation of a link that did not exist before and 

that to some degree modifies the two entities”(Latour 1999, 179).  Therefore, a 

collective entity like Biophilia cannot be entirely defined by its essence or what we 

see on the surface. Rather, translation as observed in Biophilia produces a unique 

mediatory signature of a specific association of entities at work at any given 

moment, as is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Mapping the collective Biophilia. 
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Now the problem for Biophilia and every other actor associated is that the shape and 

size of Biophilia must change in order for it to fit the space Siggraph has dedicated to 

it. As a result, the artist takes his position at the computer and begins to open 

programs that enable the computer code to be reworked. It is hoped the new code 

that allows the computer to 'talk' with the camera will produce a greater field of 

vision, allowing the camera to ‘see’ more, thus solving the problem of the smaller 

installation space at Siggraph. The variations to the original code will also allow the 

camera and computer to track the shadows of multiple participants and thus trigger 

a cascade of further algorithms.  

 

This particular problem-solving process demonstrates that technical components are 

already socialised for use. Camera vision is socialised, the computer and camera can 

‘talk’ to each other, the camera ‘sees’ more and computer code is compatible with 

reading. What at first seems like a highly complex technical process with 

sophisticated technological components is made compatible with social ways of 

coding and reading (Latour 1994, 796).  It is in this way that properties are borrowed 

from the social and inscribed into nonhumans. This process will 'socialise', whilst 

extending nonhuman influence in the social. Accordingly, humans equally absorb 

nonhuman properties; that is, take the position of sitting and using a mouse, follow 

structured software patterns or read feedback given, in order to establish a working 

relation.  

 

The ability of the ‘artist’ to construct meaning out of Biophilia is a direct result of 

these kinds of sociotechnical exchanges. What the artist will learn from this 

sociotechnical assemblage is the result of contact with nonhumans which is re-

imported back into the social as conceptual and afforded content (Latour 1994, 798).  

For example, the technical limitations of the software used in Biophilia meant that 

the movement of the plants could not be pre-animated smoothly. Although this 

process would have made the construction process a lot easier it meant that an 

alternative means of animating the forms needed to be found. As a result, the artist 

and the software applied vector animation on each segment, which when combined 

with a simple genetic sequence resulted in smooth organic motion for each plant 

segment in real time. This deep sociotechnical process was subsequently articulated 

in Biophilia as providing unique animations for each distinctive plant form. It visually 

communicates the concepts of organic motion and genetic selection, while eluding 

attempts to construct clean boundaries between the known and unknown. 

Therefore, through contact with the technical nonhuman components essential to 

the problem-solving process, the artist and indeed Biophilia is able to re-import 

concepts and functionality back into the social.  

 

Without this sociotechnical entanglement, Biophilia would not be possible. The 

computer, code and technical components lend their nonhuman properties to what 

was previously a scattered and unordered bunch of parts and loose intentions. The 

intersection of nonhuman influence will allow these components to align and their 

relations to harden, so much so that the sociotechnical hybrid Biophilia will 

eventually submit to the fire laws of Boston, measured by firewardens, held 
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accountable by the Chair of the art gallery and be granted a social life, worthy of its 

place in the Siggraph "Intersections" exhibition (Latour 1994, 799).  

 

When we observe the artist sitting and at work at the computer, it looks as if the 

human does the work. However, the creation of Biophilia in all its iterative and 

sociotechnical complexity undermines our observations, and shifts the nexus to a 

vast assembly of actors who are directly related by function, material and ontological 

inseparability. Biophilia is made of many different pieces that have to be recombined 

in a specific time, space, and in actorial and material sequences. There is a strict 

order in the way these sequences must happen; properties cannot be swapped at 

random (Latour 1994, 806). For example, computer vision must be socialised before 

the uneducated artist and thinly associated Biophilia can ’read’ and ‘see’ with it. The 

computer must be inscribed with scripts and an interface constructed that allow the 

artist to use it.  Quite literally, without this sequence of events, or these nonhumans, 

we would not be able to solve the many problems nor materialise the interactions 

that will be Biophilia. 

 

3.11 The Prototype 

 

Try as he might, the artist is unable to solve the increasing complexity of the code. 

The camera is not able to ‘talk’ sufficiently fast to the camera, so yet another 

'technician' actor will need to be associated. After meeting with the technician, it is 

decided that a scale prototype of Biophilia will be constructed. This will 

accommodate the testing of new goals and new configurations of Biophilia and 

indeed Siggraph’s dimensions for its exhibition space. 

 

John Law describes the construction of space in relation to the actor-network as one 

in which objects are co-constituted with the surrounding space.  This means that 

"spatial relations are also being enacted at the same time [as translation]… Or, to put 

it more concisely ..., spaces are made with objects” (Law 2002, 96). The relation to 

space, to the actor-network and/or possible actions, seems to fit well with Callon 

and Latour's (1981, 286) early definition of actors as: 

 

Any element which bends space around itself, makes other elements 

depend upon itself and translates their will into a language of its own. An 

actor makes changes in the set of elements and concepts habitually used 

to describe… Before the elements dominated by an actor could escape in 

any direction, but now this is no longer possible. Instead of swarms of 

possibilities, we find lines of force, obligatory passage points, directions 

and deductions.  

 

In this way, actors and space are mutually dependent and as such mutually 

constituted in translation. Space is therefore an important ingredient in the 

production of actor-networks. 

 

Prototypes, much like institutions such as galleries, are exemplars of this kind of 

space. They not only regulate physical and material movement but also the 
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cognitive, political and ideological rhythms of the many actors constituted in its their 

frame of reference. The prototype (with the exact same spatial dimensions as those 

of Siggraph) of Biophilia was tested in the confines of a large university hall. This 

required submitting to sound constraints and institutional rules whilst allowing 

several small software and hardware problems to be solved. At the same time the 

social aspect of several interested and educated people contributed to the problem 

solving aspect. Without these sociotechnical relations, nor without the spatial 

relations embedded in this particular actor-network, this problem solving process 

would not have been possible.   

 

The spatial relations generated by institutions not only control the networks 

between inside and outside. They also shape the political, material and practical 

participation actors have in those spaces. As John Law (2002, 102) states,  

 

spatial systems are political. They are political because they make 

objects and subjects with particular shapes …. Because they set limits to 

the conditions of object possibility.  

 

Yet this relationship is not a one-way affair. As much as Biophilia submits to the 

limits imposed by the Siggraph gallery, it also pushes Siggraph to negotiate and open 

the institutional, regulatory boundaries imposed on it. Until both networks become 

re-aligned each negotiation pushes Biophilia and Siggraph to a unique sociotechnical 

collective that occupies a distinct spatial topology at a particular point in time.  

 

In a short space of time we have seen Biophilia contend with many problems which, 

like the artwork, has seen the artist re-configured in many subtle ways. Although the 

artist may very well believe that his intentions drive the 'artwork' it is clear that 

Biophilia will develop with numerous changes and detours away from its intial 

conception (Yaneva 2003, 176).  Even when the technical solution to Biophilia's 

space is stabilised by a strong enough network of actors it is clear that the artwork 

will be composed of different materials and actors. These changes are brought about 

by a very specific sequence of actor relations and unpredictable interventions that 

will slow down or speed up the construction of Biophilia (Yaneva 2003, 176). Instead 

of simply following the intentions of the artist, the many translations of Biophilia 

alter this subjective intent. It is in this way that the artwork (at this and every stage 

of its various translations) is neither realised by the artistic gesture nor by the artist. 

Instead, all the actors in the development and exhibition shape Biophilia, passing 

through variable states of conformity and transformation depending on the actors' 

willingness to translate along a particular trajectory. Therefore, Biophilia becomes 

more than a simple artwork, but also becomes more like a nexus of relations that 

shapes objective, subjective, social and institutional associations (Yaneva 2003, 176).  
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3.12 Intersections exhibition Siggraph art gallery, Boston, USA 

 

Before the participant/viewer arrives, she is already ‘prepared’ for participation and 

art appreciation by previous experience and expectations. As she steps off the 

crowded bus, handrails and human attendants guide her to the entrance to Siggraph. 

To get to the gallery section the participant must walk through the much larger 

industry section of Siggraph, with its loud displays of animations, computer games 

and technical wizardry. On entering the ‘gallery’, the space is dark and quiet, and the 

participant's pass is checked and stamped. The darkened gallery space, gallery 

attendants and didactic information about each installation ensure that by the time 

the participants come in contact with the artwork they already know, in part, the 

role they must play. The participant walks along the booths stopping occasionally to 

read the didactic displays at each installation. There is no rush; there are a hundred 

or so artworks and installations on display. As the participant enters the installation 

space of Biophilia, she is confronted with a large screen. As she moves forward, the 

participant’s shadow falls onto the screen and several plant forms begin to emerge 

from the participant’s shadow. If another participant enters the same screen space, 

the plant forms also erupt from her shadow and display variations of behaviour 

depending on their host’s movements and actions.  If one participant moves too 

close to another too quickly the plants act aggressively; whilst moving slowly makes 

the plant forms exhibit calmer and more elegant movements. In addition, the 

volume and amount of organic sounds increases or decreases in line with the 

participant’s actions.  

 

There are many more actors at work in this description than meets the eye. From a 

translation standpoint, this small narrative has already involved thousands of both 

human (participants, attendants) and nonhuman actors (cameras, projectors, 

computers and exhibition space) and all their attendant internal actors. For example, 

the new computer vision code, developed in Australia and tested in the prototype 

space, enables the camera and the computer to talk at a much faster rate. 

Consequently, the wider field of vision allows Biophilia to operate in a much smaller 

space. Likewise, the inscription of new genetic algorithms
35

 in the code extends the 

generation of unique plant forms and their subsequent collective behaviour. Even 

with all these actors, the new and improved version of Biophilia will still require the 

ongoing cooperation of many hundreds of social actors (attendants, participants, 

technicians) to sustain it.  

 

                                                 
35 Genetic algorithms require a fitness function in order to weed out unsuccessful modifications. The fitness function within 

Biophilia related to the time participants played with their respective forms. The more time a particular form was collectively 

generated, the more likely that genetic sequence (expressed in height, length, forking, number of segments) would be 

expressed in future collective actions. In ANT terms the more prevalent a particular plant form becomes is dependent on the 

amount of entities that are aligned behind that form to ensure its longevity. As a result of each collective action hundreds of 

unintentional plant forms were generated; in essence creative and conceptual control was delegated to the collective actions 

of the installation.
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Figure 9. Participants hug as a result of interacting with Biophilia 

 

In part, the types of interactions we read and see in the image above (Figure 10) 

belie the immense complexities involved. In many ways, these behaviours, intentions 

and material links began in Australia months earlier. It is clear that, with each 

participant the new and ever regenerated sociotechnical assemblage that is Biophilia 

is not generated by any one entity. Rather, there is a countless collective of actors 

and institutions, across various spaces and times, that work together to make 

Biophilia.   

 

3.13 Goal translation - cumulative influence and distributed action  

 

Even though the three images of Biophilia (Figure10) in a sequence suggest 

movement they do not tell us much at all about interacting with the installation. The 

images nonetheless signify humans interacting with an interactive artwork. Even 

though such images are usually the starting point for most analysis of the meaning in 

the artwork, there is a much deeper level of mediation and thus information 

creation at work. Moreover, these mediations undermine the simplistic reading that 

humans are the only actors with agency and intention. This is reinforced by the 

artist's statement about the work, in which he contends that Biophilia "...creates 

hybrid forms, which emerge through the complex interaction between theory and 

practice, matter and representation. Where what matters is not necessarily human" 

(Cypher 2010b). Therefore, interaction - or more specifically translation - as 

demonstrated in Biophilia, is a much more complex movement than that of human 

hermeneutics or 'reading' the artwork.  

 

At a more intimate level, the point at which the participant enters the installation 

space of Biophilia and begins to interact signifies a change in behaviour.  Latour uses 

the gun debate in North American culture to explain the way an actor's goals 

become translated when they meet (Latour 1999, 179): 

 

If I define you by what you have (the gun), and by the series of 

associations that you enter into when you use what you have (when 

you fire the gun), then you are modified by the gun - more or less so, 

depending on the weight of the other associations that you carry … 

You are another subject because you hold the gun; the gun is another 

object because it has entered into a relationship with you.  

 

In other words, a certain level of influence is distributed throughout the relationship, 

irretrievably altering not only their ontological makeup but also their associated 
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goals and objectives. For example, the gun is designed and inscribed with 

multifarious untold historical, political and ergonomic goals that aid in its main 

mechanical purpose of moving projectiles. Similarly, human goals are bound up with 

all manner of social and psychological narratives that aid in the personal belief that a 

gun is required for protection. This is represented in diagrammatic form as goal 

translation in Figure 11.   

 
Figure 10. First meaning of Mediation, Goal Translation, adapted from Latour (1999, 

179). (Note- The explosion in unintentional goals is a result of different combinations 

of actors interacting - therefore one can never really know what is going to happen, 

because we can never really know all the elements activated in a given association or 

context beforehand.) 

 

Figure 11 represents a symmetrical example of how, through interaction, 

competencies and possible actions are co-constituted. Both the human’s and gun’s 

goals are translated into a collective program of action, in which any number of 

unintentional goals could result. So which goal will the collective now pursue? Who 

is in control when both entities join? Because there are so many variables that can 

influence the program of action the notion of control becomes problematic when 

translation takes place. For example, a project manager can make an educated 

guess, an artist can try and fight the agency of paint in an artwork (usually with dire 

consequences), but it is almost always just that – an educated guess. Consequently, 

it is problematic to try and predict in advance the potential combinations of actors 

and substances brought to bear in a relation because we can never really know all 

the elements of a given context or collective in advance.
36

  In terms of the gunman, it 

is more common that the collective (man and gun) goal is beyond any singular 

actor’s control. When you originally wanted the gun, you only wanted to protect 

yourself, but now with the gun in your hand, you can kill (Latour 1999, 180). In other 

words, the action is shared amongst those in the collective and is in part 

uncontrollable by any one element, human or otherwise.  

 

                                                 
36 Hence the importance of discipline, specific working methods and craftsmanship. Meta Design, as a form of  interaction 

design is an interesting antidote to this type of knowing in advance, which make the user an integral part of the process of 

designing products
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In terms of following Biophilia one could argue that the new relations that are 

formed within the artwork’s process of construction are dependent on this type of 

collective goal translation. The ability of nonhumans to uncontrollably influence 

‘action’ is used by the artist (whether he recognises it or not) throughout the 

sociotechnical process. The artist’s statement about Biophilia engages the idea of 

process taking precedence over end results, in which Biophilia attempts “to absorb 

and synthesize users and their contexts, producing unpredictable patterns of 

propagation and hybridity” (Cypher 2010b).  This kind of unpredictability is used to 

take advantage of the volatile collective action produced when a multitude of actors 

work together. It is no wonder then, that Frank Popper conceptualised such 

phenomena in electronic art works as "neocommunicability [as] an event - full with 

unaccustomed possibilities..." (Nechvatal 2004). The unintentionality of relations is a 

small articulation of what many artists come into contact with every day, yet 

remains hidden in all art theory (and indeed new media theory). That is, to act 

means to be perpetually overtaken by the thing you are supposedly building (Latour 

1996).  

 

In this way goal translation as evidenced in Biophilia demonstrates that there is no 

prime mover of an action and that a new, distributed, and nested series of practices 

allows all kinds of unintentional actions, ontological variability and exchanges to 

develop. Taking this into account Latour (1999, 182) redefines action as:  

 

not a property of humans, but of an association of actants [human or 

nonhuman agents]… Provisional “actorial” roles may be attributed to 

actants only because actants are in the process of exchanging 

competencies, offering one another new possibilities, new goals, new 

functions.  

 

The makeup of a composite goal highlights the impossibility of attributing action to 

one entity when each entity has its own agency/functionality/goals to bring to bear 

onto the collective goal. As Latour (Latour 1996) writes: 

 

Interaction cannot serve as the point of departure, since for humans it 

is always situated in a framework which is always erased by networks 

going over in all directions … the attribution of a skill to an actant 

always follows the realization by that actor of what it can do ... when 

others than itself have proceeded to action. Even the everyday usage 

of 'action' cannot serve here, since it presupposes a point of origin 

and a transport of force - both of which are completely improbable.  

 

Action and indeed agency is always shared and distributed amongst other entities. 

The ability to act is therefore mediated by others’ actions that have come before it. 

Such cumulative influence can be illustrated in Figures 12 and 13 below.  
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Figure 11. Individual sub-programs of action are bent towards a collective goal 

(Latour 1999, 181) 

 

 
 

 

Figure 12. The composition of new goals (Note- The composition of new goals is 

made possible by the colonising of many sub-programs which are then cumulatively 

bent towards the collective goal for Biophilia) 

 

As Figures 12 and 13 illustrate, there is a long chain of actors that contain their own 

sub-programs of action, which they were employing before enrolment into the 

network. As I have already argued, various forms of social manipulation, such as 

education, training, or advertising, enrolled the participant before they even entered 

the Siggraph gallery. Similarly, for the nonhuman cameras and computers, their 

functions have been subverted by a analogous and equally lengthy confluence.  
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This description of cumulative influence does not do justice to the types of power 

relations at work in Biophilia. Nor does Latour's description adequately articulate the 

so-called benevolence of such influence. The artist's statement about Biophilia 

underscores the power relation as one that threatens the participant with being 

(Cypher 2010b), 

  

synthesized into a larger cultural picture of self and place yet reduced 

to a derivative echo containing both, "resemblance and menace". The 

shadow resembles the participant, a virtual manifestation of the 

relationship the user has with the screen. At once reduced to a two-

dimensional image which menacingly begins to merge with other 

organisms in the same screen space without consent nor care for the 

sovereignty of the user’s concept of self and space.  

 

Donna Haraway is equally cautious of such relationship building and suggests that 

"what makes these sorts of multiple translations happen is rarely goodwill and 

choice, but literally being forced into some kind of exchange relationship" (Harvey, 

Haraway et al. 1995, 517). 

 

The means by which collectives like Biophilia apply these kinds of forced behaviours 

is recognised as a sort of agency. Likewise, Lambros Malafouris also recognises 

agency as an emergent property of an immensely complex set of relations between a 

collective of actors. Here agency (Malafouris 2004, 34), 

 

cannot be reduced to any of the human–nonhuman components of 

action … It cannot be too strongly emphasized that neither brains nor 

things in isolation can do much … Agency is in constant flux, an in-

between state that constantly violates and transgresses the physical 

boundaries of the elements that constitute it. Agency is a temporal 

and interactively emergent property of activity not an innate and 

fixed attribute of the human condition. The ultimate cause of action in 

this chain of micro and macro events is none of the supposed agents, 

humans or non-humans; it is the flow of activity itself.  

 

As described in Chapter Two, the 'common sense' reaction to analysing interactive 

artwork is to reduce the interaction to its social and or technical component parts. 

This method supposedly pre-determines a reified and classifiable definition of the 

interaction. The temporary and temporal nature of the relation that an actor-

network view provides would muddy the clarity this method supplies, particularly 

given that, as we have seen in the translation of Biophilia, the mutual construction of 

composite goals is an effect of associations that vary at each step.  

 

An additional problem that works in favour of the 'traditional' version of interaction 

is that when associations become stable and a single goal collectively emerges, the 

collective can become blackboxed. Paradoxically this means that the more successful 

a machine or interaction becomes, the more its internal complexity becomes 

invisible (Latour 1999, 304).  The epitome of the blackbox process is punctualisation, 
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a process described by John Law as being the perfect alignment of artists, 

technicians, and tools, so that "a network acts as a single block, then it disappears, to 

be replaced by the action itself and the seemingly simple author of that action" (Law 

1992).  In art practice terms, the artwork is deemed resolved, but in essence, a 

blackbox or the process of punctualisation is what the participants perceive and is 

what Figure 10 illustrates in all of its superficiality.  

 

3.2 The case of Concrescence- Systems of reversible blackboxing and the 

unintentional   

 

For most industries, blackboxed systems are important because there is so much 

power afforded in working processes that are predictable and consistent.  For the 

visual arts, however, one could argue that the reverse is true. There is significant 

power in the reversible blackbox and artists throughout history have taken 

advantage of this phenomenon. For example, both Roy Ascott and Jack Burham, in 

the 1960s System and Cybernetics art movements, discussed the inherent positive 

power in unstable systems (Ascott 1968; Burnham 1968a). Burnham categorises two 

forms of positive and negative feedback within a system. Negative feedback is that 

which maintains a constant input and output. Positive feedback, on the other hand, 

is produced when a mechanical or chemical chain reaction exceeds the boundaries 

of restraint.  

 

The resulting “cause and effect” relationship triggers a cascade of a much larger 

cause and effect cycle (Burnham 1968a, 319). For Burnham, the resulting cascade 

was a means to disrupt the artistic and perhaps greater social categories, causing 

each to spill over into each other, precipitating a further shift in all manner of artistic 

and conceptual schemas. For Burnham, (1968a, 319) whose primary concern was 

sculpture, the growing incidences of positive feedback in sculpture meant it was time 

to redefine the category: 

 

Sculpture as a category of objects with a provisionally unending life 

cycle seems to be giving way to the kinetic system with a life and death 

cycle of its own… The more moving parts the greater the chance of 

instability.  

 

In other words, inherent systemic instability offers the artist a greater chance of 

producing an excess of information. (Daniels 2007) This excess of information 

(produced by a system beyond the artist’s control) is what confounds the neat 

distinctions between art and non-art, participant and artist, intentions and actions, 

and object and situation. Burnham’s positive feedback scenario is a precursor to the 

notion that a reversible blackbox gives rise to the unintended effect of an excess of 

information and thus an increase in ‘neocommunicability’. (Nechvatal 2004)     

 

The artist Ken Feingold points out that, although such uncertainty is attractive to the 

artist, it increases the possibility of miscommunicated expression. Although desirable 

for the artist, the participant may find it "very difficult to approach critically", and 

this is perhaps why there is a near total absence of "analytical critical writing about 
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specific interactive artworks" (Feingold 1997).  Nonetheless, as an artist Feingold 

(1997) understands the potential communication of 'positive' feedback: 
 

I had a wonderful surprise in exhibiting the work for that very 

crowded week in 1995 when ... the robots, really still quite handmade 

and very much classifiable, by industrial norms, as prototypes, began 

to become what I could only call "insane".  They would break down, 

and at first, I would fix them again, every few hours.  But after a 

while, I began to enjoy the personalities they developed when they 

were "broken", not working as they were "supposed to".  One would 

only go in circles.  Another would confuse left and right, front and 

back. Gearboxes began to strip, making noises and making some 

movements impossible.  Another, though it could move properly, had 

lost its voice, but was instead, due to a crossing of wires, able to 

project its voice into one of the other puppets, which then had a split 

personality when occupied by two of the unwitting visitors.  As they 

devolved further and further, their pathos was hilarious, perfect, like 

a Beckett play.  It was in the breakdown of the technology that these 

puppets began to differentiate themselves, rebel against demands 

made on them, find a form of irrationality and unpredictability, and 

resist attempts at interacting with them - and it seems to me that in a 

really successful piece, whether its working or not is not very 

important.  

 

This is why Frank Popper defines the communicative possibilities in unintentional 

and unpredictable acts in the electronic arts as "neocommunicability", meaning the 

event may communicate but it also may backfire into useless miscommunication and 

temporal noise.  

 

The trap in Popper's account of this double-edged unintentional effect is now 

sprung. The artwork is successful if the unintentional act produces communication fit 

for human consumption.  Anything else (nonhuman) is miscommunicated and 

temporary and thus useless noise.
37

  Such notions resonate with the 'common sense' 

reading of interactivity. Its emphasis on lasting effects that are solidified in still 

images privileges human sense making over and above the interaction itself.   

 

From the vantage point of the actor-network, reversible blackboxing refers to the 

possibility that a single entity may choose not to be associated or its relations 

weaken to the point that the entire chain of translation becomes disassociated or 

unstable. This is the unpredictable thing about working with technology and systems 

that have not congealed adequately; they simultaneously associate and disassociate. 

However, as Burnham has indicated, this is ultimately a positive attribute because it 

is in how the network resolves these 'trials of strength' that ultimately shapes the 

artwork.  

                                                 
37 Games design theory or ludology faces a similar argument in that games are deemed transient athletic displays in opposition 

to the lasting narrative effects of literature and film. 
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Figure 13. Third Meaning of Mediation: Reversible Blackboxing (Latour 1999, 137). 

 

The 'shaping' nature of reversible blackboxing can be exemplified in an artwork titled 

Concrescence, exhibited at the “Video Out Gallery” in Vancouver, Canada in 2006 as 

part of the New Forms exhibition. As the participants enter the installation space 

they are confronted with a large screen in which virtual household objects float by. 

(This stage of the process is represented in Figure 15, by Step 1, Disinterest). As the 

participants move closer, their shadow falls onto the screen and as each object 

collides with a participant’s shadow the objects stay glued to their shadow. The 

entities in the screen space are now interested (Step 2) in each other's presence. 

Through such interest the virtual objects are interrupted from their own singular 

path and their individual program of action is now enlisted into that of a new 

composition (Step 3), producing a new collective goal. As more objects collide with 

this new composition on the screen a greater surface area results and the collective 

process is amplified. This new collective (human/installation) construction creates an 

obligatory passage point (Step 4) that provides opportunities for more associations 

to develop. At this point, a kind of equilibrium develops within the structure. The 

successful alignment (Step 5) of actors leads to a momentary blackboxing effect 

(Step 6) of the whole process. As more and more objects are collected, the visual 

boundary of the human's shadow is increasingly mixed with those of the virtual 

objects. In this sense, the individual network and its connections are obscured to the 

point of punctualisation (Step 7), until so many objects are collected that the whole 
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structure becomes increasingly unstable, leading to the disassociation of the 

collective and the resumption of the whole process.  

 

 
Figure 14. Reversible Blackboxing in the interactive artwork Concrescence 

 

The stability and variable forms that Concrescence takes are quite literally a function 

of heterogeneous elements in translation, struggling for association in the face of 

immanent disassociation (Law 1987, 113). The artist's statement about the work 

hints at the fluid and dynamic nature of the relations at work in Concrescence, as it 

designates (Cypher 2010a), 

 

the growing together of diverse elements into a newly evolving entity, 

that never fully congeals. Likewise, the installation Concrescence is a 
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metaphor for the hybrid combinations of object and subject that are 

formed through a lifetime of intimate relations with objects: where do 

we start and where do they begin?  

 

However, this new and temporary emergent form is dependent on the state of 

forces both within and outside its 'virtual' screen. How long can someone singularly 

activate the installation before other participants begin to complain? How 

adventurous will participants be in 'forming' their virtual constructions when a crowd 

watches behind them? How many virtual shapes will the computer components be 

able to juggle simultaneously before the system crashes or disassociates completely?  

The heterogeneous nature of the network (human and nonhuman) reassembles 

properties and behaviours in a manner that contributes to the way Concrescence is 

continuously built. Therefore, forces that do not act in the network’s best interest 

also shape Concrescence.  

 

In this manner, Concrescence as an actor-network is able to associate unhelpful 

elements into its translation process, not as a process of destruction but of renewal. 

In this view then, it is difficult to see how an a priori approach to defining the 

'interaction' could result in an understanding of the forms that result. It would be the 

same as using a singular image as the defining moment (like that in Figure 10) 

without coming to terms with the associated forms that exist before and after it.  

The artist's statement about Concrescence reflects this effect (Cypher 2010a): 

 

Marx defined human social relations as constructed through 

relationships with commodities or “economic cell forms”. Likewise, 

the collective force of social, economic and personal interaction with 

these “economic cell forms” changes the identity and meaning of 

both objects and subjects. Accepting the surface and structural 

appearance of commodities requires faith in the inherent certainty of 

‘a priori’ knowledge; perhaps other forms can take shape through the 

shadowy array of relations and networks that are always already a 

part of us.  

 

Therefore, the 'positive' nature of the reversible blackbox that Concrescence 

incorporates is not, as Popper suggests, temporal noise, but rather better explained 

as a temporary effect of translation and the conditions and tactics of actor-network 

building.  

 

In this view, it would be fair to say that Concrescence is "well adapted" to the 

interactive situation. It is able to form part of a network that is able to assimilate (or 

at least mitigate) potentially damaging internal and external forces (Law 1987, 239). 

For example, when participants would overtax Concrescence by building large 

complex structures over a greater length of time, the computer would overheat, 

activating the fans that help maintain the network’s integrity. Gallery attendants 

would also keep an eye on unruly participants who would move or interfere with 

technical components. Likewise, some participants were observed trying to balance 

their associated 'compositions' by avoiding some collisions to strategically and 
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deliberately create interesting shapes. Therefore, it is the emergent sociotechnical 

network that is Concrescence that is able to adapt to, and thus convert, a wide range 

of circumstances into itself without falling apart that literally shape the artwork (Law 

1987, 240).  

 

Conclusion  

 

Given that the nature of interaction in interactive artworks is both complex, 

temporal and conveniently blackboxed, it would seem that these characteristics 

dovetail quite nicely with the representationalist and anthropocentric viewpoints of 

the 'common sense' version of interactivity. Nevertheless, this is not the end of the 

story.  From an actor-network approach, actual interactions (or still images of the 

event) are not a departure point, but one point of many in a chain of associative 

links. As is seen in the various translations in Biophilia and Concrescence, interaction 

consists of agents that can only act by and through association with others. As these 

actors associate and thus work together, their initial goals are colonised for the 

greater good of the collective.  It is in this manner that the interactions, and indeed 

the intentions to act in interactive artworks, are considered collective and 

distributed.  

 

Moreover, a phenomenon such as interactivity does not exist forever, nor can it exist 

independently of the entities that are part of its construction over time. Therefore, 

the consequent construction of the collective is subject to a relative existence, even 

more so in the case of participatory art works (Latour 1999, 156). Latour's notion of 

translation allows us to map associations of entities that consider the subtle nuances 

of interaction not in magnitudes of essences alone but rather in terms of the 

translations and mediations that are more in tune with entities’ performance. In this 

way, the unique mediatory signature of a specific association of entities can be 

mapped in translation diagrams as per Figures 12 and 13. Therefore a phenomenon 

such as interactivity is "not found at the meeting point between things and the forms 

of the human mind; phenomena are what circulates all along the reversible chain of 

transformations that is translation” (Latour 1999, 70). Using translation one can then 

document the modifications of the space, time, and actorial ingredients that 

compose an articulation of entities into a collective.  

 

The reversible nature of associations is also considered as a positive attribute of an 

actor-network. The agency and power of this reversible and thus circulatory 

movement of association and disassociation is recognised as being used by artists 

and their artworks throughout art history. Similarly, in order for artworks like 

Concrescence to embody reversible blackboxing, its associated actor-network must 

be sufficiently 'adapted' to manage the actors that would disassociate it. This 

process, like all processes that involve 'making' on some level, also explicitly shapes 

the stability and form of Concrescence. Hence, the actor-network description of 

interactive artworks provided in this chapter rests equally with the conditions and 

tactics of those systems that built it (Law 1987, 237). 
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The actor-network description of the interaction, in Biophilia and Concrescence, 

stands in vast contrast to that described in the 'common sense' method of analysing 

interactivity. In the place of feedback with discrete entities, the ANT method 

provides a description of the ways actors work together, negotiate and exchange 

properties, and thus cumulatively translate the goals of each of its resident actors 

over time.  Whether the artist recognises this action or not, the many permutations 

of Biophilia demonstrate that, as a system, it is explicitly changed throughout the 

process of construction and exhibition. In other words, at no time did the artist act 

on his own. The sociotechnical nature of translation presupposes cooperative action; 

that is, the opportunity for an action to take place is the distributed result of an 

actor-network.  Therefore, interactivity in the artworks described above is an effect 

of the collective composition of goals and distributed agency embodied in its actor-

network. 

 

The next chapter extends the notion of translation into delegation. As a result, the 

actorial, temporal, spatial and material nature of interaction is described. An 

additional consequence of delegation is that materiality is also expanded to better 

account for the relational effects of actor-networks.  A further consequence of 

delegation is that the word ‘interaction’ and its associated conceptual baggage is 

deemed inadequate to describe interactivity in ANT terms. As a result, the term 

‘trans-action’ is proposed as a more adequate means to describe the exchanges and 

mutual shaping at work in actor-network accounts of interactive artworks.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Delegation and the nature of trans-action 

 
Introduction  

 

This chapter engages with the limits of what is conceived of as interactivity in 

interactive artworks. The term ‘interactive’ or ‘interactivity’ denotes separate 

entities that mutually influence one another by their relations. This concept, as much 

as the word itself, imposes limits on the kinds of intimate exchanges that are 

demonstrated in the artworks discussed. For example, by following the actors in the 

artworks and engaging Bruno Latour's notion of delegation, we have an instrumental 

way of describing how in interactive artworks there is an intimate conflation of the 

actors, spaces, times and materials and meanings involved. As a result, delegation 

allows us to zoom in on and extend translation. If translation is the process by which 

actors detour from their individual program of action to enrol other actors in a 

collective action, then delegation looks deeper into these detours and examines 

what happens when actors link together. This kind of delegation is demonstrated in 

relation to several interactive and participatory artworks.  

 

The delegatory effect on the interactive artwork is more far reaching than 

"interactivity" can describe. For example, the common meaning of the word 

delegation implies that one actor stands in the place of another, or in the case of 

ANT a sociotechnical network. The effect is that actors distribute skills and 

properties amongst each other and thus intimately share programs of action. 

Translation embodies this process because without the ability of actors to work 

together they would not accomplish much, nor would the artist be able to 

participate in making the artwork. Therefore, delegation implies that there is a shift 

in the types of actors involved.  

 

Actors gain their competencies in part from forming associations, negotiating trails 

of strength and exchanging properties and skills as part of translation. Although 

these competencies appear to materialise with us now they are also articulated over 

time. For example, inscribed in these technical skills, apparatus and machines is the 

ability of actors in the here and now to mobilise discourse and technique from 

previous actors from the past, as though they are still present with us today. The 

temporal nature of delegation and indeed translation shifts the nature of presence 

and absence, allowing us to conceive of action as more than just taking place right 

now, to an action that is always already connected to historical actors who literally 

lay the groundwork for further agency.  Therefore, delegation also implies that there 

is a shift in the temporal nature of action.  

 

The kinds of spaces that are enacted in the artworks Biophilia and Concrescence are 

symptomatic of the intersections of several sociotechnical systems. For example, as 

mentioned in the previous chapter, before participants enter a gallery space they are 

primed with all manner of subtle political, technical and social instructions, so that 

on entering the space they more or less know what to do and what to expect. The 

effect is not an expansion of the possibilities of interacting with the artwork in a 
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space, but the restriction in the types of actions possible and thus the constriction of 

space in which a whole host of sociotechnical systems intersect.  Therefore, 

delegation implies that notions of space are shifted to include its sociotechnical 

makeup.  

 

Translation and delegation also re-configure materiality as thoroughly relational. 

John Law describes how relations are made more durable when inscribed in 

material. For example, Biophilia functions correctly on the condition that the glass in 

the lens of the camera is clean, the components of the computer store and redirect 

electricity and the gallery wall is clean. Even though these are solid material actors 

they are also dependent on the gallery attendant to keep the camera lens clean, 

keep a stream of electricity supplied and ensure that gallery walls are kept white and 

maintained. Therefore, the durability and stable nature of these material actors does 

not inhere entirely in the materials themselves but in the sociotechnical networks 

that constitute it.  Hence, delegation and indeed translation imply that with each 

movement there is also a shift in the material nature of the actor-network. 

 

This description of an actor-network materiality fits well with John Law's description 

of heterogeneous engineering, which is a  "process ... in which bits and pieces from 

the social, the technical and the conceptual and the textual are fitted together, and 

so converted (translated) into science" (Law 1992).  Whether art or science is the 

end product, "heterogeneous engineering", together with delegation, implies that 

each articulation is meaningful and that the end product will be some kind of 

knowledge. As a result, delegation also connotes a shift in purposeful action or 

intent as singular, to action that is distributed amongst actors. The combined effect 

of such delegatory influence is that when there is a shift in the matter and thus the 

way it is expressed, there is also a change in the meaning generated. This is an 

expanded notion of collective delegatory action that leads to an altogether different 

sense of the manipulation of matter and thus its consequent transformation of the 

expression. Therefore, delegation demonstrates that with each translation there are 

a whole host of meaningful articulations enacted, which range over time and space; 

actors and materials that throughout the course of interaction will cause a shift in 

the original meaning.    

  

Following the discussion on delegation, this chapter then examines the problematic 

nature of describing interactive and digital art works as immaterial. From the actor-

network perspective, material is thoroughly relational. This requires taking into 

account the ways that digital data is translated and thus constituted of the very 

material (computer components, hard disks, copper wires) sociotechnical actors that 

sustain it. In this manner, the supposed immaterial nature of digital artworks is 

expanded to include an actor-network description, constituted as it were with a kind 

of informational materiality. 

 

The final section of Chapter 4 re-conceptualises interactivity as trans-action. It 

discusses how translation and delegation instantiate if not co-constitute actors in 

such a way as to problematise not only the binaries, their cognitive effects, but also 

the distance 'between' actors as implied by interactivity. Trans-action, as the 
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etymology of the word suggests, better describes the way actors must struggle 

through trials of strength and negotiate in order to gain some kind of collective 

competence. Likewise, trans-action also emphasises the actorial, temporal, spatial, 

material and thus knowledge generating exchanges that continually take place.  

Trans-action also embodies the different ways 'modes of ordering' allow a certain 

range of possibilities, material formations and compositions at the expense of others 

(McGrail 2008, 78).  It is in this way that trans-action emphasises the affordance of 

relational materiality and thus information material as employing important 'modal 

weight' in the relations that co-constitute it. As the etymology of transaction has its 

origins in commerce and agreement, this is not too far from the type of complex and 

intimate acts that trans-action implies. Therefore, trans-action is similar to the word 

interactivity, but it also connotes the far-reaching and intimate ways translation, 

delegation, relational and information materiality afford actor-network building in 

interactive artworks.  

 
4.1 Delegation and the confluence of meaning via actors, spaces, times, materials  

 

When the artist arrives in Seville, Spain, it is the middle of summer. As a result the 

old monastery, turned ceramics factory and now art gallery is also hot. The gallery 

assistants have been hard at work and have already constructed the space for 

Biophilia according to several email exchanges with the curator. Biophilia's space is 

large and darkened, the walls are being painted and there is a setup version of 

Biophilia (with diagnostic panels) being projected onto a far wall. Various wires and 

ladders and technical equipment lie about the space. Amongst all this the technical 

assistant is working on a computer and has several programs open at once. When 

she sees the artist she sighs with relief because she cannot work out the camera and 

lighting settings. In truth the artist does not really understand how it works either - 

the technician wrote this part of the code. But the artist does know that the settings 

in the software can only be adjusted in relation to the hardware (lighting levels and 

camera location). The only explanation he can offer the assistant is to just play with 

the configuration until it all 'works' as it should. Although the assistant looks 

confused at the answer (she wants stability and a job well done), the artist knows 

that although the gallery goes out of its way to provide a neutral frame (black space, 

well concealed computer gear), the amount of light and heat intrinsic to the space 

can be 'adapted' only so much. Each exhibition space requires unique settings in 

relation to the light and camera location. Even though the large majority of 

associations that make up Biophilia are locked in place, changes in the technical 

settings will result in different behaviours (from those exhibited in Sao Paulo a 

month before) which will, in the end, make a unique and inherently changed 

Biophilia. 

 

From this little narrative it is clear that the artist seemingly delegates to many 

different actors throughout the construction and eventual exhibition of the artwork.  

The gallery affords the context, the gallery assistants build the installation space, the 

technician plays with the settings, the camera enables computer vision and the 

computer affords the execution of a multitude of programs of action. When 

described individually, each of these component actors are powerless, they gain 
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power and thus the ability to translate other actors in part by their association. For 

example, the physical actions of participants have to undergo a large number of 

translations before they can be converted into computer vision. Moreover, the 

arrangement of technical components capable of converting human forms in motion 

from irrelevant temporal noise into a continuously connected collaborator is central 

to Biophilia's behaviour (Law 1987, 243).  Delegation, as the word suggests, implies 

that an actor stands in the place of another. For the artist this means delegating to a 

sociotechnical network of actors that literally enable the artwork to be made. 

 

In the example of Biophilia, meaning and action is regularly translated into another 

kind of expression (Latour 1999, 187).  The artist's program is delegated not only to 

the code and computer components of the installation but reaches all the way into 

the means by which gallery attendants look after the work. The installation then 

stands in for the artist. However, this is not a simple application of theory into 

practice, nor does it signify a simple shift from discourse to matter. The code and 

computer’s actions might very well be an embodiment of the artist's intent, but 

really the artist's plan is only one meaningful articulation within a whole ecology of 

meaningful articulations.  

 

Bruno Latour (1999, 187)saliently makes the point that delegation can be 

conceptualised as a detour or shift:  

 

The introduction of a second agent in the path of another implies a 

process of translation: but here the shift in the meaning is much 

greater since the very nature of the "meaning" has been modified. 

The matter of the expression has changed along the way.  

 

Delegation can thus be expressed in Figure 16.  

 

 
Figure 16. The fourth meaning of mediation - Delegation (Latour 1999, 187) 

 

Latour's point is that a shift in the matter of the expression, which is for all intents 

and purposes an effect of the 'delegated' sociotechnical network, subsequently 

forms a shift in its meaning.   
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If we consider once more the problem of Biophilia's setup in Spain, we can see that 

the artwork's previous course of action in Sao Paulo will be interrupted by the 

differences in the exhibition space in Seville. The detour leads not only to the 

addition of a technical assistant but also to a continual negotiation with a whole host 

of sociotechnical actors. This process is not stable, nor is the outcome entirely 

known. What is known is that the new sociotechnical circumstance in Seville will 

incorporate different materials, and different actors, times and spaces. The flow-on 

effect will be felt all the way down the chains of actors, leading to a different 

expression and thus 'meaning' in Biophilia. 

 

Delegation implies that the application of technical skill is a kind of "shifting out".  

Programs of actions are inscribed into actors and their associations, that  

"cause a cross over with entities that have a different timing, different spaces, 

different properties, different ontologies, and that are made to share the same 

destiny; thus creating a new actant" (Latour 1999, 192). 

 

 This can be expressed in Figure 17. 

 
 

Figure 16. The zoomed in point of delegation.   
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Now we can see the deeper connections formed in the sociotechnical exchange 

continually taking place in Biophilia.  The nature of the "cross over" is that we can 

not study technical skill as a thing, but that it is more appropriate to focus on ‘skills’ 

dispersed through various entities (Latour 1999). In this way Biophilia is the product 

of a long process of mediators, a progression in which all relevant nested sub-

programs meet in a collective goal. The setup process in Seville in which the artist 

and the technical assistant literally 'play' with the software and hardware actors until 

they are aligned sufficiently exaggerates this long iterative process. The skill that 

makes Biophilia function according to the difference in circumstance is not entirely 

due to the artist, or the technician, or the gallery, but to the sociotechnical network 

that is Biophilia, with all its attendant actorial, spatial, temporal and material effects. 

In this way, skilful action does not originate from a hierarchically superior entity but 

is instead distributed through many entities. The result is that if meaning is the effect 

of such distributed action then understanding such action should take into account 

the actor-network that this action constitutes.   

 
Figure 17. Extension of the commutation test to include a Z axis for time and space 

within delegated technical action. (Note: that this is an highly abstract and simplified 

illustration of delegated technical action; the Z axis would obviously not be so linear 

and neat. Rather, the Z axis would be a vast net or web of transactions that would be 

almost unfeasible to unravel into singular strands; in fact, singular strands would be 
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impossible given the nature of the heterogeneous and multiple agents involved in 

even the simplest of interactions. Nonetheless, the active and yet historical presence 

of other delegated actors makes problematic any reading of technical action as 

simple and straightforward.  Also note the thickening of the main trajectory line (at 

association DEFGH), as more entities join, a thicker, more valuable thing is made.
38

) 

 

The Biophilia that we see in Seville is neither the beginning nor the end of a long 

chain of delegated agencies but rather a particular collective with a relative ontology 

with many intermediate degrees of realisation. This type of distributed and 

delegated action extends beyond the boundaries of its context in a gallery space into 

historical space and time. As Latour (1994, 792) explains,  

 

technical action is a form of delegation that allows us to mobilize in an 

interaction movements which have been executed earlier, farther 

away, and by other actants, as though they are still present with us 

today.  

 

When technical action is conceptualised in this way, the original translation diagram 

(as seen in Figure 8 in Chapter 3) can be broadened, as in Figure 18 below, to include 

a temporal and consequently a spatial axis. A time space axis can be added that 

includes technical skills and actors from the past that are present and active with us 

now.  

 

Delegation disrupts the notions of presence and absence for there are many entities 

from history that are present, and acting in the present. These techniques, 

properties and programs of action lie hidden and blackboxed within the material and 

functions of actors, yet rarely rate a mention for all the work they do. For example, 

within the digital camera  of  Biophilia lies the 1969 Boyle and Smith's  construction 

of the photosensitive CCD (charge-coupled device) which then led to the 

development of digital imaging (Rudolf 2006, 184).  Likewise, the gallery lights 

contain Edison's 1935 heat emitting light globe, and in the air conditioning Willis 

Carrier’s 1922 air conditioning apparatus is hard at work. Moreover, each human 

visitor also carries the histories of social habits attributed to responsible behaviour in 

art galleries whilst also contributing to the gallery’s economic and social viability. 

These effects are subsequently shifted out into each visitor and literally enforced by 

the gallery’s architecture. These long chains of actors do much more than simply 

transform matter or reinforce material as memory storage. Rather, the process of 

technical delegation is not only the ability to carry past acts into the present but a 

means of articulating a range of techniques, meanings, discourses and agencies 

shifted out into other actors and networks (Latour 1999, 189). 

 

                                                 
38 See also Ken Alder

 
(1998) where he describes a thick ethnography as that which represents multiple and divergent interests.  
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4.2 Material and Actor-Network Theory 

 
The Seville version of Biophilia has an important material dimension to its 

sociotechnical makeup. The installation space, although painted black by hard 

working gallery staff, does let in peripheral light from the installation next door. The 

heat of the Spanish summer in turn heats the gallery space and thus circulates hot 

air to already warm computer components. The video camera is made of fragile glass 

and any number of blackboxed yet fragile metal and plastic components. All of these 

actors and many more have a material dimension which serves to allow certain 

things to happen and preclude others. In other words materials have a "modal 

weight" in that they help to establish and delineate the range of possible worlds to 

which actors have access at any one time (McGrail 2008, 79). 

 
John Law makes the point that programs of actions inscribed in actors and materials 

tend to hold their shape better than those that simply depend on face-to-face social 

interaction (Law 2009). For example, the Siggraph version of Biophilia would only 

have existed in conversation were it not for the durability of technical and material 

components. At the same time, Biophilia works better and for longer when attended 

to by gallery attendants and gallery bureaucracies. Although the technical 

components are important (the causal relations with participants’ shadows are a 

meaningful articulation in themselves), it should not be forgotten that Biophilia's 

configuration in the actor-network is ultimately what produces its durability. 

Stability, as the Spanish version of Biophilia attests to, does not inhere entirely in the 

materials and actors themselves, but in conjunction with the sociotechnical 

networks that constitute it (Law 2009). In other words, a medium is required for 

translation. At every step translation is beholden to material. 

 

Similarly, Latour and Woolgar (1979, 64) in their book Laboratory Life note that 

material is ‘phenomenotechniquely’ embedded in the conditions of its production:  

 

The central importance of this material arrangement is that none of the 

phenomena "about which" participants talk could exist without it. 

Without a bioassay, for example, a substance could not be said to exist. 

The bioassay is not merely a means of obtaining some independently 

given entity; the bioassay constitutes the construction of the substance. 

Similarly, a substance could not be said to exist without fractionating 

columns ... since a fraction only exists by virtue of the process of 

discrimination. Likewise, the spectrum produced by a nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectrometer ... would not exist but for the 

spectrometer. It is not simply that phenomena depend on certain 

material instrumentation; rather, the phenomena are thoroughly 

constituted by the material setting of the laboratory.  

 

Therefore, the importance of material agency in sociotechnical collectives like 

Biophilia is crucial to recognise how interactivity and meaning is made possible.   
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It is important to note that ANT generally does not recognise material, nor the 

importance of the modal weight of materiality (Latour 1999; Harman 2009).  Rather, 

actors have no essence. Instead substance is conceptualised as a set of associations, 

a syntagm, made of shifting compromises, a paradigm in the linguistic sense of the 

word (Latour 1999, 163). As Latour (1999, 151), states:  

 

A substance is more like the thread that holds a string of pearls of a 

necklace together than the rock bed that remains the same no matter 

what is built on it … substance is a name that designates the stability of 

an assemblage.  

 

In this way, substance is not a property that an actor carries a priori into a 

translation;  rather, substance is the result – it is pure relations and constructed. In 

this way Latour’s version of substance is constructed anew with each interaction and 

as such is thoroughly relational.
39

 This recent understanding of substance by Latour 

is in many ways is contradictory and counter productive to understanding translation 

in its relative totality. 

 

There are many early instances in Latour’s writing in which the material qualities of 

an actor’s substance are important, but are not given the recognition they deserve. 

For example, in a 1992 paper titled “Where are the Missing Masses”, Latour 

describes the engineer’s working process as a ‘shifting out’ that inscribes words into 

matter. Latour exemplifies this process with an example of the speed hump. For 

Latour, the speed hump controls the use of cars, and there are numerous words and 

intentions from the local police and council that are shifted out to the material of the 

hump. In other words the local police and council delegate to the speed hump the 

authority to control the road. Now what is missing in Latour’s description is the 

important part that the material plays in order that the speed hump does its job. The 

network that contributed to the construction of the speed hump and the local police 

are dependent on the inherent hardness of bitumen and concrete, just as the 

concrete and bitumen are dependent on the local council and police. The material of 

the speed hump is still made of bitumen and concrete, yet the qualities inherent to 

concrete and bitumen are not constructed entirely through their relations. The 

speed bump’s hard materiality or "modal weight" (McGrail 2008, 80) is an integral 

part of how a speed hump configures and delegates to relations around it; they are 

the reason cars slow down and part of the reason that the council’s laws are 

enforced. 

 

                                                 
39 This version of Latour’s ‘substance’ is problematic for the purposes of this research. I will instead focus on much earlier 

versions, but his argument is understandable for several reasons. The fact that entities may have a ‘substance’ implies an 

autonomous a priori relation that exists outside of an actor’s performance. This would then mean that there are other kinds of 

relations outside the actor network. Secondly, the hybrid construction, swapping and merging of functions and properties is 

easier to explain without substance (particularly when you are a writer and your craft is not dependent on material and thus 

distributed notions of cognition and indeed embodiment). 
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Moreover, relations may work to transform the water, sand and lime and shape the 

concrete, but concrete’s inherent ability for physical hardness must have existed 

before any such relations. Therefore, the speed hump’s concreteness is not entirely 

a result of its relations. This is explained by McGrail as "reservedness", whereby 

(McGrail 2008, 79):  

 

individual entities, although they relate with others in interesting 

ways, do so ‘in their own right’. That is, some of their nature is held in 

reserve from whatever relations they may be embroiled in at this or 

that time. They are not exhausted by networks.  

 

To be sure, concrete is a composite material, in part a result of previous actor-

networks. However, it has unexpected physical and relational properties and 

qualities that do not result from its relations. For example, a concrete speed hump 

can be marked and chipped by improperly pressurised car tyres. In this way, the 

speed hump’s relations with the world can be directed, coerced and manipulated 

but never exhausted.  

Robert Mc Grail, in his paper “Working with Substance”, describes the potential or 

hidden reserve that must exist in the substance in order for a substance to be 

changed whilst cutting it (McGrail 2008, 75):   

 

In other words, for change or novelty to occur at all – for a mode of 

discovery to be possible – entities must have secrets (like z’s 

sawability) held in reserve from whatever networks of relations they 

might find themselves in from moment to moment.  

 

In this sense actors have a reserve or hidden potential that is unformatted (outside 

the network, thus outside cognition and signification), relatively independent and yet 

contains the possibility of being deeply attuned to its relations via translation. 

Therefore, when sociotechnical networks re-align it allows other actors to "tap into 

new sections of their reserved nature" (McGrail 2008, 79).   

 

But how can an actor have primary qualities before its enrolment into a network? 

Where does it store its potential if the actor in question is not entirely defined by its 

relations? In part Latour has an answer to this question, in the form of Plasma. In his 

book Reassembling the Social, Latour (2005, 244) defines Plasma:  

It’s neither behind nor especially hidden. It’s in-between and not 

made of social stuff. It is not hidden, simply unknown. It resembles a 

vast hinterland providing resources for every single course of action 

to be fulfilled.  

 

Plasma is all the missing masses that are not part of a network. For Latour at least, 

Plasma is vast in size because far more unformatted entities would exist outside of 

relations than those that are part of a solid chain of associations. In some ways 

Plasma is all those relations that are asymmetrical. One could also argue that Plasma 
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represents those unknown resources hidden within material. This is in keeping with 

Graham Harman’s interpretation of Plasma as that which is found on the interior of 

objects themselves (Harman 2009, 147).  The dark unknown interior of actors is 

invisible to those who are unfamiliar with the implications of having to negotiate 

with the blackbox that is the stubbornness and hidden reserve of material on a day-

to-day basis. In this way craftsmen, sculptors, artists together with their mutual 

actor-networks, develop a" learned body" (Latour 2004) of knowledge, or a 

distributed and cognitive infinity with the potential of material held in reserve
40

 (Law 

1992).  

 

This alternative description of an actor-network materiality fits well with John Law's 

description of heterogeneous engineering, which is a "process ... in which bits and 

pieces from the social, the technical and the conceptual and the textual are fitted 

together, and so converted (translated) into science" (Law 1992).  Whether it is 

science or an artwork, the difference is indiscernible; both engage a kind of ordered 

yet precarious relational materialism whose end product is knowledge.
41

  

 

The emphasis on relational materiality in Law's version of the ANT like accounts of 

knowledge production is altogether different from some accounts of how artworks 

make meaning. For example, the Japanese artist Akasegawa Genpeias’ version of the 

readymade is one that (Eber 2006, 3), 

 

reveals the essence of artistic creation as an act of liberation of the 

object from its ordinary associations. Contrarily to tools, which have a 

previously established function dictated by the subject, the object as 

artwork is set free to autonomously deploy its signifying potential. 

This indeterminate and inexhaustible signifying potential of the 

artwork constitutes the theoretical character of what Bal and van 

Alphen refer to as a theoretical object.  

 

From an actor-network perspective the readymade's signifying potential is made 

possible and in fact exists as a result of its entanglement with tools, structures and 

materials that afford modes of production from the past and into the present in the 

gallery. It is not possible that a readymade could be liberated from its ordinary 

associations,
42

 because it is these associations which constitute the construction of 

                                                 
40 The use of studios by artists is another example of making use of the setup of a space to increase the cognitive operations 

within. As Hutchins (1995, 159) explains, “One cannot perform the computations without constructing the setting; thus, in 

some sense, constructing the setting is part of the computation 

 
41 Knowledge is the end product of a lot of hard work that organises , humans, machines, paper, grants, exhibition (that would 

make of on their own ) into a patterned network which holds them in place and thereby overcoming their resistance (Law 

1992)   

 

42  In the same way that Latour and Woolgar considered the bioassay to constitute the construction of the material, and thus 

has an impact on signification there have been several artists and writers who consider art related objects and actions as 
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the readymade and indeed its signifying potential. This same kind of relational 

materialism can now be extended into a critique of the perceived immateriality in 

digital and interactive artworks.   

 

4.21 The Myth of immateriality 

In the 1968 book, Six Years: The Dematerialisation of Art, Lippard wrote of their 

perception that many artists of the late 1960s had abandoned ‘material’ in their 

practice for an “ultra-conceptual art that emphasizes the thinking process almost 

exclusively” (Lippard 1992, 42). Although it may seem that Lippard and Chandler 

where championing concept artists, several authors have since commented that the 

articles’ inclusion of artists like Richard Serra and Robert Smithson, and the 

importance of material to their practice, offers an alternative reading of 

dematerialisation.  

For example, Jacob Lillemose suggests that dematerialisation could be re-configured, 

to include material as that which is “physical as well as conceptual, that produces a 

deeper connection between the materials and the surrounding environment” 

(Lillemose 2008). Likewise Alexander Alberro, in his introductory essay to  " A Critical 

Anthology", suggests that dematerialisation should be used as a "boarder definition 

of the conceptual element in art", (Eber 2006, 11) that critiques the traditional 

emphasis on the visual and the traditional materiality of the art object. In other 

words, for both Lillemose and Alberro the dematerialisation of art is a call for an 

expanded discourse of the role of material in artworks.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
conceptual in themselves; that is, without the need for external theories or frameworks to divine their content. Instead their 

content is articulated via the action of practice and interaction with the artwork. For example, Pedro Ebers’ translation of 

Mieke Bal’s writing on Louise Bourgeois’ work describes her “Spider” series as “not conceptual as opposed to material, but 

conceptual in their very materiality” (Eber 2006, 11). In other words, the act of making is itself an act of translation, a mediated 

activity which cannot but be passed on to the object and thus the material. Likewise, in the writing of the Brazilian artist Hélio 

Oiticica the “conceptual element” is articulated through a transformation of object, producing a kind of “new objectivity”.  

The object is no longer taken as final product and goal of artistic activity; its role becomes 

fundamentally that of an invitation to creative participatory activity by the public. As such invitational 

propositions, objects must be there as themselves: not merely as the embodiment of a fixed concept or 

idea by the artist, which would necessarily close off and condition the range of possibilities of 

participation (Eber 2006, 11) 

W.T Mitchell explores a similar conceptual path in his book “Picture Theory”, in which theory is seen as embodied and 

constructed through metaphors, analogies, models, figures, cases, and scenes. In other words, theory is inevitably embedded in 

a medium. This idea stands in stark contrast to the common assumption that the application of theory and critical discourse to 

art “might lift us out of the welter of media and give us a neutral scientific perspective” (Mitchell 2008, 209). Thus, rather than 

applying an outside or preconceived theory to an artefact, Mitchel, Ebers and Oitcica suggest that an artefact contains its own 

conceptual discourse embedded in its very materiality. More importantly the material conditions of the construction of an 

artwork are not independent of theory or mediation, nor for that matter is theory independent of material. 
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For Lillemose, the viewer’s mind, with its supposed ability to store and manipulate 

concepts, is the most important process in conceptual art. Although the concept is in 

part inherent to the material of the artwork, it is the viewer’s mind that does all the 

work thus rendering any actorial and material agency null and void. For example, in 

Lillemose’s (2008) paper, “Conceptualizing Materiality”, he states: 

 

I interpret dematerialization as an aesthetics in which the conceptual 

is always already material. This aesthetics suggests a new 

interdependent and open exchange between the conceptual and 

material dimension of art: In setting materiality free from the object – 

and the philosophical discourse, power structures and aesthetic 

paradigms of pure visuality surrounding it – the notion allows us to 

comprehend materiality as a potential predisposed for continuous 

conceptual coding, organization, distribution, contextualization and 

interpretation. Instead of attaching materiality to specific and finite 

forms, media or institutions conceptual art conceives materiality as 

virtuality and places it in a broad aesthetic – multi-, inter- and post-

media – field of continuous abstract actualizations.  

 

Disengaging the artwork from its dependent materiality and “specific and finite 

forms, media or institutions” renders all the work done by all manner of agents 

invisible. From an actor-network perspective those “specific and finite forms, media 

or institutions” are the actor-networks that bind the work together to build a richer 

and equally valuable field of continuous and equally abstract and real actualisations. 

All conceptual art involves material in some form or another. These 'conceptual' 

artworks are held in galleries, they have material actors, supported by cultural 

funding; they are beholden to several intersecting actor-networks that ensure their 

durability. Disavowing artworks from their materiality, no matter how 'hybrid' they 

are conceptualised, does a disservice to the work itself. This then is the central 

problem with Lillemose’s paper and indeed the majority of writing on new media art 

that is classified in similar terms as immaterial.  

 

Take for example, Jean Francois Lyotard’s 1985 exhibition “Les Immatériaux” at the 

Pompidou Center in Paris. In an interview Lyotard explains the impetus for the show 

(Blistène 1985; Beloff 2006): 

 

[A]ll of the progress that has been accomplished in the sciences, and 

perhaps in the arts as well, is strictly connected to an ever closer 

knowledge of what we generally call objects. (Which can also be a 

question of objects of thought.) And so analysis encompasses these 

objects and makes us perceive that, finally, there can only be 

considered to be objects at the level of a human point of view; at 

their constitution or structural level, they are only a question of 

complex agglomerates of tiny packets of energy, or of particles that 

can't possibly be grasped as such. Finally, there's no such thing as 

matter, and the only thing that exists is energy; we no longer have any 

such thing as materials, in the old sense of the word that implied an 
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object that offered resistance to any kind of project that attempted to 

alienate it from its primary finalities.  

 

What Lyotard and Lillemose see as the liberation of the object/artwork through 

immateriality is, from an actor-network perspective, impossible. The actors 

responsible for the material resistance of the work are part of its modal weight, 

relational materialism and thus capacity to relay conceptual content. Moreover, the 

notion that objects are purely cognitive constructs made from, and for, the human 

mind and thus separate from the multifarious agents, agencies, materials, times and 

spaces that make interaction and indeed cognition possible, is also problematic. 

Lyotard's notion of immateriality shows just how tangled discourse becomes when it 

considers individual components from relations and itself separate from material 

and thus ‘higher’ concepts.  

 

Lyotard’s conceptualisation of the ‘immaterials’ as existing only through the streams 

and flows of computational processes is a common idea amongst most new media 

writers.  For example, Lev Manovich considers that data exists “not as a material 

object but as data”(Manovich 2001, 37). Simon Penny, a new media artist, writes: 

“Code is a long step from the pragmatic materiality of sculpture” (Penny 1999). 

Likewise, Laura Beloff (2006) argues: 

 

Software and digitized [sic] data are replacing the traditional physical 

dimensions of artworks. As such, immateriality is evidently a relevant 

notion… Net art and software are commonly considered to be 

immaterial. Net art excludes itself from the physical realm of the world 

and lives in the virtual realm of networks, while software art takes place 

in the computer and/or in the network.  

 

The problem with Manovich’s and Beloff’s descriptions is that data, networks and 

computers do not operate separate from the physical realm and without the need 

for thousands of component actors, whose physical and material properties allow 

the machine to operate and data to flow. 

 

In contrast, Matthew G. Kirschenbaum notes that programs and data must be 

expressed in a physical substratum. According to Kirschenbaum, digital data is for 

the most part not ephemeral and is constantly being inscribed by a physical mark, or 

some kind of material support (Kirschenbaum 2005, 2):  

 

A simple email message may leave a copy of itself on a dozen 

different servers and routers on the way to its destination, with the 

potential for further proliferation via automated backup systems at 

each site. Many users do not realize that data is often written to their 

hard disk even without the intervention of an explicit save 

command… Most computers also use a portion of their hard disk as 

an extension of their RAM, a type of storage known as virtual memory 

or swap space. Investigators routinely recover all manner of otherwise 

“ephemeral” matter… while it is technically possible to create 
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conditions under which electronic writing can subsist without 

inscription and therefore vanish without a trace, those conditions are 

not the norm of the medium but the special case.  

 

When seen in this way digital data is not immaterial and is very much dependent on 

material entities and actor-network relations to sustain it.  

 

Likewise, the German media theoretician Friedrich Kittler also emphasises the 

importance of ‘information materialism’. For Kittler, digital information is a result of 

the networks and the machines that enable it. As such digital data has a material 

property that is in no way distinct from its physical components. Of most importance 

to this argument is that Kittler conceptualises information and communication as 

merged into one; that is, information is “transformed into matter and matter into 

information” (Gane 2005, 29). Kittler argues that there can be no separation 

between communication and information for two reasons. Firstly, every act of 

writing, whether digital or mechanical, cannot be what it is without technology. The 

action of writing in particular inscribes not only its information but also the context 

and means of its production. Secondly, embedded within the technology are “power 

structures that elude the control of the user and configure the basis of 

communication from within” (Gane 2005, 34). Hidden within the blackbox of the 

computer are microchips and microprocessors at work that the user has no control 

over. In other words, the user is re-configured not just by the surface effects of the 

interface but also by the deeper technical and internal mediations of the machine’s 

material and working processes. 
43

 The implication in Kittler’s writing, as with Law's 

relational materialism, is that digital information has material properties. Those 

material properties afford certain functions and as such operate in ways 

consummate with physical material. Therefore, digital data is not immaterial; it has 

modal weight and physical properties, and as such is afforded the same mediatory 

means of any other physical substance. 

 

In the introduction of a more recent book entitled Digital Materiality, Van den 

Boomen, Lammes, Lehmann, Raessens and Schäfer also claim that digital material 

should not be conceptualised in the tradition of Lyotard’s ‘immateriality’, but rather 

as ‘in-material’ (Schafer 2008). That is, software is incorporated into the materiality 

of physical data carriers and as such cannot exist by itself. In this way digital 

materiality should be considered as a material artefact configured symmetrically by 

human actors, tools and technologies in an intricate web of mutually shaping 

relations (Boomen, Lammes et al. 2009, 9).  

 

By employing the concepts of relational and information materialism, it is clear that 

the interactive artworks Biophilia and Concrescence are determined by, if not 

                                                 
43 In this approach, there is no attempt to prioritise embodiment; first, because the boundaries between bodies and machines 

are no longer clear (if they ever were): ‘The age of media . . .renders indistinguishable what is human and what is machine . . .’ 

(Kittler 1999, 146), and second, even if the human body continues to exist, it, together with the very idea of humanness, is 

taken to be a construction or effect of technology rather than an agentic force in its own right (Gane 2005). 
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beholden to, their materiality. To state the obvious (but often overlooked), there are 

the materials of the cables, camera and silicon chips that enable the translation of 

human movement into machine-readable code. The ability of solid participants’ 

bodies to cast shadows forms a meaningful articulation that can be read by the 

computer and its code. Similarly, vision is translated by the camera, and travels from 

the back of the installation space, which is in turn translated into machine code by 

the computer, then translated into a series of images, fed into the projector and 

pixelated.  Not only does each step in this translation involve material and thus 

modal weight, all of these movements are meaningful articulations in themselves. 

This is an example of Kittler's transformation of information as ‘transformed into 

matter and matter into information’. Each movement cumulatively contributes to 

the artwork. That is to say, as each of these actors is engaged in a continual process 

of translation of their associated sociotechnical networks, materials and thus 

knowledge is also embodied in a variety of material forms (Law 1992). How this 

information is ordered and subsequently processed translates knowledge as an 

effect of the trans-actions taking place in the installation.  

 

4.3 Trans-action 

 

This section discusses interactivity in visual artworks in terms of ‘trans-action’. Trans-

action incorporates the actor-network ideas of translation, delegation and relational 

and informational materialism, and includes relations predicated on notions of 

mutual exchange, co-constituting processes and relational and informational 

materialism. Analytically, the term incorporates the way in which actor-networks 

"heterogeneously engineer" (Law 1992) the form, function and knowledge of 

participatory artworks. Trans-action therefore implies that the properties of actors 

are thoroughly exchangeable and relations are far more ontologically hybrid than 

those inferred by interactivity.
44

 

 

The problem with the common understanding of the terms ‘interaction’ and 

‘interactivity’ is that they describe activity in some kind of mythical space ‘between’ 

two or more separate entities. The space between entities implies a kind of a priori 

asymmetry in terms of functions, competencies and characteristics. For example, 

human interaction with computers implies that intentional action begins with the 

human and the subsequent re-action by the computer is enforced by mere material 

causation (Latour 2005, 76).  Therefore, both the human and computer remain 

separate and unchanged with definable input characteristics, and there remains a 

clear unproblematic link between both actors. This idea finds itself epitomised in 

contemporary definitions of interactivity in the visual arts, which simultaneously 

                                                 
44 The replacement of the word interaction with trans-action has historically been used in the pragmatist philosophy of John 

Dewey.  Although similar to the goals of ANT, Dewey's use of the term has a specific focus on human action and the human 

ability to reflect upon its consequences that problematises Dewey's meaning of transaction. As such, Dewey's use of 

transaction puts the focus in an entirely different direction than that of the distributed action and distributed cognising actor-

network version developed in this thesis (Rimpiläinen 2010). 
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reinforces the idea that interactivity is a discernible characteristic of new media and 

thus technology.   

 

Following an actor-network method, trans-action includes all actors in a symmetrical 

account of how they form a collective. John Law defines such collectives as examples 

of a "heterogeneous network". The term suggests that "society, organisations and 

machines are all effects generated in patterned networks of diverse (not simply 

human) materials" (Law 1992). Without this sociotechnical entanglement, artworks 

like Biophilia would not be possible.  

 

Thinking of interactivity in the light of trans-action also suggests that relations are 

not always stable. Indeed the use of technology in artworks is often precarious, 

mainly because it is frequently being used for a purpose that it was not originally 

intended for, and as such the relations have not congealed in a stable manner. 

Therefore, trans-action better describes the way in which actors struggle through 

trials of strength and negotiate in order to gain some kind of collective competence.  

 

As a possible analytical method, trans-action also lends weight to the way that actors 

exchange sociotechnical properties not as payment but as the common and 

necessary building blocks of translation in interactive artworks. Computer 

components must be 'socialised' and their outputs made 'readable'. Likewise, 

humans must take up the physical and cognitive positions that are afforded by the 

relational materiality offered by nonhumans in order to be re-configured as part of 

the 'machine'.   Therefore, Biophilia is a product of different "modes of ordering that 

are extended through people to include [materials], technologies and organisational 

arrangements" (Law 2009). 

 

Likewise, the technical skill embodied in Biophilia functions according to the situated 

differences in Sao Paulo, Siggraph and Seville, and this is not entirely due to the 

artist, or the technician, or the gallery, but to the sociotechnical exchanges that reify 

and stabilise the actor-network that is Biophilia. In this way, skilful action does not 

originate from a hierarchically superior entity but is instead distributed through 

many entities. When actors trans-act, a certain level of influence is distributed 

throughout the relationship, irretrievably altering not only their ontological makeup 

but also their associated goals and objectives. Although no one actor is in control, 

competency and indeed agency is shared and distributed. This leads to the colonising 

of many sub-programs toward the stability and maintenance of a collective goal. 

 

The intimate exchanges foregrounded by trans-action also highlight the actor-

network effects of relational and informational materiality. A relational materiality 

suggests that it is not just actors who are defined and produced in their relations, 

but that materiality is also subject to the effects of the phenomenotechnique. That 

is, materials do not escape being co-constituted by the modes of their construction, 

just as Woolgar found that Ruth, in her attempts to follow technical tasks, does not 

escape the sociotechnical entanglement of the 'machine'.  
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Trans-action suggests that observation and indeed representation are fundamentally 

incomplete methods for gaining information about events. For example, the creation 

of Biophilia in all its iterative and sociotechnical complexity shifts the focus away 

from what is observed on the surface, to a vast assembly of actors who are directly 

related by function, material and ontological inseparability. Therefore, trans-action 

encompasses delegation, and accounts for the different properties exchanged and 

recombined in a specific time, space, and in actorial and material sequences. 

 

After following the actors in the case studies of the artworks Biophilia and 

Concrescence, and the multiple translations that simultaneously co-constitute and 

conflate their connections, it seems rather problematic to then use the term 

interaction, which emphasises an altogether different sense of the kinds of 

exchanges and connections that an actor-network provides. Therefore, trans-action 

is similar to the term interactivity, but it connotes the far-reaching and intimate ways 

translation, delegation, relational and informational materiality affords actor-

network building.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Throughout the description of the artworks provided here, it is obvious that the 

artist regularly delegates to many different sociotechnical actors. There is of course 

nothing new about this fact. Artists have always employed assistants or technicians 

to complete 'their' work. However, the actor-network notion of translation and 

indeed delegation irretrievably changes the nature of this artistic process. 

Translation not only takes into account the ways humans and nonhumans must work 

together to get something done, but also suggests that this process is made possible 

on the condition of numerous subtle and multifaceted exchanges.  

 

Delegation further expands the notion of translation by magnifying the actorial, 

temporal, spatial and material shifts associated with translation. The delegatory 

effect on artworks is that, once these multidimensional shifts are taken into account, 

one can better describe the sociotechnical modification of the expression and thus 

the shifts in meaning generated.  This description of artistic process fits well with 

John Law's notion of "heterogeneous engineering" because delegation not only 

illustrates just how the social, technical and conceptual are fitted together to make 

the artwork, but in the case of interactive art, the multidimensional conditions for 

making this artform possible are also examined.  

 

At the heart of delegation is the description of technical skill as a kind of shifting out. 

That is, as programs of action are inscribed into actors and their associations there is 

a distribution of skills, or shifting out, amongst actors that becomes a shared 

program of action. Along with this movement, there is a temporal shift that activates 

forces locked within technical actions, tools and skills set in motion many years 

before by other actors. A spatial shift has also occurred in that instead of one actor 

we have a whole chain of actors that stand with and in its place. This effect likewise 

implies technical action as a shift in purposeful action and intent, from the singular 

to one made possible only on condition that the action is multiplied and distributed.  
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An additional effect of technical action is a shift in recognising matter not as outside, 

external and separate but as one that is thoroughly relational and as such informs a 

shift in the way new meaning might be expressed. 

 

Delegation also enables us to recognise the importance of material in actor-network 

relations. As the interactive artwork Biophilia demonstrates, each setup of the 

artwork requires taking into account the differences in the machines, gallery 

attendants, cameras, exhibition spaces, lighting and thus modal weight of the 

sociotechnical actors involved. The effect or modal weight of these actors must be 

taken into account because together they will not only delineate different "modes of 

ordering" and their relational durability, but will also substantially affect the 

expression and thus meaning of the artwork.  

 

This chapter also examined notions of materiality and substance as used in Actor-

Network Theory. In particular, Bruno Latour's notion of substance is critiqued as it 

falls short of providing an adequate account of the integral role that material plays in 

practice. Instead, notions of relational materiality, reservedness and the modal 

weight of material are incorporated, thus extending our understanding of materiality 

as intrinsic to the formation of interactive artwork.  

 

The popularity of "immateriality" in contemporary explanations of digital artworks 

underscores the blackbox through which artists and writers approach digital 

artworks. In contrast, Mathew Kirschenbaum demonstrates via computer forensics 

that data is intimately dependent on a physical substratum. This description fits 

nicely with the relational materiality of ANT, which describes actors as dependent on 

material to sustain a durable and stable relation.  Similarly, Friedrich Kittler's notion 

of information materiality conceptualises information and communication as merged 

into one, and as such affords informational materiality the same properties and 

'stubbornness' as any other material. 

 

The last section of this chapter incorporated translation, delegation and relational 

and informational materialism into the term ‘trans-action’. In part, trans-action is 

used to mitigate the conceptual and literal limitations of the historical and 

contemporary notions of interactivity. More importantly, trans-action highlights the 

myriad ways that actor-networks "heterogeneously engineer" (Law 1992) the form, 

function and knowledge of participatory artworks. In particular, trans-action (much 

like the conventional use of the term) connotes that there are multiple exchanges in 

any relations, that these are not always stable and for some kind of stability to occur 

real negotiation in practice must take place. In this way trans-action consists of 

relations predicated on notions of mutual exchange, co-constituting processes and 

relational and informational materialism as the multiple effects of intersecting actor-

networks.  

 

The following chapter explores the additional trans-action effects of distributed 

cognition and distributed embodiment in interactive artworks. Following the notion 

of informational materiality developed in this chapter, the following chapter argues 
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that whenever cognition and materiality meet, a deeper set of relations are formed 

in which actors trans-act in interactive artworks.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Trans-action effects: distributed cognition and distributed embodiment 

in interactive artworks 
 

Introduction 

 

This chapter outlines the trans-action effects of distributed cognition and distributed 

embodiment as observed in various interactive artworks.  More often then not 

artworks are exhibited in galleries, and they have an important part to play. One 

advantage of exhibiting in institutions like galleries is that various actors, including 

participants come to the exhibition space with an informed sense of what is 

expected of them. For example, in an exhibition at Siggraph in Boston, USA in 2006, a 

number of actors were at work well before the actual event. The brand that is 

Siggraph and the advertising material all cumulatively articulated a set of values and 

interests. These actors, along with the exhibition building, curator, artist and 

installation space, not only motivate certain intentions, but also cognitively shape 

the types of operations performed within it. Edwin Hutchins contends that the ability 

to perform computations is dependent on how the setting is constructed. Therefore, 

how galleries as framing mechanisms construct and structure the trans-actions 

within interactive artwork is very much a part of the cognitive operations that 

happen in it (Hutchins 1995, 159). Just as the gallery is shaped by a distributed 

sociotechnical system that sustains it, participants' actions, intentions, cognition and 

embodiment are also circulated and thus shaped in relation to the structure and 

framing of the gallery.  

 

For those participants who encounter Biophilia for the first time, the question of 

what to do and how to do it quickly becomes apparent. There are no instructions, 

nor markings on the floor to guide the user, and the didactic display gives nothing 

away either. To begin with, an infinite array of possibilities opens to the participant. 

Sometimes this is too much to bear for some participants and they simply walk out. 

On the whole, most participants do not, and the motivation already prescribed in the 

user from the various mobile actors previously mentioned takes hold, so much so 

that many participants already know that something is going to happen (the brand 

that is Siggraph guarantees it). They only need to explore the space to find out how 

or what is supposed to happen.  

 

The initial exploratory play with the space is not that dissimilar to Robert McGrail’s 

description of an iterative design process. When the participant first walks into 

Biophilia they are confronted with an infinite array of possible actions. Much like the 

artist or designer in the same position, the participant engages in an experimental 

relation with the affordances of the available materials until the relation between 

various actors, bodies, minds, and materials becomes so well aligned as to bring 

forth a specific range of possibilities at the expense of other options. In other words, 

trans-acting with installations like Biophilia is not the generation of endless random 

configurations of the artwork’s components, but the iterative and meaningful 

reduction of actors and their associations towards the eventual resolution of the 

artwork (McGrail 2008, 79).  
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The exploratory and iterative play exhibited by participants in Biophilia is also a 

convenient way to organise cognitive activity over extended iterations. John Sutton 

makes the point that mental models, schemata and indeed thought are not entirely 

internal to humans but can also temporally emerge from practical skill in accordance 

with the affordances of a situation (Malafouris 2004, 60). An important part of the 

affordance of any situation is the "modal weight" offered by material that equally 

plays an important part in cognition. Lambros Malafouris and Bruno Latour describe 

cognitive capabilities not as entirely internal, but as action specific and dependent on 

the affordance that a particular configuration of sociotechnical and relational 

materiality provides. As a result, whenever cognition and materiality meet there is a 

kind of conceptual integration “responsible for the co-substantial symbiosis and 

simultaneous emergence of the signifier, signified“ [and in part the referent]  

(Malafouris 2004, 3). Therefore, the trans-action involved in participatory artworks 

described herein becomes part of a new mutually constituted, ontological and 

cognitive system. 

 

The kind of distributed cognitive shaping at work in artworks like Biophilia extends 

into descriptions of participant behaviour and the mediated nature of signification. 

For example, participant trans-action with the shadows in Biophilia does not only 

signify the physical effect of blocked light, shadow play and childhood cultural 

narratives but also integrates these into the emergent and enacted conceptual 

content of Biophilia. This effect is described by Malafouris as "enactive signification", 

which is the bringing forth of concepts by making visible and tangible the 

manipulation of their properties (Malafouris 2004, 295).   

 

The fact that no instructions are immediately available to participants when they 

enter the installation space of Biophilia requires that users make it up as they go 

along. Also, the fact that participants regularly engaged in childish shadow play using 

their whole bodies demonstrates a form of remembering through performance or 

play. David Sudnow describes these moments as 'instructional nudges’ (Sutton, 2008 

1). These are embodied actions which are not prompted by instructions, but are 

instead actions inscribed with all kinds of condensed histories, and embodied-

cognitive work, that in turn effects and recalibrates certain habits in the here and 

now (Sutton 2008, 13). It is in this way that trans-acting with artworks like Biophilia 

articulates relations with temporal but crucial casual roles as a "new fulcrum for the 

control of action", contracting and expanding the movements of actors (Sutton 2008, 

13). 

 

If signification is enacted as part and parcel of trans-acting in works like Biophilia, 

then it stands to reason that our ability to make reference to the artwork itself is 

likewise mediated. Indeed, the experience of real time imaging of the participant’s 

body in Biophilia also implies that this particular trans-action produces a complex 

configuration of sociotechnical knowledge-producing and experience-evoking actors 

(Radstake 2007). It is in this way that the simultaneous real-time presence of a body 

as lived in, yet also an image, translates bodily presence into distributed embodied 

experience (Radstake 2007, 124).  
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Likewise, the body cannot escape the phenomenotechnique and thus the co-

constituting processes of the actor-network when trans-acting with Biophilia. As a 

result, the minds and indeed bodies of participants are re-configured as no longer 

the singular material basis for the formation of an embodied identity. Rather, one’s 

body is “an interface that becomes more and more describable as it learns to be 

affected by more and more elements” (Latour 2004, 206), enacted, in the case of 

Biophilia, in real time.  

 

In this way, trans-action in Biophilia implies that a deeper sense of the artwork is 

brought forth and, so to speak, offers a (partially) new mind endowed with a 

(partially) new sense of its collective ontology. As a result, bodies do not become 

alienated or reduced but increasingly connected and distributed. In addition, 

knowledge is beholden to the sequential chain of experiences woven into its many 

trans-actions of which distributed cognising and distributed embodiments are its 

effects. In each trans-action with Biophilia a unique reference is made, co-

constituted as it were with the cognitive means and unique configurations of 

embodiment by which 'we' frame and extract meaning. 

 

5.1 Distributed cognition: where mind and information materiality trans-act 

 

The interactive artwork Biophilia has always been shown in the context of a gallery 

space and then within exhibitions whose ethos revolves around digital and 

participatory artworks. In a sense, the gallery frames the participant's intentions. For 

example, the brand that is Siggraph and the title of the art exhibition, 

"Intersections", communicates the type of art that is exhibited. The logos, graphic 

design, exhibition space design and advertising materials are inscribed with the 

interests of sponsors and developers, values and interests in Siggraph.  These 

intentions are communicated to the participants so that when they enter the 

installation space of Biophilia, participants more or less know that they must 

participate in the generation of the artwork. Therefore, the motivation and intention 

to stay and explore the space has been formulated for participants before they even 

enter Biophilia.  

 

Although the gallery and the installation space are sociotechnical systems in their 

own right, they do much more than frame actions that are performed in it. In a sense 

the building and the institution shape the type of cognitive operations that are 

possible. As Edwin Hutchins states, “One cannot perform the computations without 

constructing the setting; thus, in some sense, constructing the setting is part of the 

computation” (Hutchins 1995, 159). Similarly, Michel Callon emphasises the physical 

framing and thus cognitive shaping performed by the sociotechnical system that is 

the exhibition and installation space (Callon 1998, 5): 

 

Clearly it presupposes actors who are bringing to bear cognitive resources 

as well as forms of behaviour and strategies which have been shaped and 

structured by previous experience: the actors are capable of agreeing (an 

agreement which does not have to be explicit) on the frame within which 
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their interactions will take place and on the courses of action open to 

them. But the framing process does not just depend on this commitment 

by the actors themselves; it is rooted in the outside world, in various 

physical and organizational devices.  

 

Just as the gallery and the installation space are dependent on the sociotechnical 

systems (bricks, mortar, funding bodies, committees, community support) that 

sustain the types of movements within it, so too are participants' actions, intentions 

and cognition similarly shaped as an effect of the 'modes of ordering' implied by the 

framing aspect of galleries.  

 

When participants enter the installation space of Biophilia they are presented with 

an empty space, in which a far wall has a projection screen. The screen is primarily 

white with occasional small black plant like forms momentarily writhing around at 

the bottom of the screen. As there are no instructions for participants to follow, no 

markings on the floor to suggest the best approach, the participant must as this 

stage decide to go from a position of disinterest (being outside the space) to 

interest, or leave. Assuming the former, the participant who is now enrolled in 

Biophilia begins to explore the space. Muscles move the body and sense organs scan 

the space for relevant information. The affordance of the space, a large white screen 

with minimal movement becomes a focal point, drawing the eyes. In this sense the 

layout of Biophilia affords and constrains the discovery of information. Participants 

know that something should happen. However, at this stage they have no idea how 

or what is about to happen. 

 

At this point an infinite array of possible configurations is open to participants. As a 

result participants would generally move about the space, thrashing arms about, 

moving their bodies, until a shadow would accidentally fall across the screen and 

thus activate the installation. This then leads to participants experimenting with 

movement, or shadow effects, as well as exploring the large projection screen. 

Therefore, the actions of the participants is a means of using the affordances of the 

space, light, clothing and their bodies to engage some relations whilst discounting 

others.  

 

This process of evaluative play is somewhat similar to that of an iterative design 

process. As the participants move (in this case probing the affordances of Biophilia) 

they become designers in the sense described by Robert McGrail (2008, 72): 

 

we see a movement in which the designer engages in a more or less 

experimental relation with the material world – with singular 

materials, with the means by which they are assembled, with 

bodies – and through this engagement a specific range of design 

possibilities are raised and another set discarded.  

 

Participants are not just problem solving or learning the algorithm (Manovich 2001, 

222) in isolation. Rather, trans-action in artworks like Biophilia should be seen as the 

concrete substantiating instance that brings forth the intentional state, according to 
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the ‘situational affordances’ of a given context of engagement (Malafouris 2008, 33). 

That participants iteratively test an interactive space in order to first find or probe 

for more information is reflected in David Rokeby's experience of exhibiting 

interactive artworks. He writes (1998 ):  

Many attendees entered my installation to “test” it using what I’ve come 

to call the “First Test of Interactivity.” The test involves determining 

whether the system will consistently respond identically to identical 

movements... They would enter the space, let the sounds created by 

their entrance fade to silence, and then make a gesture. The gesture was 

an experiment, a question to the space; “What sound will you make?” 

The resulting sound was noted. Second and third gestures were made 

with the same motivation, and the same sound was produced. After the 

third repetition, the interactor decided that the system was indeed 

interactive, at which point they changed the way they held their body 

and made a gesture to the space, a sort of command: “Make that sound.” 

The command gesture was significantly different from the early 

“questioning” gestures particularly in terms of dynamics. 

At the beginning, the participants' initial gesture is an experiment that tests the 

sociotechnical network. Only after the experimental information is formatted by the 

actor-network can sense can be made of the experience. 

This version of participatory events within Biophilia is very close to an early 

definition of semiotics by Latour and Akrich (1987, 259):  

 

The study of how meaning is built, but the word "meaning" is taken in 

its original nontextual and nonlinguistic interpretation; how one 

privileged trajectory is built, out of an indefinite number of possibilities; 

in that sense, semiotics is the study of order building or path building 

and may be applied to settings, machines, bodies, and programming 

language as well as texts; ...the key aspect of the semiotics of machines 

is its ability to move from signs to things and back. 

 

This semiotics of things dovetails nicely with events observed in Biophilia, for it is the 

nontextual and nonlinguistic bundling of actors, and their relations into a collective, 

that in part explains its unique trajectory.  The nontextual properties inherent in 

each actor are iteratively tested and made active by other entities that are able to 

receive it. As a result, relations are better associated, becoming thicker and 

hardened and more ‘privileged’, making each actor less free to move with each 

iteration.  

 

The hardening of each actor’s position presupposes a unique ordering of the space 

that it is part of. For example, the iterative design process is one of repetitive 

experimentation, testing and negotiation. No mistake or temporal noise allows 

accidents and play to articulate other associations. These temporal or playful actions 

are the material affordance that allows repetition to solidify into a collective 
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program of action. In other words, trans-action, like the iterative design/play 

processes, requires a rhythm or a pattern that distinguishes itself from other 

rhythmic patterns that surround it.
45

 This then implies that the repetitive marking of 

a rhythm (the translation of actors) is not only a territorialisation of space but 

simultaneously affords more ‘privileged’ and thus more complex operations. 

Similarly, Deleuze and his notion of the "refrain" considers rhythm as a crucial link 

that ties time, space and ordering together(Brown and Capdevila 1999, 36):  

 

Consider the notion of repetition. What is repeated becomes a basic 

element, a rhythm which is discernible as such and not as a noise. 

Rhythm marks out the time through a simple ordering achieved by a 

spacing between elements. In so doing it becomes located in a 

rudimentary space. Something like a territory is formed. The rhythm 

then serves as the basis for more complex operations.  

 

Now we are beginning to see the full implication of John Law’s “modes of ordering” 

(Law 2009) discussed in Chapter 4.
46

 The rhythms instantiated in the playful 

interactions of Biophilia afford more complex operations, which form the ground 

upon which experience and cognition are ordered. 

 

From the moment the participants enter Biophilia they are embroiled in a collective 

of goals and intentions. The problem of what to do, in a more or less empty space, is 

afforded by the focal point, the screen, and as such becomes a giant call to action.  

The participants are now re-configured in an actor-network comprised of brain, body 

and material resource that articulates this problem-solving collectively (Malafouris 

2008, 32).  The formation of a collective intention is exemplified by the fact that no 

single entity has determined the action and movements of all other actors so far. In 

the same way, Biophilia, when being constructed, exhibited and thus continually re-

configured in trans-action, becomes a functional system that gains competencies as 

a result of the alignment of a vast chain of actors. Likewise, participants in trans-

action are also afforded cognitive and bodily actions that are equally distributed 

throughout the collective. 

 

The attempt to explore the space of Biophilia and thus make sense of its affordances 

is a cognitive activity, not as an internal function of the brain but as an activity 

intimately co-constituted and equally mediated by trans-action (Hutchins 1995, 169). 

                                                 
45 Or, as Graham Harman has noted, asymmetrical relations are also possible, which in the case of iterative design requires the 

possibility that no relations are also possible; that is, no rhythm or solidifying of relations and thus territory results (Harman 

2009). 
 

46 Erkki Huhtamo also makes the point that participants are operating under the impression (or alternative modes of ordering), 

imported from using computers and digital programs, that such interactions should result in participant control. Huhtamo also 

states that interactive artworks have an uphill battle in overcoming these kinds of assumptions. Such assumptions  presuppose 

a "pedagogical subtext" which should lead the participant to working out the identifiable iteration of steps that will lead to 

mastery of the program and thus the end of the interactivity (Huhtamo 2007). 
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We must remember that in trans-action both humans and nonhumans are co-

constituted in the sociotechnical network. However, although Biophilia may be 

framed and thus institutionally protected by the gallery, it does not stop Biophilia 

and indeed the participant from being inherently changed as a result. Therefore, the 

participant’s experimental play with the installation can be seen as a "distribution of 

cognitive effort over time" (Hutchins 1995, 96), thus allowing a conceptual 

framework to emerge from the trans-action in the fullness of time. 

 

Rather than falling back on internal competencies of the human being as per Activity 

Theory and Situated Action, sociotechnical trans-action and indeed a continuum 

model suggest that cognitive competencies come about in relation to those actors, 

materials, times and spaces that make the action possible in the first place.  Unlike 

Kittler who is wary of blackboxed unknown micro-components that would structure 

behaviour and ultimately “configure behaviour from within”(Gane 2005), Latour 

suggests that humans were never in control in the first place, nor for that matter are 

machines. Rather, cognition is distributed and develops whilst trans-acting in 

sociotechnical systems.   

 

The events observed and experienced in many exhibitions involving Biophilia suggest 

that wherever cognition and materiality meet, a mutually catalysing and constituting 

relationship is likely to develop (Malafouris 2004). John Sutton takes this idea of 

distributed cognition further, arguing ‘’that we don’t seek [a] genuine mind behind 

tools and activities” and instead recognise (Sutton 2008, 12), 

 

that mental models, schemata and internal planning procedurescan 

be active in the course of any creative process as long as we 

recognize them as the temporally emergent and dynamic produces 

of situated activity. This seems exactly right: thought is not an inner 

realm behind practical skill, but is itself an intrinsic and worldly 

aspect of real-time engagement with the tricky material and social 

world.  

 

In this way, action and indeed behaviour does not happen at a distance, controlled 

entirely by a singular mind via internal symbolic representation. Nor can any 

engagement with material information be reduced to mere processes of memory 

retention, symbolic representation, encoding and/or retrieval. Rather, intentions, 

thought and mind emerge out of our ontological inseparability and distributed 

agency that is our trans-action with various configurations of actors. 

 

This idea of distributed cognition stands in vast contrast to the Cartesian theories of 

mind, which suggest that mind is distinct from the body and by relation matter and 

substance (Ryle 1949). From a Cartesian perspective, interaction between the mind 

and the body (and by implication the world) is fed primarily by the conduit of 

symbolic representation. Such representations serve to provide the distinct and 

separate mind with information from the external world. This same kind of 

representative logic drives the computational view of mind, which is founded on the 

ways that digital computers operate. Such logic conceives the mind as a large 
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storage system with internal representational structures with the capacity to 

compute and retrieve information. In this fashion, information about artworks or 

artefacts comes about via a representation whose qualities are granted to it via the 

human mind and symbolic representation. On following the Cartesian model, 

interactivity can only ever be controlled by a primary cognitive agent – the human. 

The human when using tools (from a conceptual and literal distance) merely exploits 

the properties and functions of tools and matter in order to overcome a problem. 

Intention and action start and end with the human mind and matter does not 

matter, least of all to cognition. 

 

On the other hand, trans-action in Biophilia demonstrates that the simplest of 

interactions are inherently more complex than the Cartesian model would allow, to 

the point that it is difficult to imagine how the time, space, actorial, material and 

thus distributed cognitive complexity could be made comprehensible by reference to 

purely internal and symbolic representations in a singular human mind (as per 

traditional HCI and computer science). The implication of delegation and thus 

distributed agency and cognition is that when ‘we’ engage with installations like 

Biophilia (Malafouris 2004, 292), 

 

our cognitive capabilities emerge out of this interaction. As such if 

internal representations do exist they should be understood as dynamic 

and action-specific emergent structures rather than as ‘passive’ 

recapitulations of an external real. Cognition, perception and action 

arise together, dialectically forming each other.  

 

Therefore, whenever cognition and materiality meet there is a kind of ‘conceptual 

integration’, “responsible for the co-substantial symbiosis and simultaneous 

emergence of the signifier, signified” [and in part the referent]  (Malafouris 2004, 3). 

Therefore, trans-action in participatory artworks implies that every actor becomes 

part of a new mutually constituted symbolic, ontological and cognitive system. 

 

5.11 Enactive signification and the extended intentional state  

 

If, as Malafouris states, our conceptual integration results from the meeting 

between cognition and materiality, then how does this work in relation to interactive 

artwork that is primarily digital? Before we can answer this question, we have to 

remember that the digital rendering of information is inherently an intimately trans-

acted material process; at no stage is this process immaterial. Further, according to 

the logic of the phenomenotechnique in which all material is constituted of the 

means of its production, it follows then that all digital information is constituted of 

the actor-network (wires, microprocessors, human fingers, diodes, projectors, and so 

on) that enable its production. Add to this Kirschenbaum’s account that at every 

stage digital information is being written to the physical components (hard drive, 

cache and ram) of a computer, and we have a thoroughly relational-information 

materiality with all the agency and modal weight of any other physical substance. 

Therefore, trans-acting with Biophilia is an inherently material process.  
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As participants activate the interactive artworks they also engage its associated 

informational materiality. For example, when the participants move close enough to 

the screen to enable a shadow to fall across it, plant-like organic forms erupt from 

their silhouette. The form begins to sway and gyrate along with the emergence of 

organic sounds. At this point, the camera at the back of the space has sent a signal 

via cables to the computer. This signal is then processed by a range of computer 

hardware and computer vision software. The interpreted data set is then fed into the 

game’s engine software, which then uses the video card and CPUs and writes to 

temporary hard disk space in order to generate a signal for the projector. In other 

words, the informational material of the installation is now engaged.  

 

At seeing the organic forms’ reactions, the participants begin to move their arms and 

legs, bending, moving sideways, backwards and forwards in relation to the behaviour 

and movement of the plant forms. This kind of reaction blurs the line between 

intention and material affordance and is similar to what Malafouris defines as the 

“extended intentional state” (Malafouris 2008, 33). That is, in certain situations 

human intentionality identifies with the physical affordance, to the point that the 

“meditational potential of a certain artefact in a quite significant way shapes (both in 

the positive and negative sense of enabling and constraining) the nature of human 

intentions” (Malafouris 2008, 33). The extended intentional state also demonstrates 

that signification, or the ability of certain actors to make meaning of an action, is 

inherent to and thus mediated by the action itself.  

 

Malafouris illustrates this type of ‘enactive signification’ in relation to counting. From 

the perspective of the Cartesian representative model, counting is an innate 

biological capacity of the human brain. Counting with either fingers or some kind of 

material token is an outward expression of this skill in material form. Alternatively, 

enactive signification suggests that this kind of externalisation is the making use of 

artefacts to bring about meaningful cognitive operations.  In this way, fingers or 

material tokens do not stand for numbers; rather, “the fingers bring forth the 

concept of numbers by making visible and tangible the manipulation of their 

properties" (Malafouris 2004, 295). As such, signification in interactive art works is 

enacted. It emerges as the message that is brought forth through the invisible and 

yet tangible manipulation (or trans-action) of the properties of actors.  

 

In this manner a shadow within Biophilia is much more than just an area out of 

contact with light due to an obstructing actor. The shadow is also forced (by the 

sheer weight of translation and delegation) to incorporate play, transformation, 

notions of the organic, artistic sub gaols and collective intent. In other words, the 

cumulative effect of the sociotechnical system articulates additional meaning to the 

shadow (and indeed the artwork and the gallery) quite apart from the artist's 

intervention. In this way, the shadow within Biophilia does not only signify the 

physical effect of blocked light (and in this way is a meaningful articulation in its own 

right) but also brings forth multiple concepts by making visible the manipulation of 

light’s properties. In this sense Biophilia is an articulation of the symbiosis and 
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simultaneous emergence of the signifier and signified, which in turn mediates the 

possibility of reference
47

 and as such brings forth the artwork.  

 

The extended intentional state notion fits well with McGrail’s analysis of working 

with substance. McGrail’s point was that material things designate a range of actions 

and possibilities to actors while simultaneously precluding others. The implication 

for designers and artists (and indeed participants) is that the iterative design process 

is a whittling down of possible choices (afforded by the materiality of each actor), 

until a resolved design (or solidified actor-network) is achieved. Now, Malafouris’s 

extended intentional state further broadens the iterative testing and play process as 

not just about the ‘whittling down of possible design choices’, but of the ‘whittling 

down of possible cognitive operations’ towards the conceptual and material 

integration, and therefore resolution, of the work.
48

  

 

Why would a participant move her or his arms in concert with a plant form, or move 

towards another participant to allow their plant forms to merge together? Well, this 

kind of extended intentional state is what humans do all day; it is a “direct 

engagement with past experience in ways that are prevented in language” and as 

such need not rely on explicitly inscribed information (Malafouris 2008, 56). 

Moreover, participant actions in Biophilia could be seen as remembering through the 

performative act of shadow play. The artwork in part plays upon the mnemonic 

activity of shadow play without a rule book or specific representative gaols. Whilst 

Biophilia as a collective may manipulate the sociotechnical, it also influences the 

means by which participants implement conceptual judgements as perceptual 

inferences
49

(Hutchins 1995, 171). Participating in (the material engagement of) 

Biophilia forces you to remember, without including the content of what precisely is 

to be remembered. In other words, trans-acting in Biophilia and similar interactive 

artworks could be conceived of as conveying embedded and embodied conceptual 

information in itself.  

 

Similarly, Edwin Hutchins has analysed bodily interaction in relation to distributed 

cognition. Sutton, commenting on Hutchins research, argues that different gestures 

in time and space can play a key role in “communicating the dynamics of complex 

situations or set of (real or potential) material objects” (Sutton 2008, 13). The 

important point that Sutton makes of Hutchins’ work is that bodily motion (with 

other actants) is the medium of thinking itself, rather than an indicator of thought. 

The implication is that “material and gestural action seeks to integrate or stabilise 

shared or sharable conceptual information for further manipulation or interaction”, 

thereby reifying a stable actor-network (Sutton 2008, 13). This sharing of conceptual 

                                                 
47 Later in this chapter the argument is made that the referent, when subjected to the agency of the actor network, is multiple 

and constantly variable and circulates along the chains of actors that hold it together.
 

48 This also implies that there is a kind of conceptual integration in the iterative design and production process. Then following 

the principles of the phenomenOtechnique and delegation, this conceptual integration constitutes the material (if not literally 

inscribed and encoded in the entity) and thus affords further conceptual integration by other sociotechnical actors into the 

future. 
 

49 Inferences are educated guesses, based on prior experience.
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information was often witnessed in Biophilia when participants who did not know 

what to do in the installation would look to others and not only repeat their gestures 

(thereby transmitting their own collective memes to others), but build upon and 

vary their movements accordingly.   

 

In this way Biophilia becomes the momentary fulcrum through which habits and 

indeed habitus
50

 is recalibrated. Participants who trans-act in Biophilia are 

constituted as part of a cognitive system that “objectifies a new frame of 

reference”(Malafouris 2004, 58), at once limiting the collective cognitive and 

behavioural possibilities of each actor yet allowing a privileged access to the 

artwork’s distinct collective ontology (Malafouris 2004, 58).  In this way, Biophilia 

directs the ebb and flow of distributed and embodied action and cognition whilst 

providing a means of making sense of the work.   

 

5.2 Circulating reference: distributed embodiment, distributed experience and the 

interactive artwork 

 

The participant’s ability to make sense of the artwork is very much dependent on the 

level of engagement with the work. For example, in Biophilia many participants 

would first express momentary fright or fear as the plant’s organic shape began to 

grow from their shadow. The colonising of the participants’ shadows as an 

immediate image of self was often expressed in negative or threatening terms. This 

was the embodied reaction of participants to the malicious and compelling nature of 

the exchange relations previously mentioned by Friedrich Kittler and Donna Haraway 

and supported in the artist’s statement about the artwork (Cypher 2010b). The 

connection and identification between embodied self in the here and now and image 

as self (the shadow on the screen in Biophilia) was made apparent by these kinds of 

participant experiences.  

 

That an image may threaten (i.e. alienate) or strengthen (via real time incorporation) 

identification demonstrates that some participants may incorporate, however 

momentarily, such translation into their own body images (Radstake 2007, 128). 

Maud Radstake, in interpreting Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy, finds a similar “visual 

experience of the self… makes possible a kind of schism between the immediate me 

and the me that can be seen in the mirror” (Radstake 2007, 128). In this way the 

screen in Biophilia becomes likened to a mirror. Callon and Vololona Rabeharisoa 

have similarly described how people with muscular dystrophy use mirrors in therapy. 

Mirrors have the ability to transform the ways in which the body can be perceived by 

constantly going back and forth between seeing and simultaneously being a body 

and having a body. It is the simultaneous real-time presence of a body as lived in, yet 

also an image that translates bodily presence into distributed embodied experience 

                                                 
50 Goffman, building on Elias and Bourdieu’s notion of habitus, as the habits, beliefs and preferences and structures created by 

social structures, is extended to include objects and things. In using the metaphor of the theatre, Goffman includes the theatre 

stage, its walls and sounds, as all playing a role in setting up interdependencies between actions in the theatre and those that 

support the theatre (funds, reviews) outside itself. See Callon (1998, 5), who notes that “transaction effectively presupposes a 

framing … which physically circumscribes the world within which the action will take place.” 
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(Radstake 2007, 124). Therefore, such body image manipulation may contribute to 

alternative ways of relating to perceptions of one’s self.   

 

The act of seeing one’s own body through technological representation is not a 

simple matter of transferring image into experience. Rather, the intimate and 

numerous translations involved in the transferring of image into experience marks 

the process as simultaneously part of a complex configuration of knowledge-

producing and experience-evoking actors (Radstake 2007, 128). Radstake likewise 

recognises that the temporal and spatial configuration of particular sociotechnical 

networks, in her case doctor, patient and machines in hospitals, simultaneously 

produces and distributes bodies, perceptions and experiences (Radstake 2007, 126).  

 

Something similar happens in Biophilia, in that real-time images that engage the 

body are also actively enmeshed in the same kind of sociotechnical networks 

(Radstake 2007, 128). Just as participants in Biophilia become part of new cognitive 

ontological and sociotechnical alignments, they are also subject to the same depth of 

agential, material, cognitive and thus pedagogical influence.  In the process, 

according to Radstake and Latour, embodiment becomes one in which the ‘body 

learns to be affected’ (Latour 2004, 204): 

 

When you enter into contact with hospitals, your ‘rich subjective 

personality’ is not reduced to a mere package of objective meat: on 

the contrary, you are now learning to be affected by masses of 

agencies hitherto unknown not only to you, but also to doctors, 

nurses, administration, biologists, researchers who add to your poor 

inarticulate body complete sets of new instruments (….) No 

subjectivity, no introspection, no native feeling can be any match for 

the fabulous proliferation of affects and effects that a body learns 

when being processed by a hospital.  

 

Likewise, participants learn in trans-acting with Biophilia to use their bodies 

effectively.  

 

Although participants in Biophilia seemingly act in line with a multiplication of other 

associations and the distributed embodiment of self-imaging, they are still capable of 

being a self.  This is in keeping with Callon's (1999, 143) notion of translation:  

 

To say that actor A translates actor B, implies that A defines or 

explains B. However, translation does not imply that A has total 

control. For A will act in relation to past translations and this history 

will affect the form of future relations.  Both actors A or B could be 

human or nonhuman, the distinction is not important. What is 

important is that all relations and the processes of mutual definition 

are described.  

 

Each stage of a particular trans-action is therefore dependent on chains of 

associated actors that, although substantially interfering, do not entirely colonise the 
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resulting reconfiguration.
51

 In this case, participants are not entirely reduced to 

images; rather, their body is multiplied or translated to include images (Radstake 

2007, 135).  

 

In addition, the phenomenotechnique inclusion of the processes of the body's 

translation is constituted as part of a re-configured body. Therefore the body is not 

the singular material basis for the formation of an embodied identity; rather one’s 

body is “an interface that becomes more and more describable as it learns to be 

affected by more and more elements”, enacted, in the case of Biophilia, in real time 

(Latour 2004, 206).  

 

As far as Latour is concerned, the body "needs to subscribe to a lot of subjectifiers to 

become a subject” (Latour 2005, 216). The subjectifiers in this case are the trans-

active effects of distributed cognition, enactive signification, the extended 

intentional states together with the relational materiality such as the real-time 

shadows generated in Biophilia.  These shadows are neither outside representations 

that supposedly suppress embodied experience (as a result of their mediation) nor 

are they immediate self-evident views of oneself. However, "each configuration of 

actors inscribes images with a particular script that invites patients to have certain 

experiences (Radstake 2007, 101). Such subjectifying elements engage participants 

in a pedagogical process in which bodies learn with and by the co-constituted and 

specific affordances of each trans-action (Latour 2004, 129). Trans-acting with 

Biophilia is an embodied experience not situated inside a body or a person, but 

enacted in a collective processes of distributed embodiment (Radstake 2007, 138).  

 

Participating with installations like Biophilia is very much an iterative process. The 

exploratory testing exhibited by participants requires that each movement build on 

the previous one, so that each successive test constitutes a unique sociotechnical 

configuration comprising of a distinctive body to be learnt, together with a unique 

body of knowledge. The participant in Biophilia is also subject to the consecutive 

rectification of knowledge or what Latour calls a “chain of experiences” (Latour 

2007a, 12). Latour conceptualises the necessity of a successive chain of 

transformations consistent with trans-action as the phenomena of circulating 

reference, in which (Latour 1999, 71), 

 

phenomena are not situated at the meeting point between things - 

and the forms of the human mind; phenomena are what circulates all 

along the reversible chain of transformations, at each step losing 

some properties to gain others that render them compatible with 

already established centres of calculation.  

 

In this manner, bodies, actors and their relations do not become reduced or even 

made transparent with each successive stage. Rather the connections become 

thicker, 'bodies' become increasing distributed, experience is built upon and each is 

                                                 
51 The also fits well with McGrail’s notion of reservedness in relation to an actor-network notion of materiality, developed in 

Chapter Four.
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rendered easier to trace, and as a result much more opaque. This can be illustrated 

in Circulating Reference - Figure 18. 

 

 
 

Fig 18. Circulating reference, adapted from (Radstake 2007, 136) and (Latour 

1999,73). 

(Note - Every stage is equally matter for the next translation as well as form for the 

previous one. Each particular configuration of the network at each stage co-enacts a 

consecutive rectification of knowledge or what Latour calls a “chain of experiences” 

(Latour 2007a, 12). In this way the dynamic co-enactment of distributed cognition 

and distributed embodiment trans-act in order to produce a constantly changing 

reference, which is represented by the dotted line.) 

 

At each step, the referent Biophilia is materially and discursively adjusted to the 

requirements of a particular configuration of actors. Along these lines, our 

knowledge (reference and indeed ability to signify) is neither limited nor absolute; it 

circulates through many successive transformations (Latour and Hermant 2006, 36). 

Therefore, significant reference to Biophilia should take into account that which 

circulates via a collective of actors whose agency is distributed through trans-active 

effects that can only be described as variable and multiple.  

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter demonstrates that the route via which experience is processed into 

signification and thus knowledge detours through many different actors distributed 

throughout the sociotechnical. Just as Biophilia is constantly re-configured according 

to the specific configuration of actors it trans-acts, so too the notion of reference is 

also reconstructed as not referring to a stable entity with finite qualities but to a 

referent that is elastic and temporal according to its sequential transformations.  

 

In this way the singular human mind with its attendant internal cognitive ability is 

critiqued. In its place, cognition is deemed to be distributed if not dependent on the 

actor-network that provides additional sets of competencies.  As these extra 

cognitive competencies are reliant upon the mediations of actor-networks they are 
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equally fashioned and shaped in accordance with their specific trans-actions. In 

particular, the means by which participants iteratively test the installation space via 

trans-action is an important way that knowledge is constantly rectified. Further, in so 

doing, participants associate their bodies and minds with a unique and co-

constituting sociotechnical configuration that is the artwork. Bodies, as Latour points 

out, are subjectified not by internal processes but by multiple intersecting actor-

networks that pedagogically act to multiply the body as more describable and greatly 

connected.  

 

The nature of real time imaging as described by Radstake and demonstrated in 

artworks like Biophilia, also offers alternative ways of relating to perceptions of 

individuality. The act of simultaneously seeing a mediated version of self and being 

oneself translates bodily presence into distributed embodied experience. Likewise, 

the seemingly simple internal procedure of transferring image to experience is also 

re-configured as part and parcel of a whole range of heterogeneous knowledge-

producing and experience-evoking actors (Radstake 2007, 128).  

 

The effects of these experience-invoking actors are seen all the way along the actor-

network.  For example, signification is not the internal reception of symbolic 

representations but enacted if not 'engineered' by different modes of ordering 

implied by specific configurations of actor-networks. Likewise, the ability to 

designate intention to any one actor becomes problematic, particularly in light of the 

way human intentionality can sometimes so strongly identify with the relational 

material of artworks like Biophilia. 

 

The fact that Biophilia offers no instructions for its use, and that the traditional 

usability methods employed by HCI are completely ignored, points to the important 

work delegated to the actor-network. The inventive ways by which participants 

iteratively test and thus produce a successive body of knowledge, without 

instruction, points to the importance of recognising the experience and thus 

knowledge invoking work distributed throughout the various trans-actions in 

interactive artworks.  
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Conclusion 
 

This thesis has sought a richer way to test – in works such as Biophilia — and analyse 

– in the written dissertation – what happens in interactive artworks by using Actor-

Network Theory. The result has been the progressive development of the notion of 

trans-action that better describes the types of phenomena revealed by an actor-

network approach to interactive works of art. 

 

Chapter One is a way of documenting the tools and methods used by ANT scholars to 

move beyond sociological descriptions and document the sociotechnical interactions 

in which scientific knowledge is the result. It argues that Actor-Network Theory 

offers a method by which actual practice is made accountable. Not only is Chapter 

One an account of the development of some key concepts of Actor-Network Theory 

but it also pinpoints how ANT, when used in other disciplines like science, has shown 

that humans do not act alone.  

 

The examination of the development of ANT in Chapter One mirrors the practice and 

discourse that surrounds interactivity in the visual arts as discussed in Chapter Two. 

For example, sociological explanations of scientific knowledge, just as in social 

justifications for interactivity, concentrate on the anthropocentric agency of humans 

over and above any other. As a result, almost every narrative involving interaction by 

humans in artwork legitimises and privileges the social inputs and social outputs.  

Just as the social version of scientific knowledge blackboxes nonhuman influence, so 

too the social version of interactivity in the visual arts hides the work done by all 

actors by focussing on the elements of the interaction rather than the interaction 

itself. Furthermore, by focusing on the meaning produced as an anthropocentric 

affair, the sociological versions of science and interactivity bracket out the 

artefactual and material means by which interaction is not only made possible but by 

which it might effectively influence cognition and embodiment. Consequently, the 

actual process of artistic and indeed scientific practice is not given the credit that it is 

due.  

 

Chapter Two explores the historical and contemporary notions of interactivity and 

participation in the visual arts. Through this analysis the central problems of how to 

describe interactivity in visual art become apparent.  The historical influence of 

Duchamp, Cage, Eco, the Happenings movement and Popper’s concept of real 

movement, are examined as precursors to notions of participation and interactivity 

in the visual arts. Chapter Two also argues that the systems and cybernetics artists of 

the1960s are particularly important because they demonstrate an affinity with many 

of the facets of Actor-Network Theory. For example, Hans Haacke's definition of a 

system as a "grouping of elements subject to a common plan or purpose [that] ... 

interact so as to arrive at a joint goal" (Siegel 1971, 243) resonates with the ANT 

description of translation. Likewise, Haacke's various statements about his work, 

although articulate, remain fuzzy in apportioning artistic intent and indeed individual 

competencies within a system (Galanter and Levy 2003).  
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More recently, Katja Kwastek articulated the central problem of analysing interactive 

artworks when she argued that if “the objective of interactive media art is precisely 

to uncover and reflect the specific forms of interaction enabled by new media”, then 

privileging the social and the human mind as the only components in interactivity 

will never "identity the processes that enable their mediation" (Kwastek 2009, 511). 

Simon Penny also states that since a digital arts practice is essentially hybrid in 

nature it requires a similarly hybrid discourse. The problem does not seem to be 

recognised by the broader digital arts community since the paradigms of sociology 

and computer science still dominate discourse surrounding interactive digital arts.  

 

Outside the arts several attempts have been made to move beyond these 

conventional paradigms in order to understand the greater ecology of mediation and 

interaction. The degrees approach became popular in the new media theory because 

it develops categories of inputs that would grant certain functional and ideological 

abilities to interactive artworks (Dinkla 1994; Rokeby 1995; Graham 1997; Daniels 

2007). The advantage of a degrees or multidimensional approach to interactivity is 

that it captures most of the elements that work to construct the phenomena. The 

disadvantage of this approach is that it assumes that interactivity can be distilled 

into separate components in much the same way that medical science assumes the 

body to be a part-interchangeable system without consideration of the co-

dependency of its parts. The contradiction in this approach is the desire to 

determine the quantitative value of singular elements in isolation rather than 

offering any kind of understanding of how these components might qualitatively 

interact. 

 

In contrast, Steve Woolgar's continuum model of human computer use 

demonstrates the mutual influence and re-configuration of humans and computers 

when they interact.  Although Woolgar's research does not offer a complete method 

of analysis, it does pose some interesting questions. For example, if, as Woolgar's 

paper suggests, there is a perceived ambiguity in an individual's capacity to act with 

a computer, then should each actor be defined separately? Likewise, where do the 

characteristics and properties for each actor begin and end? In other words, 

Woolgar's paper gathers enough evidence to suggest that human/computer 

interaction is not bounded by distinct entities with definable qualities and 

competencies. Rather, Woolgar finds that the interaction is more like a continuum in 

which the 'machine' is made up of interpretations, instructions, the printer and 

participants, whose competencies are distributed (Woolgar 1991).  After having 

found that the interaction is indeed a continuum of relations, Woolgar is 

subsequently faced with the difficulty of using an ethnographic method based on 

defining what humans do to try and explain a phenomenon that incorporates all in 

its path. As a result, the other half of the continuum relation (objects, machines and 

nonhumans) are left out of the analysis.  Woolgar's research therefore reaches the 

very limits by which ethnography and indeed sociology can adequately explain a 

phenomenon like human/computer interaction.   

 

Similarly, contemporary notions of interactivity in the visual arts run into the same 

problems. The dilemma and contradictions of using a one-sided, anthropocentric 
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method, aimed at a problem involving more than one component (human and 

machine), are clearly articulated by Woolgar in his work. Yet when artists and writers 

use the same approach these same contradictions and limits go completely 

unnoticed in contemporary discourse about interactive art. For example, in the 

paper “Is there love in the Telematic Embrace”, Roy Ascott refers to human 

perception as being a generated effect of the negotiations within the symbiosis of 

human/machine. What Ascott means by negotiation is never made clear, because 

only the human is capable of stating its position.  As a result the machinic 

"worldwide artificial reticular sensorium" (the other half of the symbiosis) is 

magically rendered sensible but accordingly mute. If negotiation is at all possible, it is 

only through what is good or beneficial for "human perception". Therefore, using a 

one-sided method to explain the behaviour and shared action of a continuum model 

of interactivity can only ever reify an anthropocentric position.   

 

Chapter Three expands on Woolgar's continuum model by engaging interactivity in 

works of art from the aspect of Actor-Network Theory. As discussed in Chapter One, 

the advantage of an actor-network approach is its ability to describe reciprocal 

relations in regard to science. That is, all agents, human and nonhuman, are taken 

into account when they interact. When a symmetrical method is used to analyse 

interactive artworks, a very different series of effects becomes apparent, the major 

one being that the making of an artwork is not the individual and definitive creative 

act of the artist, but more the result of actions that are distributed across a wide 

range of human and nonhuman actors working toward a collective goal – the 

artwork. 

 

In following the actors in the practice and exhibition of interactive artworks, it is 

demonstrated that all actants are equally dependent on translation. Translation 

simultaneously offers a whole range of actors (the artist included) the resources and 

means of action, whilst also subjecting them to the collective wilfulness of actor-

networks that simultaneously offer choice whilst constraining some movements, 

possibilities and goals. Moreover, translation also recognises that action with others 

presupposes the possibility that no one actor is in control. As such, artists (and their 

corresponding actor-networks), like the gun-man relation described by Latour in 

Chapter One, are also subject to compositions of actions that translate goals as much 

as action. Goal translation not only identifies that the maker of artworks is often 

overtaken by the thing being made, but that the maker’s purposeful action and 

intentionality is actually an effect of a complex composition of actors that should 

really be described as belonging to 'us'.  This notion of collective compositional 

action then forms the basis for the argument that interactivity in visual artworks is 

an effect of distributed action.  

 

The collective nature of action is mapped in Chapter Three by demonstrating the 

way associations are formed over time in the making of two interactive artworks, 

Biophilia and Concrescence. Indeed, an ANT analysis of these artworks demonstrates 

that each artwork’s variable functions and competencies are hard won by different 

associations of actors at different times, and are not solely due to the will and 

agency of the artist. The effect is that actors take on certain characteristics and 
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properties of those that they interact with. As a result properties are regularly 

borrowed and exchanged from the social and inscribed into technical objects. This 

sociotechnical process works both ways, extending nonhuman influence into the 

social and human influence into the artefactual. Consequently the competencies and 

functions of each actor that were formerly considered distinct begin to blur. Indeed, 

artworks like Biophilia are made of several thousand components that have to be 

recombined in a specific time, space, and in actorial and material sequences in order 

that the 'work' is made. This process is documented in the way certain problems in 

the making and exhibition of the artworks are solved by associating new actors 

(technicians and better technical equipment) into the collective. What emerges is a 

stronger alliance of actors, from which a better-adapted version of Biophilia 

materialises. In this way, the intentions of the artist are significantly translated and 

thus altered to the extent that all the actors in the development and exhibition 

shape the conceptual and physical aspects of Biophilia. 

 

Peculiar to this study of interactive artworks is the way that representations of the 

work Biophilia seem to reinforce an anthropocentric approach to interactivity. What 

humans see as a single image immediately brackets out the much deeper mediatory 

effects of the actor-network. For example, the nature of collective and thus 

distributed action, and the contribution these hidden actors make, is wiped clear 

from the information about the work in one swoop; hence the importance of the 

ANT tenet that analysts, whilst literally immersed in the actor-network, should follow 

the actors in action. Therefore, representation and indeed observation on its own is 

considered an incomplete method for the evaluation of interactive artworks.  

 

Representations of the artwork operate in much the same way as a 'common sense' 

approach to interactivity, in that both have a tendency to blackbox how interactive 

events take place. Blackboxing refers to the way in which the interior mechanisms, 

functions and process of an interaction are made invisible in order to focus on inputs 

and outputs. The epitome of the blackbox process is punctualisation, a process 

described by John Law as when artists, technicians, and tools are so well aligned that 

"a network acts as a single block, then it disappears, to be replaced by the action 

itself and the seemingly simple author of that action" (Law 1992).  In art practice 

terms, the artwork is deemed resolved. However, a blackbox or the process of 

punctualisation is what the participants perceive and is what representations of 

interactive artworks illustrate in all their superficiality. 

 

The precarious nature of building interactive artworks that are not stable also signals 

the importance of recognising that systems are not only shaped by actors that work 

together but by those actors that would see a system disassociate. The potentially 

destructive nature of systemic failure is used throughout history by artists and 

writers such as Burnham, Duchamp, Feingold, and Haacke.  These artists understood 

the agency in systemic failure and thus use it extensively as a positive force in their 

artwork. This idea is extended in Chapter Three, in which analysis of the artwork 

Concrescence shows how it also takes advantage of systemic failure. However, in 

ANT terms the process is reconceptualised as reversible blackboxing. This is also 

deemed to be a positive consequence in that the potential dissociating effects of a 
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blackbox in collapse gives rise to an excess of information. In this way, Concrescence 

is able to associate unhelpful elements into its translation process, not as a process 

of destruction but of renewal. The unstable nature of translation is used by 

sociotechnical systems, such as artworks like Concrescence, to adapt and thus 

convert a wide range of circumstances into itself without falling apart. The excess of 

information produced from reversible blackboxing is deemed an effect of a 

composition of actors trying to adaptively maintain the stability of its own system. It 

is in this dynamic that the artwork Concrescence is materially and conceptually 

shaped. 

 

Chapter Four also follows the actors in several artworks by magnifying the actorial, 

temporal, spatial and material shifts associated with translation and delegation. 

Once the delegatory effect on interactive artworks is taken into account, one can 

better describe the sociotechnical modification of the expression and thus the shifts 

in the meaning generated by practice.  Delegation is demonstrated in the way that 

micro-processes and changes made in the construction and exhibition of Biophilia 

change not only the physical associations but also the flow-on effect into conceptual 

content. This description of artistic process fits well with John Law's notion of 

"heterogeneous engineering" as the fitting together of social, technical and 

therefore conceptual content to make the artwork which, in the case of interactive 

art, also constructs the conditions and possibilities of interacting in it.   

 

At the heart of delegation is the description of artistic practice as a form of technical 

skill. Following the notion of delegation technical skill is a kind of shifting out. That is, 

as programs of action are inscribed into actors and their associations there is a 

distribution of skills, or shifting out, amongst actors that becomes a shared program 

of action. Along with this movement, there is a temporal shift that activates forces 

locked within technical actions, tools and skills set in motion many years before by 

other actors. A spatial shift also occurs in that instead of one actor we have a whole 

chain of actors that stand with and in its place. This effect also implies that technical 

action presupposes a shift in purposeful action and intent, from the singular to an 

action that is multiplied and distributed.  An additional effect of technical action is a 

shift in the perception of matter not as outside, external and separate to action and 

cognition but to one that is thoroughly relational and as such informs a shift in the 

way meaning is expressed. 

 

Following the discussion of delegation, Chapter Four argues for the importance of 

materiality in relation to Actor-Network Theory. Latour's version of substance is 

critiqued as inadequate for understanding the impact of materiel on arts practice.   

John Laws’ description of a relational materiality, together with Robert McGrail’s 

notion of reservedness and modal weight, are integrated to better account for the 

materiality of the making of, and participation in, interactive artworks. With this 

extended notion of relational materiality, the supposed immateriality of digital and 

interactive artworks is critiqued. Using the ANT co-constituting nature of the 

phenomenotechnique, the exchanges in translation and delegation, together with 

Mathew Kirschenbaum's account of digital data as thoroughly physical, 

informational materiality begins to emerge within new media interactive artworks. 
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In this respect, participation in interactive artworks is the continual translation of 

associated actors, spaces, times, materials and thus knowledge embodied in a 

material form (Law 1992).  

 

We can now see now that the term interactivity is inadequate for recounting the 

many and heterogeneous modes of ordering and alignments particular to an actor-

network description of interactive artworks. As a result, the last section of Chapter 

Four translates interactivity in visual artworks as trans-action. It is also argued that, 

as an analytical term, trans-action better incorporates the way that actor-networks 

"heterogeneously engineer" (Law 1992) the form, function, material and knowledge 

of participatory artworks. Trans-action therefore implies that the properties of 

actors are thoroughly exchangeable and relations are far more ontologically hybrid 

than those inferred by interactivity. 

 

Based on the practice of making and exhibiting interactive art together with Actor-

Network Theory (van der Duim 2005), trans-action suggests that we should follow 

the actors and: 

I. Describe interactivity in visual art works in terms of trans-action 

Current contemporary discourse on interaction in artworks revolves around the 

use of interactivity that describes activity in some kind of mythical space 

‘between’ two or more separate entities. The space between entities implies a 

kind of a priori asymmetry in terms of functions, competencies and 

characteristics. Trans-action implies no such a priori assumptions and considers 

the capabilities, functions and knowledge of interactive artworks as generated 

out of the trans-actions in actorial, spatial, temporal and material dimensions. 

II. Provide a symmetrical account of interactive artworks 

Collectives are a heterogeneous network that incorporates "society, 

organisations and machines as effects generated in patterned networks of 

diverse (not simply human) materials" (Law 1992).  Without this sociotechnical 

entanglement, artworks like Biophilia would not be possible. Therefore, the 

emphasis should be on how sociotechnical actors translate each other and in 

so doing align themselves into collectives. 

III. Look for sociotechnical exchanges 

Trans-action also lends weight to the way that actors exchange sociotechnical 

properties not as payment but as the common and necessary building blocks of 

translation and thus relations in interactive artworks.  

IV. Describe the ecology of actorial, spatial, temporal and material trans-action, 

not just the representations in interactive artworks 

The nature of the visual arts is by definition traditionally focused on 

representation. Trans-action suggests that by following the actors in action, 

rather than representation, one is able to take into account many more 

movements and actors.    

V. Describe how action in interactive artworks is distributed 

Action and intention is not the sole domain of the human, rather it is the result 

of many trans-actions, simultaneously enabled and constrained by a long 

chains of actors collectively working together 

VI. Consider the role of information materiality  
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A relational materiality suggests that it is not only actors who are defined and 

produced in their relations but that material is also subject to the effect of the 

phenomenotechnique. As such, digital processing and digital data are 

thoroughly constituted by the means of their construction and are considered 

as having modal weight in relations.  

VII. Include the distributed cognition and distributed embodiment effects of trans-

action  

Trans-acting in artworks like Biophilia implies that a deeper sense of the 

artwork is brought forth and offers a (partially) new mind endowed with a 

(partially) new sense of its collective ontology. As a result, bodies do not 

become alienated or reduced, but increasingly connected and distributed. In 

addition, knowledge is beholden to the sequential chain of experiences woven 

into its many trans-actions, of which distributed cognising and distributed 

embodiments are its effects. 

VIII. Consider the interactive artwork as a circulating reference  

In order for interactive ‘artworks’ to materialise a network of actors exists 

before, during and long after the artwork is constructed and exhibited.  At each 

stage in this long process the interactive work is subject to material and 

discursive change according to a particular configuration of actors. Likewise, 

knowledge and reference about the artwork is therefore also subject to these 

successive and circulatory transformations.  

 

These eight elements form a group of propositions
52

 that offer alternative ways to 

approach describing interactive artworks. 

 

Up to this point, this thesis has not concentrated on the role of the participant in 

interactive artworks. This in part represents the limitations of Actor-Network Theory. 

However, because ANT uses a symmetrical method it means that the attribution of 

certain phenomena cannot be explained against foundational concepts (like 

humanism) external to the network. One of the ways to mitigate this analytic 

limitation is to pursue Latour's notion of the circulating referent.  

 

First introduced in Chapter One and expanded upon in Chapter Five, ‘circulating 

reference’ implies that the seemingly simple ability of humans to make reference to 

something is made possible by "chains of translations ... through which actors 

modify, [and] displace” and in so doing create reference (Latour 1999, 305). In this 

way the construction of a signifier, signified and indeed referent is given form 

through a number of processes involving intersecting actor-networks. Therefore, 

reference (the way that words signify an object or action) is what circulates all along 

the reversible chain of transformations that at each step loses some properties to 

gain others (Latour 1999, 71). 

 

                                                 
52
 
These were coined by the philosopher Isabelle Stengers, as an alternative to the notion of statement, which stands for the 

representationalist idea of “statements referring to matters of fact through the fragile bridge of correspondence” (Latour 2004, 

212).
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The implications of circulating reference for participants of interactive artworks are 

significant. Circulating reference implies that cognition, or the process of thought, is 

a heavily mediated procedure. In other words, trans-acting in participatory artworks 

describes all actors as part of a new mutually constituted, ontological and cognitive 

system. 

 

If signification is enacted as part and parcel of trans-acting with interactive artworks 

then it stands to reason that our ability to make reference to the artwork and indeed 

our 'own' performance is likewise mediated. Indeed, the experience of real time 

imaging of participants’ bodies in artworks such as Biophilia also implies that this 

particular trans-action produces a complex configuration of sociotechnical 

knowledge-producing and experience-evoking actors. Therefore trans-action in 

interactive artworks also translates bodily presence into distributed embodied 

experience (Radstake 2007, 124).  
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